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EXECUTIVE SUMMARYEXECUTIVE SUMMARYEXECUTIVE SUMMARYEXECUTIVE SUMMARY    

The general objective of INNWIND Work Package 2.3 is the evaluation of the technology-
readiness level of advanced load control strategies primarily targeting the attenuation of 
rotor loads. In the previous deliverable, a preliminary analysis of various load control 
techniques was done, and the trailing edge flap control mechanism was down selected 
as the most promising and technically feasible solution. The integration of this 
mechanism with conventional rotor design is evaluated in terms of its load reduction 
potential using different numerical tools. Since the proof of the pudding is in the eating 
the objective of this deliverable is on the experimental proof-of-concept of the trailing-
edge control concept. Dedicated experiments are performed to test the actuators, the 
sensors and the control systems. These different elements are tested during wind tunnel, 
field and laboratory experiments.  

Novel Load Sensor 

For feedback control the loads have to be measured. Through the experimental 
investigation of piezoelectric patches on a laboratory scale blade, the feasibility of using 
those types of sensors as load sensor has been proven. Especially the low frequency 
range down to 0.1Hz has not been investigated in a systematic manner before. By 
appropriate selection of sensor dimension and effect type (d31, d33) along with careful 
design of sensor signal conditioning, quasi-static load measurements down to 0.1 Hz 
could be achieved in a laboratorial setting.  

The same type of sensors are used during the wind tunnel testwind tunnel testwind tunnel testwind tunnel test where three new elements 
are introduced: 1) the free floating flap, 2) an active grid, 3) an adaptive control scheme.  
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Wind tunnel experiments 

FreeFreeFreeFree----floating flapsfloating flapsfloating flapsfloating flaps were designed for the first time for the application of wind turbine load 
control. Numerical aeroelastic analysis concluded that such flaps show significant control 
authority in the desired frequency band (2P and beyond). However, the additional degree 
of freedom couples aerodynamically with the flapwise flexible mode of the blade and 
causes flutter at low wind speeds, just outside the design envelope. Using a data-driven 
feedback controller, the blade can be stabilized in the post-flutter region. Both of these 
results were validated experimentally in the wind tunnel (see Fig. 1). 

The experiment is conducted in the wind tunnel of the university of Oldenburg. The wind 
tunnel has a cross section of 3 x 3 m² and a test section of 30 m. Wind speeds up to 30 
m/s could be achieved. The inflow of the wind tunnel gets modulated by an active grid 
which is mounted to the wind tunnel inlet. The active gridactive gridactive gridactive grid is used to generate customized 
turbulence for wind tunnel applications. The used active grid is divides the cross section 
by 80 horizontal and vertical rods, resulting in a mesh width of about 0,14m. Each of its 
axes is connected to a servomotor in a such manner that each can be controlled 
individually by a real time system. Mounted on the rods are square flaps which are, 
depending on the orientation with respect to the inflow, blocking and deflecting the wind. 
Dynamic changes of the angle of attack of the flaps to the flow are in the following 
described as an excitation protocol. The excitation protocol defines the dynamics of the 
generated turbulence. 

    
Figure Figure Figure Figure 1111, Wind tunnel experiments in Oldenburg with the active grid and a scaled innovative two, Wind tunnel experiments in Oldenburg with the active grid and a scaled innovative two, Wind tunnel experiments in Oldenburg with the active grid and a scaled innovative two, Wind tunnel experiments in Oldenburg with the active grid and a scaled innovative two----bladed wind bladed wind bladed wind bladed wind 

turbine.turbine.turbine.turbine.    

During the wind tunnel tests, the concept of Subspace Predictive Repetitive Subspace Predictive Repetitive Subspace Predictive Repetitive Subspace Predictive Repetitive ControlControlControlControl 
(SPRC), a dedicated data-driven control technique, was used to achieve blade load 
reductions. The pitch control action was composed of a superposition of 1P and 2P 
sinusoidal basis functions where the gains are automatically adapted to the time-varying 
wind conditions. It was shown that significant rejection of 1P and 2P loads in the blade 
load spectrum could be achieved with combined pitch and flap control (see Fig. 2). 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 2222, A , A , A , A typicaltypicaltypicaltypical    result of the wind tunnel experiments using an advanced dataresult of the wind tunnel experiments using an advanced dataresult of the wind tunnel experiments using an advanced dataresult of the wind tunnel experiments using an advanced data----driven feedback controller driven feedback controller driven feedback controller driven feedback controller 

that mitigates the loads. Turbulence intensity 3%.that mitigates the loads. Turbulence intensity 3%.that mitigates the loads. Turbulence intensity 3%.that mitigates the loads. Turbulence intensity 3%. 

Rotating Test Rig 
A morphing trailing edge (MTE) flap has been developed for the alleviation of unsteady 
loads within Task 2.3. It consists of an inner, printed cell structure which allows a 
deflection of the flap. On the suction side, the flap is covered with a Carbon Fiber 
Reinforced Polyester (CFRP) skin and on the pressure side with a pre-stressed silicone 
skin. The flap is actuated with a carbon rod attached to the trailing edge of the flap (see 
Figure 3 (right)). 
 

                   
 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333, (Left) Rotating test, (Left) Rotating test, (Left) Rotating test, (Left) Rotating test----rig at DTU, Campus Risoe. (Right) A flap prototype. The silicone skin on the rig at DTU, Campus Risoe. (Right) A flap prototype. The silicone skin on the rig at DTU, Campus Risoe. (Right) A flap prototype. The silicone skin on the rig at DTU, Campus Risoe. (Right) A flap prototype. The silicone skin on the 
pressure side is not glued on at this stage. The actuation rod is visible at the lower part of the flap.pressure side is not glued on at this stage. The actuation rod is visible at the lower part of the flap.pressure side is not glued on at this stage. The actuation rod is visible at the lower part of the flap.pressure side is not glued on at this stage. The actuation rod is visible at the lower part of the flap.    

The flap is tested under realistic conditions on a rotating test rig, developed previously in 
a National Danish project INDUFLAP in the period from 2011-2014. It is a test facility 
based on a 100 kW turbine platform where the rotor has been taken down and instead a 
10m long boom is mounted with at the end a 2m blade section. The flap system is 
integrated on this blade section and then tests can be run with the boom rotating, 
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simulating conditions close to the ones on a full scale turbine. The boom can be pitched, 
which means that combined pitch and flap actuation can be performed. 
 
A new blade section for testing the flap system on the rotating test rig has been 
manufactured using the 30% airfoil, developed within the INNWIND.EU project. A 
comprehensive instrumentation comprising about 120 pressure tabs is appended so that 
the flap influence on the loading can be monitored in details. The flaps are manufactured 
in sections and resulting in eight sections that together constitute the flap spanning the 
total length of the 2m blade.  
 
In the testing campaign utilizing DTU’s rotating rig, the morphing trailing edge technology 
developed in collaboration with the University of Bristol has been evaluated and 
successfully demonstrated. It is shown that the morphing wing achieves good 
performance in terms of aerodynamic load response, close to numerical estimations. 
Moreover, simple controller implementations show promising results in terms of dynamic 
load alleviation. In addition, the aerodynamic performance of ECN’s new aerofoil has 
been evaluated in atmospheric conditions. Furthermore, the BEM-based codes from DTU 
and NTUA show good performance in the prediction of the unsteady force response with 
the flap activation. 
 
After proof of the technical feasibility of the concept, the whole control system is tested 
on a 2MW commercial wind turbine, and on the 10MW INNWIND turbine using high-
fidelity simulations. 
 
Evaluation of trailing edge flaps on a commercial MW Suzlon wind turbine 
The individual flap controller developed in the INNWIND project has been included in the 
aero-servo-elastic model of the Suzlon’s wind turbine S111, and tuned to the turbine 
characteristics. Aeroelastic simulations of the turbine with and without Adaptive Trailing 
Edge Flaps (ATEF), and considering different flap control modes, are performed 
reproducing the IEC operational load cases (1.1 to 1.5) and the idling rotor case (1.6). 
The effects of the ATEF control are quantified in terms of fatigue and ultimate load 
variations, as well as the increase in the AEP. 
 
Overall the flap control achieves its main objective of alleviating the blade root flapwise 
fatigue loads with 9%, whereas the power increase control mode yields a1.7% increase in 
AEP, which, given the observed increase of both fatigue and ultimate loads, is probably 
not sufficient to justify. A more carefully tuned control system, or maybe a more 
sophisticated control algorithm, would probably allow to achieve higher load reductions 
with the ATEF, especially considering the ultimate loads.  
 
Whether the load alleviations achieved with the flaps in the simulated cases would 
ultimately be sufficient to justify the increase in complexity for a class III A turbine 
remains an open question. The answer would require a redesign of the rotor considering 
the modification to the load constraints given by the active flaps, as well as an estimation 
of the costs of the rotor, other turbine components, and also of the flap system.  
 
Evaluation of trailing edge flaps on the 10 and 20 MW INNWIND turbine 
 
Fatigue and extreme load reduction capabilities of IPC and IPC&IFC are assessed on the 
10 MW and 20 MW Innwind.EU RWT. Blade flapwise fatigue load reductions of about 
25% are attained with both control strategies tested in the present study (i.e. IPC and 
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combined IPC&IFC), independent of the turbine size. Overall, tower fatigue loads slightly 
increase for both turbine sizes and both control strategies. A slightly higher increase is 
noted on the fatigue loads of the up-scaled 20 MW turbine. This is because the proposed 
control loops have only been designed for the alleviation of the blade loads while they are 
not aiming at tower loads. The effect on ultimate loads by both control concepts is minor. 
As a result of the combined application of IPC and IFC, a 6% reduction of the blade 
extreme flapwise load is obtained on the 20MW turbine. The combined application of 
IPC&IFC, while resulting in the same blade load reduction as IPC, considerably reduces 
the pitch mechanism duty cycle. For the 20MW turbine, the increase in the standard 
deviation of the pitch motion exceeds 100%. This is reduced to about 10% when IFC is 
activated. 
 

The main conclusion of this deliverable is that trailing edge flaps provide another degree 
of freedom to the wind turbine designers which make it possible to distribute the evitable 
structural loading over all the wind turbine components. Performing field experiments on 
a MW rotor is the next big step towards large scale implementation. 
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1 INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION    

1.11.11.11.1 BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    
 
The need for reducing the cost of wind energy, especially in the resource-rich offshore locations, 
has been a driving factor in the increasing size of modern wind turbines. However, an increased 
turbine size also increases the component loading, especially dynamic (fatigue) loading, pushing it 
to beyond the limits of engineering experience. It is the objective of the INNWIND program to 
investigate innovations in wind technology that can allow for an increase in the rating of turbines 
while circumventing an exponential increase in the turbine loads and their concomitant material 
costs. 
 
One of the primary cost drivers in wind turbines is the rotor design. The rotor blades themselves, 
on account of the complex aerostructural design and glass-fibre/carbon-fibre composition, form 
an important part of turbine costs that is sought to be minimised by limiting dynamic blade loads. 
Further, the blade loads cascade down through the entire structure, as such, blade load 
attenuation can prove beneficial in reducing total turbine costs, in terms of initial outlay as well as 
maintenance cost. Therefore, the objective of INNWIND Task 2 is the investigation of rotor design 
concepts that can alleviate blade loads in a passive (structural) or active (aeroservoelastic) 
manner. 
 
INNWIND Task 2.3 devotes its attention to the control implications of these concepts. In the 
previous deliverable, several different rotor (re)design concepts for blade load reduction were 
explored in terms of advantages and limitations. The focus of the deliverable was on the technical 
feasibility and readiness level of various technologies for their implementation in the field. It was 
concluded that active trailing edge flaps, that can modify aerofoil camber in response to varying 
wind loads, show the highest technology-readiness level. Other concepts, namely passive trailing-
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edge flaps and material/geometric coupling, need further validation in the simulation and 
experimental environment. 
 
Since the proof of the pudding is in the eating the objective of this deliverable is on the 
experimental proof-of-concept of the trailing-edge control concept. Dedicated experiments will be 
performed to test the actuators, the sensors and the control systems. These different elements 
will be tested during wind tunnel, field and laboratory experiments. 
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PART 1: Wind tunnel experimentsPART 1: Wind tunnel experimentsPART 1: Wind tunnel experimentsPART 1: Wind tunnel experiments    
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2 NOVEL LOAD SENSORNOVEL LOAD SENSORNOVEL LOAD SENSORNOVEL LOAD SENSOR    ((((FRAUNHOFERFRAUNHOFERFRAUNHOFERFRAUNHOFER))))    

2.12.12.12.1 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

As mentioned in [1] previous work has demonstrated that significant reductions in fatigue 
loading on a wind turbine can be achieved by using individual pitch control, in which the 
pitch of each blade is adjusted individually, in response to measured loads. 
 
In order to control the loads along the rotor blades knowledge of the loads is essential, 
which can be measured by several sensor concepts. A huge number of sensor concepts 
have been investigated in the last years and the following chapter should give a brief 
overview about these different principles.  
 
As one can see in  [2] sensor failures belongs with 11% to the third biggest total numbers 
of failures.  

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444: Share of the main components of the total number of failures, [2]: Share of the main components of the total number of failures, [2]: Share of the main components of the total number of failures, [2]: Share of the main components of the total number of failures, [2]    

 
From this it is apparent that a higher reliability of the sensor systems is crucial and 
therefore novel sensor systems needs to be investigated. 
 
The main focus of these chapter will be the strain sensors, in particular the piezoelectric 
based sensors, because of their multifunctional characteristics, which makes them ideal 
for application in smart structures. For the sake of completeness also different 
measurements principles like accelerometers and inflow measurements will be 
presented as a brief overview. 
 

2.22.22.22.2 StateStateStateState----ofofofof----thethethethe----art overviewart overviewart overviewart overview    

AccelerometersAccelerometersAccelerometersAccelerometers    

Accelerations can be a possible measure for load reduction control strategies. They can 
be measured by different sensor principles.  
 
The most common used accelerometers use the piezoelectric effect to measure 
vibrations. They are characterized by a high signal quality but due to their high invest 
prices they are not suitable for a widespread industrial application. Furthermore they 
usually behave like a high pass, so they cannot be used for measuring the low frequency 
vibrations of the rotor blades.  
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An alternative are micro electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) -based sensors that achieve 
poorer signal quality compared to the laboratory sensors, but show considerable 
advantages in price. 
Application in [3] indicates that cost effective MEMS-type accelerometer’s shows 
sufficient performance in an industrial application for health monitoring of shock 
absorbers and can easily be integrated in tailored housings which are produced with a 
selective laser melting (SLM) process.  

 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 1111: MEMS accelerometers with tailored : MEMS accelerometers with tailored : MEMS accelerometers with tailored : MEMS accelerometers with tailored housingshousingshousingshousings1111    and Backand Backand Backand Back----totototo----back frequency response with back frequency response with back frequency response with back frequency response with 

piezoelectric accelerometerpiezoelectric accelerometerpiezoelectric accelerometerpiezoelectric accelerometer    

 
In contrast to the piezoelectric-based sensors, those sensors can also measure static 
accelerations like gravity, which makes them suitable for application on wind turbines. 

Inflow Measurements Inflow Measurements Inflow Measurements Inflow Measurements     

As discussed in [4] and [5] inflow measurement should be considered for pitch and yaw 
control to increase the power capture and to reduce the load variations on the turbine. 
There are different devices for inflow measurements in the focus of recent research, 
which are shortly summarized in the following sections. Uncertainties that are associated 
with inflow measurements were presented and discussed by [4].  
 

Pitot tubes  
Pitot tubes are small cylindrical devices, which are capable to measure the pressure and 
thus the inflow velocity. This is achieved by measuring the pressure in distributed 
pressure holes in the cylinder. Those pitot tubes are mounted on the leading edge of the 
blades and because of the small distance in front of the blade, the measurement is 
acquired with a slight preview to the incoming wind.  [6] A successful demonstration of 
pitot tubes has been performed in the DANAERO experiment. [7], [4] 
 

Spinner anemometer 
Spinner anemometers can be used for inflow speed and directions estimation. Those 
devices consist in three sonic anemometers which are placed on a spinner. To estimate 
speed and direction a precise calibration based on computational fluid dynamics is 
required. [4] 
  

                                                           
 
 
1 http://www.isys-as.de/ 
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Laser anemometer (LiDAR) 
A Spinner mounted light detection and ranging (LiDAR) sensor can be used to measure 
the inflow velocity parallel to an emitted laser light. By reflection of the light due to 
particles and dust in the air, the inflow can be estimated by utilizing the Doppler theory. 
[6] Those anemometers can be subdivided into pulsed and continuous wave LiDAR 
sensors. Their differences are described in [8] and [4]. 
 

Strain sensorsStrain sensorsStrain sensorsStrain sensors    

Strain-based measurements at the blade roots can be directly related to an applied load 
and are a recommended method for load measurements on a wind turbine. [9] 
Several types of strain sensors have been investigated in the last years, which can be 
subdivided into electrical-, piezoelectric- and optical strain sensors. 
 

Electrical 
Especially the electrical-type sensors, which can be further subdivided into resistance-, 
capacitance-, photoelectric and semiconductor strain gauges, are well known and they 
have been used intensely for laboratory tests or prototypes of wind turbines. On the one 
hand they seem suitable as sensors for load reduction controllers in terms of 
measurement range, time- and frequency response but on the other hand none of those 
sensors are a robust solution in terms of lifetime compared to a wind turbine. [5] 

Optical 
From the different types of optical sensor, which are photoelastic strain gauges, moire 
interferometry strain gauges, holographic interferometry strain gauges and fiber optics 
strain gauges only the last mentioned shows is suitable for load monitoring because of 
the complexity of the former mentioned. The main type of fiber optics, which is already in 
use for blade monitoring is the fiber bragg grating (FBG) sensor. Another type which is 
investigated is the microbend strain sensor. Those optical methods show outstanding 
performance in terms of reliability, sensitivity, electrical interference, size and weight. But 
also the main drawbacks, which are the high invest cost for this technology and their high 
sensitivity to temperature changes has to be mentioned. [5] 
 

2.32.32.32.3 Experimental  investigation of the piezoelectric load sensorExperimental  investigation of the piezoelectric load sensorExperimental  investigation of the piezoelectric load sensorExperimental  investigation of the piezoelectric load sensor    

Another strain sensor type is based on the piezoelectric effect. Under mechanical stress 
charge displacement in the piezoelectric crystal is generated which can be measured as 
a voltage across the electrodes [10].   
 
Several studies ([11], [12], [13], [14],[15]) have investigated those sensors as strain 
sensors and has shown their excellent potential as low power, low cost and reliable strain 
sensor. Especially their high reliability which was investigated by [16] and [15] makes 
them an interesting alternative to conventional metal foil strain gauges. 
 
Furthermore they belong to the multifunctional materials, thus sensing and actuating is 
possible. This makes them an ideal candidate for application in wind turbines where they 
can be used as load sensor, but also as actuator for structural health monitoring 
methods like Acousto ultrasonic ([17]).  
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The main drawback of those piezoelectric elements is their strong high-pass behavior as 
they exhibit capacitive source impedance. Without further techniques the measurement 
of signals with fMIN ≤ 0.5 Hz is usually not possible [10]. Thus direct application as blade 
root strain sensor is not possible.  
 
For further investigation of the piezoelectric patches as strain gauges, a four-point 
bending test was performed as pretest.  
The sensor patch which was chosen for further investigation is macro fiber composite 
(MFC) of manufacturer Smart Material. It consists of piezoelectric rods which are 
embedded between layers of adhesive, electrodes and polyamide film2. Compared to 
traditional lead zirconate titanate (PZT) piezoceramic those MFCs are superior because of 
their flexibility whereby they can be applied on curved structures and even embedded. 
The manufacturer provides two different types of MFC which differ in terms of operational 
mode. The operating principle of MFC type P1 is based on piezoelectric longitudinal effect 
(d33-mode) whereby MFC of type P2 operates using piezoelectric transversal effect (d31-
mode). Related to the operational mode, the assembly of MFC is subject to different 
consideration. For MFC of type P1 it can be assumed that it consists of interdigitated 
electrodes and can be approached as multiple capacitors in parallel. The assembly of 
MFC type P2 can be treated as a single capacitor with two parallel plate electrodes. 
According to the recommendations of the manufacturer, P1-patches are suitable for 
sensor applications due to higher sensitivity. But typically an assembly consisting of 
interdigitated electrodes results in an inhomogeneous electric field and low capacity. 
Furthermore P2-patches are preferred for actuator applications in respect to higher 
output signal due to specifications of the assembly.  
The strain formulation valid for piezoelectric transducers equivalent to a single capacitor, 
such as MFC type 2 is presented in detail in [10], [12] and [13].  
According to this the strain can be calculated by: 
 � = �������	
�������, �� = ���� �� ������  

 

Where V� is the voltage across the electrodes, C� is the capacity of the MFC, K� is a 

correction factor due to Poissson’s effect, K� is a correction factor to account for shear 

lag effect, Y� is the Young’s modulus, and l�, l  and l� are the dimension of the patch. The 
development of the corrections factors for strain calculation was discussed in [18], [12], 
[13], [19]. 
For piezo patch of type P1, different approaches have been developed to approximate 
the electromechanical parameters in case of charge displacement. In [25], [26] an 
approach for interdigitated assembly is presented. The capacity of each pair of electrode 
has to be calculated and multiplied by the number of electrode pairs since these are 
equivalent to capacitors in parallel. This approach constitutes a less accurate solution 
than numerical simulation and is not described in detail at this point. 
  

                                                           
 
 
2 http://www.smart-material.com/index.html 
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PretestPretestPretestPretest    

Because of the above mentioned drawbacks further investigation needs to be performed 
to assure that MFCs can be used as sensor input to advanced blade control algorithms. 
In a first test-setup the mentioned sensors (M0714-P2, P-878.SP1 and 1-LY11-6/120) 
were mounted with HARDMAN® Extra-Fast Setting Epoxy (Royal Adhesives and Sealants, 
LLC) along the longitudinal axis on a metal beam with dimension of 0.35 m x 0.09m x 
0.002m. This specimen was then arranged in a 4-point bending test rig in a climate 
chamber according to Figure 5. The excitation of the specimen was performed with an 
electrodynamic shaker (V2664-DSA4-20k, Gearing & Watson Electronics Ltd).  
For comparison conventional metal film strain gauges (1-LY11-6/120, HBM) are applied 
to the test specimen. 
Given the rectangular cross-section of the beam the strain on the top in between the two 
supports will be equal in magnitude. 
 

  
a)                                                                b) 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 5555: : : : a) Probe with mounted sensor elements, b) foura) Probe with mounted sensor elements, b) foura) Probe with mounted sensor elements, b) foura) Probe with mounted sensor elements, b) four----point bending test setup in climate chamberpoint bending test setup in climate chamberpoint bending test setup in climate chamberpoint bending test setup in climate chamber    

After the pretest have approved the compliance between measurement performances of 
strain gauges and piezo patches for a temperature range of -10 °C to +65 °C, influence 
of rel. humidity, excitation frequency and strain is investigated in further steps. The 
correlation to sensor patch dimension and operating mode is also considered as 
objectives in further investigations (Figure 6). 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 6666: Output signal of strain gauges and piezo patch M0714: Output signal of strain gauges and piezo patch M0714: Output signal of strain gauges and piezo patch M0714: Output signal of strain gauges and piezo patch M0714----P2 in P2 in P2 in P2 in compliance. Left: Time signal of strain compliance. Left: Time signal of strain compliance. Left: Time signal of strain compliance. Left: Time signal of strain 

gauges (red) in comparison to time signal of M0714gauges (red) in comparison to time signal of M0714gauges (red) in comparison to time signal of M0714gauges (red) in comparison to time signal of M0714----P2. Right: Both signals at a frequency of 0.35 Hz.P2. Right: Both signals at a frequency of 0.35 Hz.P2. Right: Both signals at a frequency of 0.35 Hz.P2. Right: Both signals at a frequency of 0.35 Hz.    
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Main Test with multiple parametersMain Test with multiple parametersMain Test with multiple parametersMain Test with multiple parameters    

At the beginning of the main test, appropriate assumptions have to be determined to 
meet requirements which have to be fulfilled for characterization of sensor patch 
performance. As test set-up for further investigation, the set-up used in pretest is 
modified. The four-point bending test is performed to simulate flapwise bending of a rotor 
blade as simplified approach and to generate uniaxial strain along the longitudinal axis to 
excite piezoelectric sensors. The test set-up consists mainly of an upper and plunger 
clamping test specimen of rectangular shape as illustrated in Figure 7. 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 7777: Illustration of four: Illustration of four: Illustration of four: Illustration of four----pointpointpointpoint----bending test set up (left) and assembly consisting of the exciter and climate bending test set up (left) and assembly consisting of the exciter and climate bending test set up (left) and assembly consisting of the exciter and climate bending test set up (left) and assembly consisting of the exciter and climate 
chamber (right)chamber (right)chamber (right)chamber (right)    

Mechanical properties which concern strain measurement on rotor blades have been 
calculated by means of the software BECAS (Beam Cross Section Analysis Software). 
Beside properties of force and torque which occur for an arbitrary operational mode and 
axis of rotor blade, it is possible to determine the elastic modulus of any location of the 
rotor blade which differs along the horizontal axis due to anisotropy of material. Assuming 
that strain sensors are located on rotor blade roots, respective uniaxial strain values for 
loads on rotor blades generated by air speed up to 21 m/s are calculated in Table 1. 
According to this table, the upper limit of strain measuring range need to be at least at 
approx. 1487 µm/m. Another parameter which has to be considered is elastic modulus of 
the rotor blade. The elastic modulus at the blade root is determined to 41.63 GPa along 
the horizontal axis while in perpendicular direction the elastic modulus is 14.93 GPa. This 
parameter is important in regard to strain transmission of host structure to sensor 
structure. Both structures should exhibit same or similar values of elastic modulus. 
  

Table Table Table Table 1111: Strain in relation to air speed: Strain in relation to air speed: Strain in relation to air speed: Strain in relation to air speed    

Air speedAir speedAir speedAir speed    Strain Strain Strain Strain     

5 m/s 770 µm/m 

9 m/s 1327 µm/m 

13 m/s 1897 µm/m 

21 m/s 1487 µm/m 

 
To match climatic conditions of a wind energy plant, the four-point bending test is carried 
out in the climate chamber VCS 7018-5. According to [24] load sensors for wind turbine 
applications have to withstand temperatures of -30 °C to +60 °C and rel. humidity of 10 
% to 98 %. In regard to given specification of climate chamber rel. humidity of 10 % to 98 
% can only be generated for a temperature range of +10 °C to +95 °C whereby without 
simulating rel. humidity a minimum temperature of -70 °C and maximum temperature of 
+180 °C can be set. Thus temperature of -30 °C will be investigated separately. 
Furthermore relevant frequency range for wind turbine application is denoted as 0.1 Hz 
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to 8 Hz in [24]. The mechanical excitation of the test set-up within this frequency range is 
performed with shaker TV 54216-130 of TIRA. Relating to mechanical excitation, the 
specimen is strained between 50 µm/m and 100 µm/m. Inducing of higher strain than 
100 µm/m is restricted by constructional aspects and size of the test set up. Within the 
scope of feasible test parameters resumed in Table 2, a Design of experiments (DoE) is 
elaborated to carry out the main test. 
 

Table Table Table Table 2222: Feasible test parameters: Feasible test parameters: Feasible test parameters: Feasible test parameters    

ParameterParameterParameterParameter    Minimum valueMinimum valueMinimum valueMinimum value    Maximum valueMaximum valueMaximum valueMaximum value    

Temperature +10 °C +60 °C 

Rel. Humidity 10 % 90 % 

Strain 50 µm/m 100 µm/m 

Frequency 0.1 Hz 8 Hz 

 
The MFC show the best matching properties for wind turbine applications among 
available piezoelectric sensor patches and are appropriate test objects for the main test. 
To investigate the influence of patch dimension and operating mode, four different 
patches have been chosen as test objects. Two patches of same size but different 
operational mode, M8507-P1 and M8507-P2 have been selected to evaluate the 
influence of operational mode. Furthermore sensor patch of both operational mode with 
different dimension than of M8507 patches are chosen to investigate the influence of 
dimension. These sensor patches are M2814-P1 in d33-mode and M0714-P2 in d31-
mode. The parameters of the chosen MFC correspond to values in Table 3 
 

Table Table Table Table 3333: Parameters of chosen MFC: Parameters of chosen MFC: Parameters of chosen MFC: Parameters of chosen MFC    

Sensor PatchSensor PatchSensor PatchSensor Patch    MaterialMaterialMaterialMaterial    Capacity in nFCapacity in nFCapacity in nFCapacity in nF    Young’s Young’s Young’s Young’s 
Modulus in Modulus in Modulus in Modulus in 
GPaGPaGPaGPa    

dddd31313131    or dor dor dor d33333333    
in pC/Nin pC/Nin pC/Nin pC/N    

Dimension Dimension Dimension Dimension 
in mm³in mm³in mm³in mm³    

Rel. Rel. Rel. Rel. 
PermittivityPermittivityPermittivityPermittivity    

M8507-P1 PZT 5A1 1.76  30.34  400 85x7x0.3 1850 

M8507-P2 PZT 5A1 49.84  30.34  -170 85x7x0.3 1850 

M2814-P1 PZT 5A1 1.15  30.34  400 28x14x0.3 1850 

M0714-P2 PZT 5A1 7.89  30.34  -170 7x14x0.3 1850 

  
Test specimens with dimension of 0.3 m x 0.04 m x 0.002 m serve as a host structure for 
the selected piezoelectric patches. These test specimen are manufactured of stainless 
steel and glass-fiber reinforced plastic (GFRK). By means of specimen of two different 
materials, the influence of an anisotropic and isotropic host structure will be compared.   
As reference sensor for piezoelectric sensors conventional metal film strain gauges (1-
LY11-6/120, HBM) are applied in a half-bridge configuration to the test specimen. On the 
top side of the specimen, which elongates during the four-point bending test and 
generates strain on the surface, P1-patches are mounted. P2-patches which measure 
strain as contractors are attached on the bottom side (Figure 8).  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 8888: Right: Test specimen made of stainless: Right: Test specimen made of stainless: Right: Test specimen made of stainless: Right: Test specimen made of stainless----steel and GFRK. Left: a) Topsteel and GFRK. Left: a) Topsteel and GFRK. Left: a) Topsteel and GFRK. Left: a) Top----side and b) bottomside and b) bottomside and b) bottomside and b) bottom----side of a side of a side of a side of a 

specimen with denoted mountingspecimen with denoted mountingspecimen with denoted mountingspecimen with denoted mounting----positions of MFCpositions of MFCpositions of MFCpositions of MFC    

 

Test procedure 
The test procedure begins with setting of the climate chamber. According to the 
elaborated design of experiment, the desired values of temperature and rel. humidity are 
chosen. After the climatic conditions are reached, a specimen is put into the climate 
chamber and is preloaded by the test set up. Since the temperature of the specimen has 
to be equivalent to the ambient temperature, the thermal time constant of the given 
specimen is calculated to estimate the waiting time until the ambient temperature is 
reached. After this step, the zero-point adjustment of the strain gauges is implemented to 
eliminate the offset signal which is caused by preloading. The signal conditioning of strain 
gauges is carried out by PICAS carrier frequency amplifier of Peekel Instruments. The 
bending of the specimen is measured by laser rangefinder LD 1605-50 of Micro-Epsilon 
which determines the distance of the maximum bending point to the laser source. This 
parameter is required to verify the calculated mechanical parameters of the test set up in 
comparison with measured values. The charge as output signal of the four different piezo 
patches attached to the specimen is amplified by a commercial charge amplifier of type 
5015A of Kistler. The climate data acquisition is realized by serial communication 
between the climate chamber and control computer. The control computer is linked to a 
target PC and utilizes the software Simulink Realtime for acquisition of all measurement 
parameters. The hardware of the system provides multiple channels to measure various 
parameters simultaneously. Besides of data acquisition, the mechanical excitation of the 
specimen by means of the shaker is controlled by the software. 
 

  
Figure Figure Figure Figure 9999: Four: Four: Four: Four----point bending test sepoint bending test sepoint bending test sepoint bending test set upt upt upt up    

Design of Experiment 
By means of a design of experiment, effects of input variables on an output variable can 
be analyzed. The input variables are referred to as factors and the output variable to as 
response. Within the scope of current investigation, sensor patch dimension (factor A), 
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climatic condition (factor B), excitation frequency (factor C) and strain (factor D) are 
considered as factors. The magnitude gain which can be extracted from the transfer 
function between piezo patch and strain gauges is the response of the elaborated DoE. 
The effects of given factors on the magnitude are investigated in a 2-level factorial 
design. In this design, each factor is set to two different levels to identify the change of 
the response due to investigated factor. Furthermore, main effects and interactions of 
factors have to be distinguished in such kind of a factorial design. Main effects can be 
determined for one or more factors and are illustrated in a main effect diagram which 
determines if different levels of one factor affect the response. The response of each 
factor level is connected by a line in the diagram while the x-axis demonstrates the factor 
level and the y-axis represents the magnitude. If one factor level causes an effect on the 
response different to the effect of the other level, the connecting line will be not parallel 
to the horizontal axis. If the effects of both factor levels are equal, the connecting line will 
proceed along the horizontal axis.  
The effects of 2-way interactions are determined for at least four factors. An interaction is 
characterized by the fact that the effect of one factor depends on the level of the other 
factor. If the response caused by one factor level is overlapped by response of the other 
factor level, no interaction is present. An interaction is denoted by different responses 
corresponding to different factor levels.     
In general, the main effect diagram helps to identify the trend of the response without 
regarding interactions. If there would be no interactions between factors, a main effect 
diagram would be sufficient for analysis. A significant interaction would affect the 
diagram of the main effects so that an analysis of interactions is necessary to interpret 
main effects properly. By means of the diagram for 2-way interactions, it is determined 
which combination of factors affects the response mostly. 
 
The gain of magnitude was chosen as output variable respectively as response for the 
assessment of different piezo patches by means of an equal criterion. Due to the specific 
dimension of each sensor patch, the generated charge as output signal is not equal even 
under same test condition and the sensor patches are not comparable. For this reason, 
the transfer function between strain and charge is determined while measurement data 
in time domain has been normalized to the each maximum amplitude. The transfer 

function H is described by equation	"#$%& = 	 �#'&(#'&, whereby C is charge generated by 

piezo patches and U is the output voltage of strain gauges. Both variables represented 
normalized measurement data and are related to uniaxial strain S of the applied 
specimen. An inconsistency of charge magnitude caused by a factor is quantified as a 
drift distinct from 0 dB for each sensor patch. This approach enables the comparison of 
the performance of different piezo patches according to performance of strain gauges.  
 
In the course of the current investigation, factor A is interesting for reason of the 
influence of the active sensor patch area on strain measurement. The level factors are 
chosen to ‘S’ for short and ‘L’ for long. So ‘S’ denotes “short” sensor patches as M2814-
P1 (L/B = 23) and M0714-P2 (L/B = 0.5) and  ‘L’ denotes “long” sensor patches as 
M8507-P1 and M8507-P2 (L/B = 12.14). 
Factor B was chosen with regard to the fact that temperatures up to +60 °C and rel. 
humidity of maximum 90 % occur during measurement on a rotor blade. Temperature 
and rel. humidity are considered separately as factor. According to the specifications of 
                                                           
 
 
3 L/B = Length-to-Width Ratio 
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the climatic chamber utilized in this investigation, the minimum level of temperature is 
determined to +10 °C and the maximum level to +60 °C. The minimum level of rel. 
humidity is 10 % and the maximum level is 90 %. Since the point of the investigation is 
the suitability of piezoelectric sensors in quasi-static frequency range, the excitation 
frequency as factor C constitutes an importance factor of the DoE. The value of minimum 
excitation frequency is at 0.1 Hz while the maximum value is 8 Hz. The dependence on 
measured strain is investigated by means of factor D. To ensure constant operation of 
sensor patches on rotor blades for strains higher than 1000 µm/m it is examined which 
sensor patch is suitable for this purpose. With respect to mechanical restrictions given by 
the test set up for four point bending test, the strain is varied between 50 µm/m and 100 
µm/m. The different piezoelectric operational mode is not accounted as a factor but 
measurements with same parameters are carried out for the two given types of MFC for 
comparison. All available combinations of four factors are presented in Table 4. 

 
Table Table Table Table 4444: Available combinations for four factors: Available combinations for four factors: Available combinations for four factors: Available combinations for four factors    

    AAAA    BBBB    CCCC    DDDD    

A - A*B A*C A*D 

B B*A - B*C B*D 

C C*A C*B -  

D D*A D*B D*C - 

 
Due to the characteristics of a 2-level factorial design, just a partial quantity is analyzed 
so that main effects and interactions cannot be distinguished in some cases. For this 
reason interactions which can be identified in a 2-level factorial design correspond to the 
first line of table 3 and are denoted as A*B, A*C and A*D. 
In regard to the available factors, measurement series have been elaborated for different 
test conditions. Measurement series which deal with interactions of factors are termed 
as measurement series no. 2 and no. 3 in the following. Measurement series no. 1 and 
no. 4 illustrate main effects of three different factors. 
The DoE concerns short time measurements of 4 min. For long time measurement of 4 h, 
performances under extreme conditions are investigated. 

Measurement series no. 1 
Measurement series no. 1 deals with sensor patch performance under normal 
conditions, i.e. temperature value of +23 °C and rel. humidity value of 50 %. Since the 
climatic conditions remain constant, effects of three factors described in Table 5 are 
investigated by means of a main effect diagram. The minimum factor level is denoted by 
‘(-)‘-symbol and the maximum factor level by ‘(+)’-symbol. 
 

Table Table Table Table 5555: Test parameters for measurement series no. 1: Test parameters for measurement series no. 1: Test parameters for measurement series no. 1: Test parameters for measurement series no. 1    

VariableVariableVariableVariable    FactorFactorFactorFactor    ----    ++++    

A Dimension S L 

C Frequency 0.1 Hz 8 Hz 

D Strain 50 µm/m  100 µm/m  

 
Transfer-functions of MFC type 1 corresponding to measurement series no. 1 carried out 
with excitation of 50 µm/m are illustrated in Figure 10 and Figure 11. It can be observed 
that the magnitude decreases slightly with increased frequency for both sensor patches 
whereby the decrease of M2814-P1 is higher than of M8507-P2. If the excitation is 
increased to 100 µm/m it is observed that the magnitude gain of M8507-P1 decreases 
more than with an excitation of 50 µm/m at frequency of 8 Hz. The decrease can be 
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caused by the effect of higher strain but also an interaction between frequency and strain 
is possible. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 10101010: Transfer: Transfer: Transfer: Transfer----function of M2814function of M2814function of M2814function of M2814----P1 under normal conditions (excitation:  P1 under normal conditions (excitation:  P1 under normal conditions (excitation:  P1 under normal conditions (excitation:  50 µm/m)50 µm/m)50 µm/m)50 µm/m)    

    

 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 11111111: Transfer: Transfer: Transfer: Transfer----function of M8507function of M8507function of M8507function of M8507----P1 under normal conditions (excitation:  P1 under normal conditions (excitation:  P1 under normal conditions (excitation:  P1 under normal conditions (excitation:  50 µm/m)50 µm/m)50 µm/m)50 µm/m)    

 
These results are reflected in the main effect diagram which follows below. The main 
effect diagram considers also measurements carried out with an excitation of 100 µm/m 
of which transfer-functions are not presented as figures for reasons of clarity. The main 
effect diagram depicted in Figure 12  visualizes the effects of factors dimension, 
frequency and strain. The highest change of magnitude AM is approved for the factor 
frequency by the steepest slope connecting the magnitude of each factor level. The 
steepness of slope indicates that MFC of type P1 are highly dependent on excitation 
frequency. The factors dimension and strain affect the performance just slightly, in equal 
scale.  

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 12121212: Main effects: Main effects: Main effects: Main effects    on response of MFC P1on response of MFC P1on response of MFC P1on response of MFC P1    

The transfer-functions of MFC type P2 are characterized by another trend. The magnitude 
of M0714-P2 is increased at a frequency of 8 Hz while the magnitude of M8507-P2 has 
not changed (Figure 13, Figure 14). 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 13131313: Transfer: Transfer: Transfer: Transfer----function of MFC M0714function of MFC M0714function of MFC M0714function of MFC M0714----P2 under normal conditions (excitation:  P2 under normal conditions (excitation:  P2 under normal conditions (excitation:  P2 under normal conditions (excitation:  50 µm/m)50 µm/m)50 µm/m)50 µm/m)    

 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 14141414: Transfer: Transfer: Transfer: Transfer----function of M8507function of M8507function of M8507function of M8507----P2 under normal conditions (excitation:  P2 under normal conditions (excitation:  P2 under normal conditions (excitation:  P2 under normal conditions (excitation:  50 µm/m)50 µm/m)50 µm/m)50 µm/m)    

 
The main effect diagram of MFC of type P2 (Figure 15) demonstrates different 
characteristics in comparison to MFC of type P1. At first sight, MFC of type P2 seem to be 
highly dependent on each investigated factor as steep slopes between the magnitudes of 
factor levels are illustrated in the diagram. In regard to the interaction between the 
factors in the following chapters, it should be considered that the main effect diagram 
shows up the trend but can be influenced by interactions of factors.    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 15151515: Main effects on response of MFC P2: Main effects on response of MFC P2: Main effects on response of MFC P2: Main effects on response of MFC P2    

Measurement series no. 2 
The measurement series no. 2 investigates the effects of factors for constant rel. 
humidity of 50 %. While rel. humidity remains constant, temperature is varied between 
two factor levels (Table 6). Since four different factors are affecting the measurement, a 
main effect diagram and an interaction diagram is generated for measurement series no. 
2. 
 

Table Table Table Table 6666: Test parameters for measurement series no. 2: Test parameters for measurement series no. 2: Test parameters for measurement series no. 2: Test parameters for measurement series no. 2    

VariableVariableVariableVariable    FactorFactorFactorFactor    ----    ++++    

A Dimension S L 

B Temperature +10 °C +60 °C 

C Frequency 0.1 Hz 8 Hz 

D Strain 50 µm/m  100 µm/m  
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Transfer-functions of measurement series no. 2 with excitation of 50 µm/m are 
illustrated in Figure 16 and Figure 17. In measurement series no. 1, the decreasing trend 
of MFC type P1 sensors was identified whereby the effect was larger for M2814-P1 than 
M8507-P1. At test conditions of measurement series no. 2, the decrease of magnitude is 
higher for M8507-P1. In particular it is remarkable that at temperature of +10 °C, the 
decrease of magnitude is even higher than at +60 °C. This indicates that the decrease 
must be mostly caused by frequency dependence or that there is an interaction which 
results as an unexpected effect. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 16161616: Transfer: Transfer: Transfer: Transfer----function of M2814function of M2814function of M2814function of M2814----P1 for measurement series no. 2 (excitation: 50 P1 for measurement series no. 2 (excitation: 50 P1 for measurement series no. 2 (excitation: 50 P1 for measurement series no. 2 (excitation: 50 µm/mµm/mµm/mµm/m))))    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 17171717: Transfer: Transfer: Transfer: Transfer----function of M8507function of M8507function of M8507function of M8507----P1 for measurement series no. 2 (excitation: 50 µm/m)P1 for measurement series no. 2 (excitation: 50 µm/m)P1 for measurement series no. 2 (excitation: 50 µm/m)P1 for measurement series no. 2 (excitation: 50 µm/m)    

 
The main effect diagram of MFC type P1 (Figure 18) indicates that the most remarkable 
effect is caused by the excitation frequency under condition of constant rel. humidity. 
 

 
 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 18181818: Main : Main : Main : Main effects for a constant rel. humidity of 50 % for sensor type P1effects for a constant rel. humidity of 50 % for sensor type P1effects for a constant rel. humidity of 50 % for sensor type P1effects for a constant rel. humidity of 50 % for sensor type P1    
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In Figure 19, Figure 20 and Figure 21 effects of the investigated factors are analyzed in 
detail due to interactions between the factors. The interaction between temperature and 
sensor dimension is depicted in Figure 19. While the magnitude of M2814-P1 remains at 
same value for +10 °C and +60°C, the magnitude of M8507-P1 changes due to the 
variation of temperature.  

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 19191919: Interaction between sensor dimension and temperature for sensor type P1: Interaction between sensor dimension and temperature for sensor type P1: Interaction between sensor dimension and temperature for sensor type P1: Interaction between sensor dimension and temperature for sensor type P1    

As opposed to the interaction with temperature, MFC P1 of both dimensions interacts 
with the excitation frequency (Figure 20). The increase of frequency causes a decrease of 
magnitude for each factor level. The high frequency dependence as depicted in the main 
effect diagram can be approved.  
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 20202020: Interaction between sensor dimension and frequency for sensor type P1: Interaction between sensor dimension and frequency for sensor type P1: Interaction between sensor dimension and frequency for sensor type P1: Interaction between sensor dimension and frequency for sensor type P1    

The interaction between sensor dimension and strain is equal to the interaction between 
sensor dimension and temperature. The effect of interaction affects the magnitude of 
MFC M8507-P1 higher than the magnitude of MFC M2814-P1 (Figure 21).  
 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 21212121: Interaction between sensor dimension and strain for : Interaction between sensor dimension and strain for : Interaction between sensor dimension and strain for : Interaction between sensor dimension and strain for sensor type P1sensor type P1sensor type P1sensor type P1    
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The transfer-function of MFC M0714-P2 in Figure 22 demonstrates also that the effect on 
magnitude is higher at +10 °C than at +60 °C. In comparison, the transfer-function of 
M8507-P2 in Figure 23 is not disturbed by any effect at 0 dB level.  
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 22222222: Transfer: Transfer: Transfer: Transfer----function of M0714function of M0714function of M0714function of M0714----P2 for measurement series no. 2 (excitation: 50 µm/m)P2 for measurement series no. 2 (excitation: 50 µm/m)P2 for measurement series no. 2 (excitation: 50 µm/m)P2 for measurement series no. 2 (excitation: 50 µm/m)    

 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 23232323: Transfer: Transfer: Transfer: Transfer----function of M8507function of M8507function of M8507function of M8507----P2 for measurement series no. 2 P2 for measurement series no. 2 P2 for measurement series no. 2 P2 for measurement series no. 2 (excitation: 50 µm/m)(excitation: 50 µm/m)(excitation: 50 µm/m)(excitation: 50 µm/m)    

 
 
The main effect diagram of MFC type P2 in Figure 24 illustrates a different trend than the 
main effect diagram of MFC P1 in Figure 18. The effect of each factor is designated with a 
steep slope. In particular sensor dimension and excitation frequency induce the most 
remarkable change of magnitude. 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 24242424: Main effects for a constant rel. humidity of 50 % for sensor type P2: Main effects for a constant rel. humidity of 50 % for sensor type P2: Main effects for a constant rel. humidity of 50 % for sensor type P2: Main effects for a constant rel. humidity of 50 % for sensor type P2    

 
 
In the diagrams illustrating the interactions the high dependence of “short” sensor patch 
M0714-P2 on all factors is identified (Figure 25). The magnitude increases up to +6 dB 
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affected by interaction between two factors while the magnitude of “long” sensor patch 
M8507-P2 remains at same value irrespective of measurement conditions. 
The interaction of temperature and strain with sensor patch dimension is influencing the 
magnitude at the same way (Figure 26, Figure 27).  
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 25252525: Interaction between sensor dimension and temperature for sensor type P2: Interaction between sensor dimension and temperature for sensor type P2: Interaction between sensor dimension and temperature for sensor type P2: Interaction between sensor dimension and temperature for sensor type P2    

The highest influence is caused by excitation frequency. A frequency of 8 Hz increases 
the magnitude of M0714-P2 to a level of +6 dB.  
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 26262626: Interaction between sensor dimension and frequency for sensor type P2: Interaction between sensor dimension and frequency for sensor type P2: Interaction between sensor dimension and frequency for sensor type P2: Interaction between sensor dimension and frequency for sensor type P2    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 27272727: Interaction between sensor dimension and strain for sensor type P2: Interaction between sensor dimension and strain for sensor type P2: Interaction between sensor dimension and strain for sensor type P2: Interaction between sensor dimension and strain for sensor type P2    

The interaction of factors influences the analysis of the main effect diagram. The main 
effect diagram helps to understand the trend of two different sensor types P1 and P2 but 
to know which factor effects which one of each sensor type, interaction need to be 
examined. 
 

Measurement series no. 3 
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To carry out measurement series no. 3, the factor level of temperature is at a constant of 
value of +23 °C. While temperature value remains at same level, rel. humidity, 
dimension, frequency and strain are varied (Table 7).  
 

Table Table Table Table 7777: Test parameters for measurement series no. 3: Test parameters for measurement series no. 3: Test parameters for measurement series no. 3: Test parameters for measurement series no. 3    

VariableVariableVariableVariable    FactorFactorFactorFactor    ----    ++++    

A Dimension S L 

B Rel. humidity 10 % 90 % 

C Frequency 0.1 Hz 8 Hz 

D Strain 50 µm/m  100 µm/m  

 
As designated in the main effect diagram for MFC of type P1 in Figure 28, just excitation 
frequency can be considered as a main effect since the influence of other factors is 
marginal. Excitation frequency of 8 Hz can cause a decrease of magnitude to -2 dB. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 28282828: Main effects for a constant temperature of +23 °C for sensor type P1: Main effects for a constant temperature of +23 °C for sensor type P1: Main effects for a constant temperature of +23 °C for sensor type P1: Main effects for a constant temperature of +23 °C for sensor type P1    

In regard to Figure 29, an interaction of patch size and rel. humidity exists for MFC 
M2814-P1. For MFC M8507-P1 no change of magnitude is detected. 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 29292929: Interaction between sensor : Interaction between sensor : Interaction between sensor : Interaction between sensor dimension and rel. humidity for sensor type P1dimension and rel. humidity for sensor type P1dimension and rel. humidity for sensor type P1dimension and rel. humidity for sensor type P1    

Figure 30 demonstrates opposite trend of M2814-P1 and MFC M8507-P1 for interaction 
with excitation frequency. The change of magnitude of each sensor patch is same 
according to amount but while the magnitude of M2814-P1 increases with higher 
frequency, the magnitude of M8507-P1 decreases. In comparison to Figure 20 it is 
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interesting that for constant rel. humidity, the magnitude of both sensors changed in the 
same direction while for constant temperature the direction is opposite to each other.   

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 30303030: Interaction between sensor dimension and frequency for sensor type P1: Interaction between sensor dimension and frequency for sensor type P1: Interaction between sensor dimension and frequency for sensor type P1: Interaction between sensor dimension and frequency for sensor type P1    

The interaction between sensor patch dimension and strain cause an increase of the 
magnitude of M2814-P1. The magnitude of M8507-P1 does not change (Figure 31). 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 31313131: Interaction between sensor dimension and strain for sensor type P1: Interaction between sensor dimension and strain for sensor type P1: Interaction between sensor dimension and strain for sensor type P1: Interaction between sensor dimension and strain for sensor type P1    

The main effect diagram for sensor patches of type P2 in Figure 32 characterizes sensor 
patch dimension and excitation frequency as main effects. The change of magnitude is 
equal to the change in the main effect diagram of measurement series no. 1 which is 
carried out under laboratory conditions.   

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 32323232: Main effects for a constant temperature of +23 °C for sensor type P2: Main effects for a constant temperature of +23 °C for sensor type P2: Main effects for a constant temperature of +23 °C for sensor type P2: Main effects for a constant temperature of +23 °C for sensor type P2    
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Figure 33 indicates that there is no interaction between rel. humidity and sensor patch 
dimension. The variation of factor level does not affect the magnitude of both sensor 
patches. 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 33333333: Interaction between sensor dimension and rel: Interaction between sensor dimension and rel: Interaction between sensor dimension and rel: Interaction between sensor dimension and rel. humidity for sensor type P2. humidity for sensor type P2. humidity for sensor type P2. humidity for sensor type P2    

The change of level of frequency causes a shift of +6 dB of the magnitude of M0714-P2 
(Figure 34). The effect of frequency is the most remarkable effect among the investigated 
factors. 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 34343434: Interaction between sensor dimension and frequency for sensor type P2: Interaction between sensor dimension and frequency for sensor type P2: Interaction between sensor dimension and frequency for sensor type P2: Interaction between sensor dimension and frequency for sensor type P2    

The interaction between sensor patch dimension and strain (Figure 35) is equal to the 
interaction with rel. humidity. 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 35353535: Interaction between sensor dimension and strain for sensor type P2: Interaction between sensor dimension and strain for sensor type P2: Interaction between sensor dimension and strain for sensor type P2: Interaction between sensor dimension and strain for sensor type P2    

The measurement and analysis with DoE leads to the recognition that the magnitude of 
M8507-P2 remains at a level of 0 dB under any condition. 

Measurement series no. 4 
The measurement series no. 4 deals with temperature conditions of -30 °C. The factor 
levels are varied as described in Table 8. Due to three existing factors which affect the 
measurement, a main effect diagram is examined.  
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Table Table Table Table 8888: Test parameters for measurement series no. 4: Test parameters for measurement series no. 4: Test parameters for measurement series no. 4: Test parameters for measurement series no. 4    

VariableVariableVariableVariable    FactorFactorFactorFactor    ----    ++++    

A Dimension S L 

C Frequency 0.1 Hz 8 Hz 

D Strain 50 µm/m  100 µm/m  

 
In regard to the main effect diagram for MFC of type P1 (Figure 36) it is significant that the 
influence of excitation frequency shows same behavior for temperature condition of -30 
°C as of +23 °C. Furthermore the increasing magnitudes for higher factor level in 
measurement series no. 1 are decreasing in measurement series no. 4. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 36363636: Main effects for a constant temperature of : Main effects for a constant temperature of : Main effects for a constant temperature of : Main effects for a constant temperature of ----30 °C for sensor type P130 °C for sensor type P130 °C for sensor type P130 °C for sensor type P1    

The performances of MFC of type P2 (Figure 37) demonstrate the same trend as in 
measurement series no. 1 beside the fact, that the slope of each factor is less steep. The 
decrease of the slopes indicates that the influence of main effects is less for temperature 
condition of -30 °C than of +23 °C.  

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 37373737: Main effects for a constant temperature of : Main effects for a constant temperature of : Main effects for a constant temperature of : Main effects for a constant temperature of ----30 °C for sensor type P230 °C for sensor type P230 °C for sensor type P230 °C for sensor type P2    

Results of measurement series no. 1 to no. 4 
In regard to the magnitude gain of transfer-functions corresponding to measurement-
series no. 1 to mo. 4, P1-patches are not suitable as strain sensors contrary to the 
specification given by the manufacturer. The performances of MFC type P1 are 
characterized by high frequency dependence which increases with the patch dimension. 
Also influences of temperature, rel. humidity and excitation were remarkable in the 
magnitude and increased also with the patch dimension. The maximum drift of the 
magnitude of M2814-P1 is about -3 dB whereby the magnitude of M8507-P1 drifted up 
to -4 dB. The performance of P2-patches has shown the opposite result. The M0714-P2 
is highly dependent on the investigated influences and the maximum drift of the 
magnitude is +6 dB. The piezo patch M8507-P2 shows the best performance for strain 
measurement among the investigated sensor patches. The drift of the magnitude of 
M8507-P2 is around 0 dB at all events caused by simulated influences. An absolute shift 
of the amplitude in due to the climate is remarkable during strain measurement with 
piezoelectric patches but this shift is reproducible and can be compensated. 
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No remarkable difference was identified according to two different host structures for 
MFC of type P2. 
 

Table Table Table Table 9999: Resumed results of measurement series no. 1 to no. 4: Resumed results of measurement series no. 1 to no. 4: Resumed results of measurement series no. 1 to no. 4: Resumed results of measurement series no. 1 to no. 4    

    No. 1No. 1No. 1No. 1    No. 2No. 2No. 2No. 2    No. 3No. 3No. 3No. 3    No. 4No. 4No. 4No. 4    

MFCMFCMFCMFC    MagnitudeMagnitudeMagnitudeMagnitude    MagnitudeMagnitudeMagnitudeMagnitude    MagnitudeMagnitudeMagnitudeMagnitude    MagnitudeMagnitudeMagnitudeMagnitude    
M8507-P1 -1.10 dB -1.37 dB -0.83 dB -1.57 dB 
M2814-P1 -1.57 dB -1.94 dB 0.68 dB -0.8 dB 
M8507-P2 -0.6 dB 0.14 dB -0.13 dB -0.35 dB 
M0714-P2 3.36 dB 3.32 dB 2.68 dB -0.24 dB 

Results of long-time measurements 
Beside Short Time measurement series, long-time measurement series have been 
carried out. Long-time measurement series investigate the magnitude consistency of 
sensor patches for extreme environmental conditions within 4 hours. These conditions 
comprise the combination of maximum temperature value with minimum rel. humidity 
value, combination of maximum rel. humidity value with minimum temperature and 
combination of maximum values of both parameters. To eliminate effects of other factors 
than temperature and rel. humidity, specimens have been excited by constant frequency. 
For long-time measurements, the correlation of strain and charge was determined (Table 

10). The consistency of charge signal amplitude for investigated environmental 
conditions is illustrated in Figure 38. 
 

Table Table Table Table 10101010: Correlation coe: Correlation coe: Correlation coe: Correlation coefficient for longfficient for longfficient for longfficient for long----time measurementstime measurementstime measurementstime measurements    

    IIII    IIIIIIII    IIIIIIIIIIII    

Sensor patchSensor patchSensor patchSensor patch    +60 °C and 10 % +60 °C and 10 % +60 °C and 10 % +60 °C and 10 % 
rel. humidityrel. humidityrel. humidityrel. humidity    

+23 °C and 90 % +23 °C and 90 % +23 °C and 90 % +23 °C and 90 % 
rel. humidityrel. humidityrel. humidityrel. humidity    

+60 °C and +60 °C and +60 °C and +60 °C and 
90 % rel. 90 % rel. 90 % rel. 90 % rel. 
humidityhumidityhumidityhumidity    

M8507-P1 0,9561 0,9954 0,9921 

M2814-P1 0,9962 0,9706 0,9998 

M8507-P2 0,9925 0,9905 0,9931 

M0714-P2 0,9895 0,9921 0,9892 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 38383838: Consistency of charge signal amplitude: a) condition I, b) condition II and c) condition III according : Consistency of charge signal amplitude: a) condition I, b) condition II and c) condition III according : Consistency of charge signal amplitude: a) condition I, b) condition II and c) condition III according : Consistency of charge signal amplitude: a) condition I, b) condition II and c) condition III according 
to Table 13.to Table 13.to Table 13.to Table 13.    
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Signal ConditioningSignal ConditioningSignal ConditioningSignal Conditioning    

The common used technique to improve the low frequency behavior of piezoelectric 
based strain sensors is a simple charge amplifier circuit which presents high input 
impedance to the piezoelectric sensor and is capable to measure the charge which is 
generated by the piezoelectric sensor due to induced stress. As discussed above, this 
corresponds to measure the strain. 
 
In the following a charge amplifier in voltage mode corresponding to Figure 39 is 
investigated.  

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 39393939: Voltage mode charge amplifier circuit: Voltage mode charge amplifier circuit: Voltage mode charge amplifier circuit: Voltage mode charge amplifier circuit    

 

The time constant of the circuit is given by )*�* and can be selected to match the 

desired lower cut-off frequency. Due to the presence of a finite leakage resistance in the 
electrical parts there is always a physical limit for adjusting the lower cut-off frequency, so 
that there is no possibility to measure static conditions with this circuit [12]. Even if very 

large values for )*�* are selected, the output voltage will tend to drift after a while. 

Furthermore values for  )*  ≥ 100 MΩ can cause problems like thermal noise. Figure 40 

indicates how different values for )* effect the lower cut-off frequency of the amplifier 

circuit. Even if there are very large values for surface mount resistors available, the 
desired dynamic range from 0.2 Hz – 5 Hz cannot covered with this conventional 
conditioning circuit. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 40404040: frequency response of the charge amplifier for different values for Rf: frequency response of the charge amplifier for different values for Rf: frequency response of the charge amplifier for different values for Rf: frequency response of the charge amplifier for different values for Rf    

In [27] it is proposed to assume )* as the insulation resistance of the capacitor. Related 

to the material of the capacitor, the insulation resistance is at least 10 MΩ while the 
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maximum value is conventionally not a given specification. Furthermore the input 
resistance of the charge amplifier is pointed out as one of the most important 
specifications since leakage current of the input accounts for signal drift. With respect to 
this matter of fact, a charge amplifier is realized in the course of investigation regarding 
signal conditioning for quasi-static measurements.  
  
As a high-input-resistance operational amplifier, OPA657 of the manufacturer Texas 
Instruments is chosen. This amplifier consists of a JFET input stage, which is a 
recommended architecture for charge amplifier applications. According to datasheet OPA 
657 provides an input resistance of 1 TΩ and has an input leakage current of 2 pA. The 

feedback capacitor �* has a value of 1µF whereby a switch is set in parallel. The switch is 

necessary to shortcut �* for discharge. If the capacitor would not be shortcut, remaining 

charges would disturb further measurements with the charge amplifier. To avoid drift 
current, the switch also needs a high insulation resistance in opened state. 
Electromechanical relays are suitable for this task, since transistors exhibit leakage 
current in not conducting state. Therefore miniature relay G6K-2F of the manufacturer 
Omron is chosen. 
 
The developed charge amplifier is designed for a power supply voltage of +5 V with 
respect to data acquisition with a microcontroller platform. The output signal refers to a 
offset voltage of 2.5 V. To adopt the output signal at the input of the analog-to-digital-
converter of the microcontroller, the end stage of the charge amplifier amplifies the 
signal with a gain factor of 0.66. Thus the maximum amplitude of the signal at the input 
will be steadily at 3.3 V.  
 
With respect to creating a sensor-network, the charge amplifier is realized as a shield for 
XMC 4800 development platform of Infineon (Figure 41).        
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 41414141: Left: developed charge amplifier shield, right: : Left: developed charge amplifier shield, right: : Left: developed charge amplifier shield, right: : Left: developed charge amplifier shield, right: XMC 4800 development platform XMC 4800 development platform XMC 4800 development platform XMC 4800 development platform of Infineonof Infineonof Infineonof Infineon 

Measurement data with the developed shield are shown in Figure 42 and Figure 43 
whereby output signal of strain gauges serve as reference values. The output signal 
of the charge amplifier is in compliance with the reference values assured by 
coherence and transfer-function.   
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 42424242: Left: output signal of strain gauges, right: output signal of charge amplifier: Left: output signal of strain gauges, right: output signal of charge amplifier: Left: output signal of strain gauges, right: output signal of charge amplifier: Left: output signal of strain gauges, right: output signal of charge amplifier    

 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 43434343: coherence (left) and transfer: coherence (left) and transfer: coherence (left) and transfer: coherence (left) and transfer----function (right) between both output signalsfunction (right) between both output signalsfunction (right) between both output signalsfunction (right) between both output signals    

2.42.42.42.4 SensorSensorSensorSensor----Network PlatformNetwork PlatformNetwork PlatformNetwork Platform    

Finally based on the former investigations a signal conditioning unit for the piezoelectric load 
sensor has been developed along with an appropriate data acquisition, signal-processing and data 
communication system. Each load sensor mote consists of the developed signal conditioning 
circuit, which is capable to interface two MFC patches. In addition a XMC 4800 Development 
platform from Infineon4 has been taken for data acquisition, signal processing and data 
transmission. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 44444444: Load sensor Electronics and 4 Mote test configuration: Load sensor Electronics and 4 Mote test configuration: Load sensor Electronics and 4 Mote test configuration: Load sensor Electronics and 4 Mote test configuration    

 

 

The XMC4800 Microcontroller from Infineon consists of an ARM Cortex M4 MCU which has an 
integrated EtherCAT Node, so multiple (theoretically up to 65535 devices per network segment) of 
those Motes can be connected to distributed network of sensors. The decision for EtherCAT as 

                                                           
 
 
4 https://www.infineon.com/cms/en/product/promopages/xmc4300_4800-EtherCAT/ 
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communication bus has been made because of several performance benefits compared to other 
bus systems. Especially the tight synchronization mechanism of the EtherCAT slaves (load sensor 
motes) down to 1µs, flexible topologies of the network (Line, Star, Tree) as well as long possible 
distances between slaves (100m for copper cable, 2km Optical fiber) makes EtherCAT an ideal 
candidate as powerful bus system for the aforementioned application. Since EtherCAT is based on 
Ethernet, commercial of the shelf Ethernet components and Industrial PCs (IPCs) can be used to 
build up a Sensor network. In case of installation of a line topology network along the rotor blade, 
100Base-FX (optical fiber) can be used instead of 100Base-TX (copper cable) as transport 
medium to enhance lightning protection. A test topology that has been build up can be seen in 
Figure 45. 
 

 
 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 45454545: Sensor network test topology and test application implementation in Simulink and Dave (Eclipse: Sensor network test topology and test application implementation in Simulink and Dave (Eclipse: Sensor network test topology and test application implementation in Simulink and Dave (Eclipse: Sensor network test topology and test application implementation in Simulink and Dave (Eclipse----

based IDE from Infineon)based IDE from Infineon)based IDE from Infineon)based IDE from Infineon)    

On large rotor blades or towers the topology is scalable by plug and play extension of additional 
motes, e.g. distributed along the rotor blades or the tower for local load assessment, modal 
analysis and structural health monitoring (see Figure 46). 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 46464646: Example for distribution of multiple load sensor motes along the wind turbine: Example for distribution of multiple load sensor motes along the wind turbine: Example for distribution of multiple load sensor motes along the wind turbine: Example for distribution of multiple load sensor motes along the wind turbine    
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2.52.52.52.5 ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    

Through the experimental investigation of piezoelectric patches on a laboratory scale, the 
feasibility of using those types of sensors as load sensor has been proven. Especially the 
low frequency range down to 0.1 Hz has not been investigated in a systematic manner 
(DoE) before. By appropriate selection of sensor dimension and effect type (d31, d33) 
along with careful design of sensor signal conditioning, quasi-static load measurements 
down to 0.1 Hz could be achieved in our experiments.  
According to the measurement results, the piezoelectric sensor patch M8507-P2 is 
approved to be suitable for SHM application of wind turbines and is able to operate in 
quasi-static frequency range by means of appropriate signal conditioning. Since the 
sensor performance of MFC type P2 was improved by increased sensor patch dimension, 
the findings in this investigation also provide an outlook for further piezoelectric sensors 
of bigger dimension which operate in d33-mode for SHM applications on wind turbines. 
With regard to rotating components of a wind turbine, feasibility of wireless signal 
conditioning and data acquisition of the sensor principle is an important issue. Within the 
scope of the given investigation, it was shown that piezoelectric sensors are suitable to 
realize a sensor network for monitoring systems especially because piezoelectric sensors 
do not require external power supply and the effort of creating of a network will be highly 
reduced in comparison to strain gauges. Beside this specification, superior durability of 
piezoelectric patch sensors has been approved in [16] and higher sensitivity than of 
strain gauges is provided by piezoelectric sensors. Furthermore the principle of 
piezoelectric methodology enables structure health monitoring based on acousto 
ultrasonics (electromechanical impedance method) so that one further measurement 
principle beside charge measurement is feasible by means of piezoelectric sensors. In 
this context, the performance of electromechanical impedance method can be 
characterized for wind turbines and future applications in prospect.     
 

Table Table Table Table 11111111: Comparison of strain gauges and piezoelectric sensors: Comparison of strain gauges and piezoelectric sensors: Comparison of strain gauges and piezoelectric sensors: Comparison of strain gauges and piezoelectric sensors    

SpecificationSpecificationSpecificationSpecification    Strain gaugesStrain gaugesStrain gaugesStrain gauges    Piezoelectric sensorPiezoelectric sensorPiezoelectric sensorPiezoelectric sensor    

Sensitivity 1 µm/m  10-4 µm/m  

Operating frequency range ≥ 10-3 
 

Quasi-static with appropriate 
signal conditioning, dynamic 
operating possible 

Durability Below life span of a wind 
energy plant 

Higher durability and fatigue 
life 

External Power Power supply required No need of power supply 

Functionality Non multi-functional Multi-functional, EMI method 
realizable 
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3 SCALED 2 BLADED ROTOSCALED 2 BLADED ROTOSCALED 2 BLADED ROTOSCALED 2 BLADED ROTOR WITH FREER WITH FREER WITH FREER WITH FREE----FLOATING FLAPS [TUD]FLOATING FLAPS [TUD]FLOATING FLAPS [TUD]FLOATING FLAPS [TUD]    

This chapter is a slightly modified version of the following paper: 
 
Navalkar, Sachin T and Bernhammer, Lars O and Sodja, Jurij and van Solingen, Edwin and van 
Kuik, Gijs AM and van Wingerden, Jan-Willem , ‘Wind tunnel tests with combined pitch and free-
floating flap control: data-driven iterative feedforward controller tuning’, Wind Energy Science, 1, 
2, 2016 
 
 

3.13.13.13.1 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
The increasing size and flexibility of wind turbines demand that attention be devoted towards the 
active and passive control of rotor loads in order to limit the costs related to both the construction 
as well as maintenance of the turbine blades and the support structure. The dominant dynamic 
loading of turbine components occurs at 1P (rotor speed), and its harmonics. One of the most 
interesting and readily accessible methods of blade load control is Individual Pitch Control (IPC) 
Bossanyi (2003), whereby each blade is pitched along its longitudinal axis independently to 
counteract the variation in wind loading. Numerous references can be found in literature which 
prove the efficacy of IPC in load control of wind turbines, both in the simulation environment 
Selvam et al. (2009), Bottasso et al. (2013), as well as experimentally Bossanyi et al. (2013). In 
these references, with ordinary levels of turbulence, it has been observed that IPC can achieve up 
to 30% reduction in the standard deviation of blade loads. Previous experimental studies 
conducted by the authors Navalkar et al. (2015) show that in a controlled, wind tunnel 
environment, wind turbine blade load reductions up to 70% can be reached, since the blade 
loading under these circumstances is almost entirely deterministic. However, in all the references 
mentioned, the target of IPC has been to reduce low-frequency loads, primarily around the 1P 
(rotor frequency). While IPC can herewith address a large part of load spectrum, the emphasis on 
low frequencies is also a product of the low bandwidth that can be achieved with the full-span 
pitch control, which involves actuation of the large torsional inertia of the blades around their 
axes. As expected, IPC also leads to a substantial increase in pitch activity.  

In an effort to reduce pitch actuator duty, target higher frequencies in the load spectrum, 
and address localised disturbances in the wind loading, recent literature has explored the concept 
of the ‘smart’ rotor Lackner and Van Kuik (2010): a rotor where the blades are instrumented with 
sensors and flow-modifying actuators at various radial locations. Reviews of such rotors Barlas 
and Van Kuik (2010) Bernhammer et al. (2012) invariably conclude that trailing-edge flaps give 
the best control authority for load alleviation. The load alleviation potential has been 
demonstrated in simulations Andersen et al. (2006) Bernhammer et al. (Article in Press) and 
experimentally in a wind tunnel Van Wingerden et al. (2011). Further, field tests of this concept 
have also been conducted Castaignet et al. (2013), although such a system is still not considered 
mature enough for incorporation in a commercial wind turbine. While these tests used 
conventional actuators, many references recommend the useage of smart actuators, such as 
piezoelectrics, in order to enhance bandwidth and achieve a high power-to-weight ratio. Such 
actuators unfortunately show low stroke and hence reduced control authority.  

The concept of the free-floating flap Heinze and Karpel (2006) combines a trailing-edge 
flap that is free to rotate about its axis, with a small tab located on the flap, that can be actuated 
at a high speed to dynamically change flap camber. This concept  was developed specifically to 
take advantage of aerodynamic levering to increase the low stroke of smart actuators. For a fixed 
wing instrumented with such a free-floating flap, it was experimentally shown Bernhammer et al. 
(2013) that it is possible to achieve enhanced control authority. Further, this study also 
demonstrated that such a flap could be completely autonomous in terms of energy consumption, 
and can be used as a plug-and-play device. This modularity shows promise for the construction 
and maintenance of future smart blade. However, this concept has not yet been demonstrated 
experimentally on a wind turbine.  

Numerical and experimental investigations of the free-floating flap concept Heinze and 
Karpel (2006) Bernhammer et al. (2013) have shown that the additional degree of freedom adds 
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a rigid-body mode to the system, the dynamics of which are strongly dependent on the total air 
speed at operation. Aeroelastic coupling of this mode with the flexible blade mode induces flutter 
at low wind speeds, an instability that can lead to dangerously high vibrations and even structural 
failure. However, it has also been shown in the references that closed-loop control of the tab can 
ensure safe operation of a fixed wing, well into the unstable regime. A pitchable wind turbine 
blade instrumented with free-floating flaps thus poses several control challenges. Firstly, the 
nature of the flap implies that its dynamic response is not constant but varies strongly with the 
wind speed. Such a system cannot be described by a linear time-invariant (LTI) state-space 
realisation, but can possibly be expressed as a linear parameter-varying (LPV) system, where the 
time-varying parameter depends on the wind speed. Further, the presence of a stabilising closed-
loop controller is mandatory. Finally, the uncertainties in flow and structure modelling imply that a 
robust controller may be unable to achieve the maximum possible load reductions. The advantage 
of using a data-driven control strategy would be that input-output data could be used to (locally) 
optimise a simple user-defined criterion. Further, if such a strategy is used to tune a feedforward 
controller, then the optimised controller cannot, in the steady state, destabilise the plant, and in 
the best case, it may be able to achieve load reductions that may not be attainable by a 
conservative, globally robust controller. 

Data-driven control of wind turbine loads has been demonstrated experimentally in 
Navalkar et al. (2015), where online recursive system identification was combined with online 
controller synthesis for minimising the periodic turbine loads. However, such a controller would be 
required to retune itself at every instant the ambient wind conditions change. An alternative 
methodology for the data-driven alleviation of wind loads has been described in Navalkar and Van 
Wingerden (2015) which employs the iterative feedback tuning (IFT) Hjalmarsson (2002) 
methodology to tune the gains of a fixed structure controller, hereby optimising a (convex) 
performance criterion. While IFT controllers have been used in the industry, they have typically 
been implemented to converge to linear time invariant controller structures Gevers (2002). The 
use of IFT for tuning the gains of time-varying controllers, as required for the current application, 
has been described in literature Navalkar and Van Wingerden (2015) but not yet demonstrated in 
practice.  

The contribution of this paper is thus threefold: firstly, scaled wind turbine blades 
instrumented with outboard free-floating flaps are designed and manufactured for wind tunnel 
testing. Secondly, the load alleviation potential of the free-floating flaps in combination with 
individual pitch control is demonstrated for the first time in an experimental sense. The load 
alleviation potential is investigated in both the stable and unstable (post-flutter) modes of 
operation, and the importance of collocated control will be highlighted. Finally, the setup will serve 
as a test bench for a novel iterative feedback tuning algorithm that automatically tunes a 
controller gain schedule for load alleviation in real-time variable wind speed operation.  

 
The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.2 describes the design and 
manufacturing process for the wind turbine blades with free-floating flaps. Section 3.3 gives a 
brief description of the testing environment. The aeroelastic behaviour of the blades is studied in 
Section 3.4. The control algorithm used for load alleviation is formulated in Section 3.5. The 
results of the testing are laid out in Section 3.6, and conclusions are drawn from these results in 
the final section. 

3.23.23.23.2 Blade design and manufacturingBlade design and manufacturingBlade design and manufacturingBlade design and manufacturing    
 
Since this paper reports on the first wind turbine implementation of free-floating flaps, first, the 
design of the experimental setup is discussed, and details regarding the materials, method of 
manufacture and assembly are provided. Primarily, the destabilising effect of the free-floating flap 
is studied in detail, and the parameters are tuned such that the blade is close to its 5 flutter point 
in order that maximal control authority is achieved. The design of the blades formed the most 
important part of the design process of the scaled turbine, since it had to form a reasonable 
approximation of a full-scale wind turbine blade while adhering to the constraints set by the wind 
tunnel capabilities. The primary scaling that was aimed to be achieved was maintaining the ratio 
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of blade first eigenfrequency to rotor speed (1P), as is done in Van Wingerden et al. (2011). This 
ratio is typically around 3.5 for the modern turbines, Bak (2013). 
 
Blade design 
The overall aerodynamic and structural design of the blades follows the procedure described in 
Van Wingerden et al. (2011), since the blades were designed for similar wind tunnel testing 
conditions. Aerodynamic and structural details of the blade design can be found in Hulskamp et al. 
(2011). However, as the wind tunnel experiments will also incorporate blade pitch control, the 
torsional inertia of the blades was reduced by scaling down the root chord by 30%. The root chord 
thus measures  200 mm, tapering to a tip chord value of 120 mm over a blade length of 750 mm, 
with a total blade twist of 12 degrees.  

Out of structural considerations, it was deemed necessary to minimise the weight of the 
blades, while ensuring adequate structural integrity to withstand the centrifugal and out-of-plane 
loading that the blade will be subject to during operation. An accurate aerodynamic shape of the 
blade was ensured by 3d printing the blade and then further reinforced with unidirectional carbon 
fibre spar caps, as shown in Figure 47. Small wind turbine blades have previously been 
manufactured in this manner by the University of Stuttgart Bauer et al. (2014), and a comparison 
of different additive manufacturing techniques can be found in Karutz (2015). These references 
specifically investigate 3D printing of blades in a set of sections that are bonded together. In order 
to avoid solid plastic-plastic joints, it was decided that the blades in the current case would be 
printed in one piece. 
 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 47474747, Blade CAD model, Blade CAD model, Blade CAD model, Blade CAD model    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 48484848, Photograph of Blade, Photograph of Blade, Photograph of Blade, Photograph of Blade    

Three different materials (ABS M30, PC-ABS and nylon), that can be used for 3D printing, were 
evaluated qua their ability to bond with carbon fibre. For each material, a rectangular sample of 
size 200 mm x 30 mm, of thickness 3 mm, was 3D printed. Subsequently, each sample was 
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bonded on the top and bottom with a single layer of unidirectional carbon fibres of thickness 0.14 
mm, impregnated with epoxy resin. A four-point bending test to failure was then conducted with 
each of the samples. The distance between the supports was 140 mm, while the points of force 
application were 40 mm apart. The results of the test can be seen in Figure 49 and Figure 50. In 
Figure 49, the behaviour to failure in bending can be observed. For small loads, the response is 
linear. At higher loads, small kinks can be observed in each of the curves, these physically 
represent the snapping of individual carbon fibres in compression. Finally, there is a large drop in 
strength when delamination occurs in the materials ABS M30 and nylon. For the material PC-ABS, 
brittle fracture occurs before delamination, as such the bond between this material and the 
carbon fibre spar is the best for this material. Further, it also holds its strength over a larger range 
of deformation than the other materials. Since PC-ABS also shows good mechanical workability, 
the choice was made to 3D print the scaled blade using this material. 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 49494949, Structural behaviour of the bond between 3d , Structural behaviour of the bond between 3d , Structural behaviour of the bond between 3d , Structural behaviour of the bond between 3d printed substrate and carbon fibre spar 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 50505050, The grey rectangle on the top and the two black rectangles below it are the 3d printed samples , The grey rectangle on the top and the two black rectangles below it are the 3d printed samples , The grey rectangle on the top and the two black rectangles below it are the 3d printed samples , The grey rectangle on the top and the two black rectangles below it are the 3d printed samples 
post fracture, post fracture, post fracture, post fracture, placed on a sandstoneplaced on a sandstoneplaced on a sandstoneplaced on a sandstone----coloured desktop that forms the background. Top: ABS M30, Middle: coloured desktop that forms the background. Top: ABS M30, Middle: coloured desktop that forms the background. Top: ABS M30, Middle: coloured desktop that forms the background. Top: ABS M30, Middle: 
PCPCPCPC----ABS, Bottom: NylonABS, Bottom: NylonABS, Bottom: NylonABS, Bottom: Nylon    

The blade was printed as a 3 mm-thick shell, with an internal spar structure, using  
stereolithography techniques. In order to add structural stiffness to the blades, a spanwise slot 
was engraved at the spar cap location on both the top and bottom of the blade. This slot was filled 
with a 0.14 mm thick layer of unidirectional carbon fibre tow impregnated with epoxy resin. The 
slot was then aerodynamically faired using crushed glass fibre epoxy filler, which was then sanded 
down for a smooth finish. A Computer-Aided Design (CAD) model of the blade and a photograph of 
the finished blade are shown in Figure 47 and Figure 48. The CAD software Solidworks was used 
for designing the blade, with the blade material considered to be homogeneous and isotropic. The 
metal connection to the hub and the carbon fibre are modelled to be bonded to the blade ideally 
such that delamination is not possible. An ultimate loading case is simulated for a wind speed of 
10 m/s, rotor speed of 400 rpm and a thrust coefficient of 1. For this extreme case, the stresses 
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in the plastic material are calculated to be less than the flexural strength of the material by a 
factor of safety of 1.3. 

The designed static force-deflection curve, compared with the measured structural 
behaviour, is seen in Figure 51. It is interesting to note that the predicted stiffening effect of the 
carbon fibre layer is nearly identical. The tip deflection was calculated to be 17.2% lower with 
carbon fibre spars, while it was measured to be 16.6% lower after stiffening. A flexible mode 
analysis of the blade yields its first natural frequency as 16.43 Hz. Post manufacture, the blades 
are instrumented with piezoelectric strain sensors on the top and bottom, at the root of each 
blade. These sensors provide a measure of the blade loads that are sought to be minimised. 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 51515151,,,,    Calculated stiffness characteristics compared with measured stiffness characteristicsCalculated stiffness characteristics compared with measured stiffness characteristicsCalculated stiffness characteristics compared with measured stiffness characteristicsCalculated stiffness characteristics compared with measured stiffness characteristics    

 
Free-floating flap (FFF) design 
 
The CAD design of the free-floating flaps is depicted in Figure 52. The leading edge is a 
continuation of the inboard portion of the blade, including the slot meant for carbon fibre 
stiffening. The hinge axis of the flap is mounted using bearings on an aluminium bracket just 
behind the spar; apart from the negligible bearing friction, it is entirely free to rotate. A T-section is 
connected to this axle, such that its interference with the mounting bracket provides limit stops for 
the rotation of the flap. The flap can hereby rotate freely through a maximum upward and 
downward deflection angle of 30 degrees. . 

A metal plate (spring steel) of thickness 0.2 mm is sandwiched between the axle and the 
T-section. Two piezobenders (Macrofibre composite, type M8557-P1) are affixed rigidly to the top 
and the bottom, respectively, of this metal plate. The benders are electrically connected together 
in an antiparallel manner such that their piezoelectric effect reinforces each other and they 
produce the same magnitude but an opposite direction of strain in the substrate. A maximum 
voltage of +/- 500 V can be applied to the benders in order to emulate the behaviour of the trim 
tab from Heinze and Karpel (2006) and Bernhammer et al. (2013). Finally, an appropriate 
aerodynamic shape of the flap was achieved by embedding the instrumented metal plate into a 
highly compliant foam which was shaped according to the aerofoil geometry. The entire flap, from 
the angle-limiting  T-section to the foam spacers, is covered with a fairing shroud. A contactless 
angle encoder is embedded into the tip section, which provides feedback on the flap angular 
position. This configuration causes a step change in the chordwise profile just aft of the spar, that 
produces undesirable aerodynamic behaviour, which is a well-known trade-off against the 
increase in the deformability of the trailing edge. In this experiment, to achieve a proof of concept 
for free-floating flaps, aerodynamic accuracy is sacrificed for control authority in the design of the 
flap. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 52525252, Flap cross, Flap cross, Flap cross, Flap cross----section: trim tabs replaced by chordwisesection: trim tabs replaced by chordwisesection: trim tabs replaced by chordwisesection: trim tabs replaced by chordwise    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 53535353, Photograph of flap, Photograph of flap, Photograph of flap, Photograph of flap    

 

3.33.33.33.3 Aeroelastic Aeroelastic Aeroelastic Aeroelastic blade analysisblade analysisblade analysisblade analysis    
While in the previous section it was ensured that the behaviour of the blade under the ultimate 
static stuctural load was acceptable, an aeroelastic analysis is required to determine the change 
in its structural response with increasing wind speed. The rigid-body mode of the free-floating flap 
is expected to couple with the first flexible mode of the system, giving rise to a low wind speed 
form of flutter. In order to analyse the aeroelastic behaviour of the blade instrumented with a free-
floating flap, the blade is modelled in MSC/NASTRAN as a cantilever beam of non-uniform cross-
section (CBAR elements). The various cross-sections of the modelled beam were taken at ten 
equidistant spanwise stations along the blade. Each element is rigidly connected to a flat plate 
aerodynamic panel of the corresponding chordwise length. The flap is modelled in a similar 
manner. First, a structural modal analysis of the blade is carried out, at zero wind speed. The 
calculated modes of the blade are given in Table 15 Test cases in the rotating rig experiments. 
The corresponding modal frequencies predicted by Solidworks are: 

– 1st flapwise frequency: 18.97 Hz (Solidworks), 19.44 Hz (Nastran) 
– 1st edgewise frequency: 78.37 Hz (Solidworks), 76.67 Hz (Nastran) 
– 2nd flapwise frequency: 84.8 Hz (Solidworks), 87.88 Hz (Nastran). 

It should be noted that these frequencies differ from the actual modal frequencies measured 
experimentally. This discrepancy arises because the experimental frequencies correspond to rotor 
modes, and hence also include the flexibility in the blade connection pieces, the motors and the 
hub and are hence necessarily lower than the blade modal frequencies. This difference between 
the calculated blade frequencies and the measured rotor frequencies can be considered 
modelling uncertainty, and forms powerful motivation for a data-driven controller that tunes itself 
in accordance with the true system parameters. It is most interesting to note that the lowest 
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flexible mode is the flapwise mode, with modal frequency 19.44 Hz. This is the mode most likely to 
couple unstably with the rigid body flap mode. The blade is significantly stiffer in both the lead-lag 
and torsional directions; these modes are hence unaffected by aerodynamic coupling. An actual 
turbine blade Bak (2013) is relatively softer in these directions, however even for such a blade, 
the flapwise mode is the most relevant one for load analysis and also possesses the lowest 
frequency. The current scaled blade design, with high lead-lag and torsional stiffness, allows us 
to study the low-speed flutter phenomenon with limited complexity. 
 
Table Table Table Table 12121212, Structural modes of the blade at zero total air speed, Structural modes of the blade at zero total air speed, Structural modes of the blade at zero total air speed, Structural modes of the blade at zero total air speed    

 
 
The low-speed flutter phenomenon, as predicted by NASTRAN, can be seen in Figures 8 and 9. 
Here, the abscissæ correspond to total air speed, which is defined as the resultant of the inflow 
wind speed and turbine rotational speed at the blade tip. It should be noted that the speed 
regulation trajectory of the wind turbine is linear, such that rotor speed increases linearly with 
wind speed at the rate of 51.1 rpm/(m/s).  

For the purpose of aeroelastic analysis, the blade has been considered to be held 
stationary, with inflow wind speed equal to the total air speed defined above. This assumption is 
not strictly valid, since the incident wind speed is lower at the inboard sections of the blade. 
However, since these sections undergo lower structural deformations, it is expected that the 
impact on the aeroelastic behaviour of the blade is also lower. Further, the blade is twisted such 
that the angle of attack along the span remains 20 more or less constant. Since the blade is non-
rotating and subject to constant wind flow, the aerodynamic panels attached to each section 
maintain a constant angle along the blade span. With these simplifying assumptions, a first-order 
approximation of the flutter behaviour of the turbine blade is synthesised. 

It can be directly observed that the frequency of the rigid body flap mode rises linearly 
with total air speed. Due to coupling of this mode with the first blade flexible mode, the blade 
mode becomes unstable at the onset of flutter. For the given physical configuration of the blade, 
flutter occurs at a total air speed of 36 m/s, which corresponds to a turbine rotor speed of 340 
rpm, thus at a speed beyond the designed operational speed of the wind turbine (230 rpm). 

 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 54545454, Variation in modal frequency with total incident air speed, Variation in modal frequency with total incident air speed, Variation in modal frequency with total incident air speed, Variation in modal frequency with total incident air speed    
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The aeroelastic analysis served as a guideline for designing the kinematic parameters of the free-
floating flap. A sensitivity analysis showed that the flutter speed depends strongly on the inertia of 
the flaps about the hinge axis. As seen in Figure 56, an increase in flap inertia increases the flutter 
speed. Since an increase in flutter speed is also associated with a decrease in control authority, 
the flap inertia is chosen such that flutter occurs at a speed just beyond the operational regime of 
the wind turbine. As such, the flap inertia is chosen to be 270 g-cm2, so that the flutter speed is 
36 m/s, as described before. This aeroelastic analysis also served as a guideline for the design of 
the blades and for identifying the range of operation permissible in the experiments described in 
the sequel. Experimentally, it was observed that the onset of flutter occurred at 315 rpm. 
However, since this mode involves exponentially diverging vibrations in the blades, which cannot 
be physically limited, open-loop experiments in this unstable regime were not conducted out of 
safety considerations. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 55555555, Variation in modal damping with total , Variation in modal damping with total , Variation in modal damping with total , Variation in modal damping with total incident airincident airincident airincident air    

 

3.43.43.43.4 Testing EnvironmentTesting EnvironmentTesting EnvironmentTesting Environment    
 
The blades designed and analysed as above were mounted on the test turbine setup used 
previously in Navalkar et al. (2015). As described in this reference, the blades are connected to 
the hub through pitch servomotors. The hub is mounted on a shaft supported by two main 
bearings located in the nacelle. The electrical connections of the hub are transferred to the 
stationary part of the wind turbine via slip rings, rated at 500 V, which is also the maximum 
voltage that can be fed to the piezobenders located outboard on the blades. Further, the shaft is 
instrumented with a torque transducer and speed encoder, and connected mechanically with the 
generator. The turbine is direct-drive; the rotor speed is the same as the generator speed. The 
generator is in turn connected electrically in series with an adjustable dump load amenable to 
resistance control. Thus, in principle this setup can also provide torque control. However, in this 
series of tests, the resistance of the dump load is kept constant. This implies that the wind turbine 
is in constant torque operation, and its rotor speed rises linearly with the incoming wind speed. 
This form of control deviates from classical variable-speed variable-pitch turbine control, which 
utilises collective pitch to ensure constant speed regulation above rated wind speed. However, the 
variable-speed constant load operation of the scaled turbine serves three purposes: overspeed 
behaviour can be investigated, which may induce flutter, below-rated turbine behaviour can be 
emulated, and the use of adaptive control can be evaluated in terms of its ability to retune 
itself to adapt to changed operating conditions. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 56565656, Variation of flutter speed with flap inertia., Variation of flutter speed with flap inertia., Variation of flutter speed with flap inertia., Variation of flutter speed with flap inertia.    

speed encoder, and connected mechanically with the generator. The turbine is direct-drive; the 
rotor speed is the same as the generator speed. The generator is in turn connected electrically in 
series with an adjustable dump load amenable to resistance control. Thus, in principle this setup 
can also provide torque control. However, in this series of tests, the resistance of the dump load is 
kept constant. This implies that the wind turbine is in constant torque operation, and its rotor 
speed rises linearly with the incoming wind speed. This form of control deviates from classsical 
variable-speed variable-pitch turbine control, which utilises collective pitch to ensure constant 
speed regulation above rated wind speed. However, the variable-speed constant load operation of 
the scaled turbine serves three purposes: overspeed behaviour can be investigated, which may 
induce flutter, below-rated turbine behaviour can be emulated, and the use of adaptive control 
can be evaluated in terms of its ability to retune itself to adapt to changed operating conditions. 
 
The nacelle is connected rigidly to the top of a tower, mounted on bearings on its base. The tower 
(and hence the entire wind turbine) can yaw freely around its base. For this set of experiments, the 
tower is kept fixed such that the plane of the rotor is always perpendicular to the incoming wind 
speed. The entire assembly is mounted inside the Open Jet Facility of the Delft University of 
Technology, which is an open jet wind tunnel of 6 m test cross-section and 2.85 m equivalent 
open jet diameter. A photograph of the turbine can be seen in Figure 57.  While wind speeds up to 
35 m/s can be achieved in this wind tunnel, the operation of the wind turbine under the current 
settings requires no more than 6 m/s, with a rated wind speed of 4.5 m/s (and thus a tip speed 
ratio of 5.35). Data acquisition and online control is furnished at a sampling frequency of 2 kHz by 
a real-time PC, on which the controller is compiled using Matlab-Simulink xPCTarget. There are two 
primary sensing elements: the load sensors at the blade roots and the free-floating flap angle 
sensors. Further, there are two primary actuators: the piezobenders on the flaps and the pitch 
motors. The objective of the experiments is to use these sensing and actuating elements to 
achieve load control of the scaled wind turbine. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 57575757, Photograph of the assembled turbine with pitch and flap , Photograph of the assembled turbine with pitch and flap , Photograph of the assembled turbine with pitch and flap , Photograph of the assembled turbine with pitch and flap control.control.control.control.    

3.53.53.53.5 Iterative Feedforward Tuning for combined Pitch and Flap controlIterative Feedforward Tuning for combined Pitch and Flap controlIterative Feedforward Tuning for combined Pitch and Flap controlIterative Feedforward Tuning for combined Pitch and Flap control    
For a wind turbine in the field, the blade loads arise mainly out of wind shear, tower shadow, 
turbulence and its rotational sampling. As such, the blade load spectrum for a typical turbine 
shows dominant peaks at the rotor speed (1P) and its harmonics: for a two-bladed turbine at 2P, 
4P, and so on, while for a three-bladed machine at 3P, 6P etc. The presence of turbulence 
broadens these peaks and adds energy in the high frequency region of the spectrum. In the wind 
tunnel environment, the levels of turbulence are low. The main cause of the blade loads is the 
tower passage, which leads to sharp peaks at 1P and its harmonics. The objective of the 
experiments is to demonstrate that these peaks can be attenuated by pitch and flap control, 
which by extension implies that a significant portion of the load spectrum of an in-field turbine can 
be addressed by these actuation and control methods. For achieving load control, Iterative 
Feedforward Tuning (IFT) of the pitch and flap controllers will be implemented. This technique 
specifically targets deterministic disturbances, as seen in the blade load spectrum of the turbine, 
with minimal control action. As long as there exists a nominally stabilising controller in the loop to 
avoid the unstable flutter region, the controllers tuned using IFT will not render the plant unstable. 
Further, IFT ensures that data-driven tuning of the controllers makes them converge to an optimal 
control action over a number of iterations. It should be noted that this optimality refers to the local 
optimum of the user-defined cost criterion, and is unrelated to global controller optimality. There 
are, at present, no global optimality proofs for IFT. Indeed, if a feedback controller is tuned using 
IFT for a poorly-designed performance criterion, it may yield an unstable closed loop. However, 
since this paper considers IFT for feedforward control, this issue is not relevant. Further, if the step 
size in the gradient descent algorithms is too large, the parameter tuning process may become 
unstable. These issues have been dealt with by Hjalmarsson (2002). The optimal controller 
parameters depend strongly on the incoming wind speed and hence demand a linear parameter 
varying (LPV) controller. LPV controller tuning using IFT has been explored and shown to work in 
the simulation environment Navalkar and Van Wingerden (2015). However, the computational 
burden and number of experiments required for tuning imply that this methodology is required to 
be modified to meet the demands of real-time control in the wind tunnel. Hence, a quasi-LPV 
approach will be followed in this section. Accordingly, while the plant remains LPV at all times, 
when the wind speed varies slowly in the wind tunnel and the plant is approximated as LTI for the 
duration of each set of IFT experiments. 
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As a consequence of this assumption of constant dynamics, IFT tunes controller parameters that 
are optimal only for one specific operating point, while being suboptimal for the rest of the 
operating range. It is for this reason that the ordinary IFT process has to be repeated for different 
constant wind speeds, or an IFT gain schedule has to be generated for a varying wind 
speed.  
 
The details of this controller can be found in: 
 
Navalkar, Sachin T and Bernhammer, Lars O and Sodja, Jurij and van Solingen, Edwin and van 
Kuik, Gijs AM and van Wingerden, Jan-Willem , `Wind tunnel tests with combined pitch and free-
floating flap control: data-driven iterative feedforward controller tuning’,Wind Energy Science, 1, 2, 
2016 

3.63.63.63.6 ResultsResultsResultsResults    
To recapitulate, the objective of the wind tunnel experiments was to achieve blade load control for 
the scaled wind turbine, using full-span pitch actuation and free-floating flap control, with Iterative 
Feedforward Tuning for optimal performance of the load controller. It should be noted that since 
experiments are conducted under constant load operation, the rotor speed varies linearly with 
wind speed. Thus, a rated wind speed of 4.5 m/s corresponds to a rotor speed of 230 rpm. The 
flutter speed of 6 m/s (total air speed 34 m/s) corresponds to a rotor speed of 315 rpm. In this 
section, operating conditions will be designated by the operating rotor speed. 
 
System identification and stabilising controller 
Initially, the response of the wind turbine blade to flap actuation is studied and compared with the 
simulations. Open-loop identification experiments are conducted in the pre-flutter regime, 200-
300 rpm, with a zero-mean white noise (maximally +/- 500 V) imposed on the piezobenders. 
Predictor-based subspace identification (PBSID) Van der Veen et al. (2013) is per formed using 
the acquired data to obtain the transfer function between the tab actuation and the flap angle and 
blade root load measurements. The transfer functions are depicted in Figure 58 and Figure 59. It 
can be observed that significant phase loss occurs in the transfer from the actuator to the blade 
root loads. This implies that stabilising the system using the measurements from the root loads 
poses a control challenge, and it may prove difficult in the case of uncertain systems to guarantee 
robust stability in the unstable post-flutter region. Further, it also motivates the use of local load 
sensors to enhance load attenuation capabilities. On the other hand, the phase loss in the 
transfer between the actuator and the flap angle measurement is minimal. This collocated sensor 
is hence ideal for system stabilisation in the post-flutter region. A simple classically tuned 
controller is used for stabilisation, it is not designed for load reduction, and is hence not optimal. It 
is described in continuous time as follows: 

 
This controller is now used in closed-loop for studying system behaviour beyond flutter. Closed-
loop identification experiments are performed in a similar manner and the transfer functions are 
obtained using PBSID, also shown in Figure 58 andFigure 59. In all identification experiments, the 
variance accounted for (VAF) Van der Veen et al. (2013) values exceed 60%. The dynamic 
behaviour can be seen to follow the predicted aeroelastic response from Figures 8 and 9. The 
frequency of the blade flexible mode remains more or less constant, Figure 13, however the 
damping goes on reducing until it is unstable at 340 rpm, as indicated by the sharp peak at 74 
rad/s (11.8 Hz). On the other hand, Figure 59 shows that the frequency of the rigid-body mode 
increases with wind speed, along with the damping, as predicted in NASTRAN. Finally, system 
identification shows that the control authority of the flaps is low at low frequencies, but increases 
substantially at and beyond 2P (8Hz), making it suitable for reducing 2P loads and loads induced 
by turbulence. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 58585858, Transfer from piezobender actuators to blade root loads, different wind speeds, Transfer from piezobender actuators to blade root loads, different wind speeds, Transfer from piezobender actuators to blade root loads, different wind speeds, Transfer from piezobender actuators to blade root loads, different wind speeds    

 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 59595959, Transfer from piezobender actuators to free floating flap ang, Transfer from piezobender actuators to free floating flap ang, Transfer from piezobender actuators to free floating flap ang, Transfer from piezobender actuators to free floating flap angle, different wind speedsle, different wind speedsle, different wind speedsle, different wind speeds    

Optimal IFT for constant wind speeds: Pre-flutter 
The next step was to study the effect of the IFT load controllers for combined pitch and flap 
control. The block diagram for the load controllers is shown in Figure 12. Accordingly, the pitch 
and flap actuation signals were combinations of 1P and 2P sinusoidal basis functions, 
respectively. The basis functions are scheduled on the azimuth and are hence phase-locked. IFT 
was used to train the amplitudes of these 5 basis functions; thus, with two basis functions for 
each frequency and each blade, for pitch and flap control both, a total of eight gains were required 
to be tuned. 

The IFT process was first studied for a constant operational speed. Selected results, at an 
operational speed of 230 rpm, are presented here, although similar results were also observed 
throughout the operational range. The convergence of the controller gains and the IFT cost 
criterion can be seen in Figure 60 andFigure 61. It can be seen that, within ten minutes, the 
controller gains converge to their optimal values. The performance of the controller after 
convergence can be visualised in Figure 62 andFigure 63. The figures show that the actuation 
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demanded, both pitch and flap, is purely sinusoidal, as constrained by the respective basis 
functions. Further, the load components in the blade load spectrum at the frequencies 1P and 2P 
are almost entirely eliminated by the pitch and flap action respectively. Thus, IFT is successful in 
tuning the controllers as required. One final point of note is that the converged gains for the two 
blades are not exactly antisymmetric, this is especially pronounced for the flap actuation. The 
primary reason for this is a difference in the manufacture of the two blades. Specifically for the 
flap dynamics, for the scaled blade, a difference in the order of a few grams in its weight 
distribution can strongly alter system dynamics and even prepone the onset of flutter. 
Commercially manufactured blades are ideally expected to be identical; they would require 
antisymmetric pitch action and identical flap action for load attenuation, as produced by a 
conventional IPC controller Bossanyi (2003). Such a controller  does not achieve optimal load 
reduction in the case there are discrepancies in blade manufacture or aging. The IFT controller 
designed above is thus shown capable of accounting for blade asymmetry and adjusting control 
action for maximising load reduction. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 60606060, Convergence , Convergence , Convergence , Convergence of controller gains over iterationsof controller gains over iterationsof controller gains over iterationsof controller gains over iterations    
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 61616161, Minimisation of IFT cost criterion over iterations, Minimisation of IFT cost criterion over iterations, Minimisation of IFT cost criterion over iterations, Minimisation of IFT cost criterion over iterations    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 62626262, Actuator duty cycl, Actuator duty cycl, Actuator duty cycl, Actuator duty cycles of optimised controller (Prees of optimised controller (Prees of optimised controller (Prees of optimised controller (Pre----flutter)flutter)flutter)flutter)    
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 63636363, Load reductions achieved by optimised controller (Pre, Load reductions achieved by optimised controller (Pre, Load reductions achieved by optimised controller (Pre, Load reductions achieved by optimised controller (Pre----flutter)flutter)flutter)flutter)    

Optimal IFT for constant wind speeds: Post-flutter 
Next, the free-floating flap is connected in series with the stabilising PID controller described 
above and the wind turbine is run at an operational speed of 330 rpm, in the post-flutter region. 
Since it is not optimally tuned, this controller does not maximise load reductions. Hence, IFT is 
used to tune the feedforward load reducing pitch and flap controller gains in a manner similar to 
the previous 5 experiments; however in this case the underlying plant is the stabilised post-flutter 
wind turbine in closed-loop with the PID controller. From Figure 64 andFigure 65, it can be seen 
that the optimised IFT controller gains are still able to achieve load reduction even in this highly 
challenging unstable operational regime. The Figure 64 shows that the pitch controller no longer 
issues antisymmetric commands; a traditional IPC controller is no longer adequate in this region. 
Further, the flap command has already reached its maximum limits of +/- 500 V. 
 
Optimal IFT gain-schedule for varying wind speeds 
For an in-field wind turbine, controller gain optimisation cannot be implemented considering the 
wind speed to be constant. Hence, the gain scheduling approach described in the previous section 
is followed, where, instead of the absolute values of the controller gains, the coefficients of a gain 
schedule, are optimised based on the IFT experiments. This method is tested in the wind tunnel, 
with a varying operational speed profile as depicted in Figure 66. The convergence of the gain 
schedule coefficients can be seen in Figure 67 andFigure 68. It can be seen that in the first 100 
seconds, since the wind speed is constant, a good gain schedule cannot be identified owing to a 
lack of persistency of excitation in the scheduling parameter. However, as the wind speed changes 
beyond this point in time, the gain schedule rapidly converges to an optimum. The gain schedule 
finally achieved is compared with the optimal controller gains obtained from the previous set of 
experiments in Figure 69 andFigure 70. It can be seen that for the pitch controller, the linear gain 
schedule obtained is a good fit to the optimal values obtained at constant wind speed. On the 
other hand, the flap controller optimal gains show a non-linear variation with wind speed and the 
linear gain schedule obtained achieves reduced goodness of fit. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 64646464, Actuator duty cycles of optimised controller (Post, Actuator duty cycles of optimised controller (Post, Actuator duty cycles of optimised controller (Post, Actuator duty cycles of optimised controller (Post----flutter)flutter)flutter)flutter)    

 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 65656565, Load , Load , Load , Load reductions achieved by optimised controller (Postreductions achieved by optimised controller (Postreductions achieved by optimised controller (Postreductions achieved by optimised controller (Post----flutter)flutter)flutter)flutter)    

 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 66666666, Varying operational speed for optimisation of gain schedule, Varying operational speed for optimisation of gain schedule, Varying operational speed for optimisation of gain schedule, Varying operational speed for optimisation of gain schedule    
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Herewith, the combined pitch and flap controller has been shown to be able to reduce blade loads 
both in pre- and post-flutter conditions. Further, an optimal gain schedule for these controllers is 
automatically tuned online using IFT in varying  wind conditions. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 67676767, Optimisation of gain schedule intercepts for varyin, Optimisation of gain schedule intercepts for varyin, Optimisation of gain schedule intercepts for varyin, Optimisation of gain schedule intercepts for varying wind speed conditionsg wind speed conditionsg wind speed conditionsg wind speed conditions    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 68686868, Optimisation of gain schedule slopes for varying wind speed conditions., Optimisation of gain schedule slopes for varying wind speed conditions., Optimisation of gain schedule slopes for varying wind speed conditions., Optimisation of gain schedule slopes for varying wind speed conditions.    
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 69696969, Gain schedule at varying wind speeds versus optimal gains at constant wind speed: Pi, Gain schedule at varying wind speeds versus optimal gains at constant wind speed: Pi, Gain schedule at varying wind speeds versus optimal gains at constant wind speed: Pi, Gain schedule at varying wind speeds versus optimal gains at constant wind speed: Pitch Control.tch Control.tch Control.tch Control.    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 70707070, Gain schedule at varying wind speeds versus optimal gains at constant wind speed: Flap Control, Gain schedule at varying wind speeds versus optimal gains at constant wind speed: Flap Control, Gain schedule at varying wind speeds versus optimal gains at constant wind speed: Flap Control, Gain schedule at varying wind speeds versus optimal gains at constant wind speed: Flap Control    

3.73.73.73.7 ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    
A successful experimental proof of concept has hereby been achieved for the first time of free-
floating flaps for wind turbines and of combined pitch and flap control for blade load mitigation. 
Free-floating flaps were designed for the first time for the application of wind turbine load control. 
Numerical aeroelastic analysis concluded that such 5 flaps show significant control authority in 
the desired frequency band (2P and beyond). However the additional degree of freedom couples 
aerodynamically with the flapwise flexible mode of the blade and causes flutter at low wind 
speeds, just outside the design envelope. Using a feedback controller, the blade can be stabilised 
in the post-flutter region. Both of these results were validated experimentally in the wind tunnel. 
 
Blades were manufactured using the novel combination of 3D-printing with carbon fibre layup, and 
instrumented with free floating flaps close to the blade tip. The concept of Iterative Feedforward 
Tuning of the gains of phase-locked basis functions was used to achieve blade load reductions. 
The pitch control action was composed of a superposition of 1P sinusoidal basis functions, while 
for the flap control action, 2P sinusoidal basis functions were used. It was shown that, for a 
constant pre-flutter wind speed, ideal rejection of 1P and 2P loads in the blade load spectrum 
could be achieved with combined pitch and flap control. Further, at a post-flutter wind speed, the 
system was connected in closed-loop with a stabilising PID controller using collocated feedback. 
Iterative Feedforward Tuning was able to optimise, in this unstable regime, the load control gains 
of the pitch and flap control action for this closed-loop plant. Load rejection was also achieved in 
the challenging post-flutter regime, although the flap actuation duty reached close to its physical 
limits under these conditions. Finally, for the case of varying wind speed conditions, the IFT 
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methodology was able to autonomously synthesise an optimal linear gain schedule, in real time, 
for the combined pitch and flap controller. Such a gain schedule was found to be near-optimal for 
a large portion of the range of operation. 
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4 ACTIVE GRID [OLDENBUACTIVE GRID [OLDENBUACTIVE GRID [OLDENBUACTIVE GRID [OLDENBURG]RG]RG]RG]    

 

4.14.14.14.1 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
As wind turbines are mainly operating inside the turbulent atmospheric boundary layer, the 
performance of the turbine and the resulting structural loads are strongly influenced by the 
dominating highly intermittent wind fields as shown by Wächter et al.(2012). Regarding the 
chaotic nature of turbulence, high resolved measurements in situ are difficult to achieve especially 
in terms of reproducible events. Therefore wind tunnel experiments with repeatable and 
controllable turbulent inflow conditions are of increasing importance.  
The most common way to introduce turbulence in wind tunnel experiments is the use of passive 
turbulence generators in front of the test section for example one or a combination of grids. 
Defined by the design turbulence with different kind of dynamics can be generated. Classical grids 
like bars and square meshes are generating very isotropic and homogenous turbulence. As the 
turbulence is introduced to the flow by the interactions of the bars with the bypassing flow, the 
largest structures introduced to the wind field are in the order of the mesh or bar width. 
Turbulence generated like this is decaying fast on the way downstream of the wind tunnel (Roach 
(1986)). Use of a fractal grid can introduce turbulence on multiple scales which are preserving 
better on the way downstream and is generating a quite special wake shown for example by 
Stresing et al. (2010) or Seoud et al. (2007). These grids are just influencing the wake in a passive 
way and are already described very well but are somewhat limited in their statistical features. Also 
the comparison of turbulence found in the atmospheric boundary layer to the one generated by 
such grids are showing major differences, for example it is not possible to generate fast appearing 
gusts within such a setup. To achieve realistic conditions in the wind tunnel comparable to the 
inflow conditions wind turbine in the open field are facing a dynamic approach to generate 
turbulence is needed. 
A dynamic way to generate turbulence in the wind tunnel is a so called active grid firstly described 
by Makita (1991). Horizontal and vertical rods are dividing the cross section of the wind tunnel in 
front of the test section. To each of these rods a motor is connected which can be moved 
individually. Square flaps which are mounted on to the rods are leading to a changing blockage at 
the cross section of the wind tunnel nozzle as these axes are moving.  
The most common way to move these active grid axes is in a random fashion changing the 
direction and speed of movements for every axis in predefined intervals for time and rotation 
speed. An active grid used in that way can generate homogenous and quasi isotropic turbulence 
with a high turbulent Reynolds number (Mydlarski et al. (1996)). Experiments have shown that it is 
also possible to replicate atmospheric like turbulence regarding specific statistical properties as 
intermittency, turbulence intensity and integral length as seen in Knebel et al. (2011). Further a 
given time series of wind data, for example measured atmospheric wind data, could be 
reproduced at a specific point in space in a wind tunnel behind the grid (Reinke (2016)). In this 
approach an excitation is designed consisting of a sequence of angle of attack changes between 
the inflowing wind and the active grid flaps over time. These excitation protocols can be designed 
to create turbulence with a wide variety in the statistical features and more importantly the 
sequence can be repeated. The possibility to repeat a turbulent time series would mean a great 
achievement for optimization processes in air foil and wind turbine design and also a perfect basis 
to develop new control strategies to increase power generation and increase the lifetime of a wind 
energy converter by decreasing the acting loads.  
This work has two major objectives the first is to evaluate to what extend a time series generated 
by an active grid excitation protocol can be reproduced and the second objective is to determine 
the scalability of the generated wakes by active grids of different sizes to establish experiments 
with comparable inflow conditions in wind tunnel of different sizes. The first objective is motivated 
by the aim to test newly developed control algorithms for a model wind turbine to reduce the 
structural loads under turbulent conditions. The used model turbine and the control algorithms are 
developed by the TU Delft and described in an earlier chapter.  
The second objective was caused by the fact that the active grid with fitting dimensions to test the 
model wind turbine (3 x 3 m²) had to be planned and constructed during the Innwind Project. 
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Causing that the protocols to generate the turbulent inflow conditions for the test cases had to be 
developed using the previously existing active grids. 
In the following the experimental setup will be described, including a more detailed description of 
the used active grids and the used excitation protocol. The statistical tools used to determine the 
correlation of the reproduced active grids wakes will introduced in the next section, followed by the 
discussion of the results and a conclusion leading to the follow up experiment in the project. 
 

4.24.24.24.2 MethodsMethodsMethodsMethods    

Wind tunnel and active gridsWind tunnel and active gridsWind tunnel and active gridsWind tunnel and active grids    

The experiments were conducted in a low speed wind tunnel of the University of Oldenburg. The 
wind tunnel has an outlet size of 0. 8 m times 1 m and was operated in an open test section 
configuration. The wind speeds can reach up to 50 m/s and the turbulence intensity is less than 
0.3%.  
For the experiments with turbulent inflow conditions two active grids were used, which were 
mounted at the nozzle of the wind tunnel. One with a cross section of 0.8 m times 1 m, containing 
16 axes resulting in a mesh width of 0.11 m. This grid has a quite new design of the axes with a 
minimal blockage of the cross section below 5% when all the axes are open. The design is 
described in Reinke (2016). The second grid has a cross section of 0.25 m times 0.25 m, 
containing 10 axes with a mesh width of 0.05 m. The design of this grid is equal to the original one 
of Makita with a minimal blockage of nearly 20%.  Photographs of both grids can be seen in figure 
4-1. Every axis in this setup is driven by a stepping motor and can be moved individually. 

  
    

Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444----1111    Pictures of the used active grids. Left: 0.8 x 1 m² Pictures of the used active grids. Left: 0.8 x 1 m² Pictures of the used active grids. Left: 0.8 x 1 m² Pictures of the used active grids. Left: 0.8 x 1 m² ----    16 axes. Right: 0.25 x 0.25 m² 16 axes. Right: 0.25 x 0.25 m² 16 axes. Right: 0.25 x 0.25 m² 16 axes. Right: 0.25 x 0.25 m² ----    10 axes. To 10 axes. To 10 axes. To 10 axes. To 
mount the small active grid an additional nozzle had to be used.mount the small active grid an additional nozzle had to be used.mount the small active grid an additional nozzle had to be used.mount the small active grid an additional nozzle had to be used.    

 

Excitation protocolExcitation protocolExcitation protocolExcitation protocol    

The movement of the axes is defined by a so called excitation protocol which defines the angle 
between the flaps and the inflowing wind for every axis over time. Figure 4-2 is showing an 
exemplary excitation protocol for one axis. It is created based on a time series of measured 
atmospheric wind speeds by a Lidar system and is designed to be used at 15m/s.  The creation of 
an excitation protocol which leads to a similar but scaled velocity time series at a certain point in 
space behind the active grid is a quite new process and the underlying theory is described in detail 
by Reinke (2016).  An angle of 0° between the inflowing wind and the flap is defined as the 
position of minimal blockage and corresponding to that an angle of 90° describes maximum 
blockage. The movements of every motor are described by such a time series defining the 
resulting wake of the active grid.  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444----2222    Example for the excitation of one axis of the active grid defined by the angle over time. Example for the excitation of one axis of the active grid defined by the angle over time. Example for the excitation of one axis of the active grid defined by the angle over time. Example for the excitation of one axis of the active grid defined by the angle over time.     

ReproducibilityReproducibilityReproducibilityReproducibility    

The first experiment had the objective to determine to what extend a wind speed time series can 
be reproduced using an active grid. To do that a hotwire was placed at a distance of 10 mesh 
widths downstream of the active grid in the centerline position. The wind speed was set to 15 m/s 
and the earlier described excitation protocol was then repeated for 50 times and the generated 
wake was acquired by the hotwire system. In this experiment only the active grid with the cross 
section of 0.8 x 1 m² was used. A sketch and a photograph of this setup can be seen in Figure 4-3.  

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444----3333    Left: Sketch of the experiment. 2D hotwire in 10 M distance of the active grid at the centerline. Left: Sketch of the experiment. 2D hotwire in 10 M distance of the active grid at the centerline. Left: Sketch of the experiment. 2D hotwire in 10 M distance of the active grid at the centerline. Left: Sketch of the experiment. 2D hotwire in 10 M distance of the active grid at the centerline. 
Right: Photograph of the setup.Right: Photograph of the setup.Right: Photograph of the setup.Right: Photograph of the setup.    

ScalabilityScalabilityScalabilityScalability    

To examine the scalability of an excitation protocol from one active grid to another of a different 
size and the possible modifications which have to be made to achieve a comparable wind field for 
experiments another setup was used. The 2D hotwire was mounted on a traversing unit to 
measure at different positions at a distance of 10 M downstream of the active grids. Figure 4-4 is 
showing a sketch of the setup and the mesh for the different measurements positions. The 
indicated measurement positions are exemplary as the measurements for both of the active grids 
were conducted in an analogical manner respecting the different mesh widths of the grids, 
respectively. The positions are chosen to investigate the generated wake behind different parts of 
the active grid.  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444----4444    Left: Sketch of the scalability experiment. Wind tunnel nozzle with mounted active grid. Left: Sketch of the scalability experiment. Wind tunnel nozzle with mounted active grid. Left: Sketch of the scalability experiment. Wind tunnel nozzle with mounted active grid. Left: Sketch of the scalability experiment. Wind tunnel nozzle with mounted active grid. 
Measurement plane (red) in 10 M distance. The dotted line refers to the second setup with additional nozzle Measurement plane (red) in 10 M distance. The dotted line refers to the second setup with additional nozzle Measurement plane (red) in 10 M distance. The dotted line refers to the second setup with additional nozzle Measurement plane (red) in 10 M distance. The dotted line refers to the second setup with additional nozzle 
and small active grid (light grey). Right: Location of theand small active grid (light grey). Right: Location of theand small active grid (light grey). Right: Location of theand small active grid (light grey). Right: Location of the    measurement plane from an upfront view and the measurement plane from an upfront view and the measurement plane from an upfront view and the measurement plane from an upfront view and the 
distribution of measurement points. distribution of measurement points. distribution of measurement points. distribution of measurement points.     

First these measurements were performed behind the active grid with the cross section of 0.8 m 
times 1 m, then repeated for the smaller one.  

Measurement systemMeasurement systemMeasurement systemMeasurement system    

The active grid wake was measured in all experiments with a 2D CTA hotwire system (Dantec 
Dynamics). An x-wire of type 55P51 was used and operated at a sampling rate of 20 kHz with a 
frequency low pass filter at 10 kHz. For the data acquisition an 18 bit National Instruments A/D 
converter was used (NI PXI DAQmx 6281). The start of the measurements were triggered at the 
start of the active grid excitation by a TTL signal. 
 

4.34.34.34.3 Results and discussionResults and discussionResults and discussionResults and discussion    

ReproducibilityReproducibilityReproducibilityReproducibility    

The possibility to reproduce the generated active grid wake is strongly depending on the 
correlation of the excitation of the axes and the resulting flow field. Figure 4-5 is showing a 
comparison of the excitation of one axis and a measured velocity time series. Because the 
movements are the same for all axes just the movement of one axis is shown.  A moving average 
filter was applied to the wind speed time series to allow a better illustration of the correlation. The 
moving average span is chosen that way that the time scale of the active grid excitation is bigger 
than the fluctuations which are averaged out. That way we can observe a good resemblance 
between the blockage variations of the axes and the resulting wind speed changes in the wake. An 
increase in the blockage of the wind tunnel nozzle leads to a decrease in the measured wind 
speed and an increase in wind speed is caused by a decrease in blockage.  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444----5555    Comparison of the active grid excitation (redComparison of the active grid excitation (redComparison of the active grid excitation (redComparison of the active grid excitation (red) and resulting wind speed time series in 10 M ) and resulting wind speed time series in 10 M ) and resulting wind speed time series in 10 M ) and resulting wind speed time series in 10 M 
distance at centerline position (blue)distance at centerline position (blue)distance at centerline position (blue)distance at centerline position (blue)    

As a next step the wind speed time series of the active grid wake are analysed and compared in 
respect to each other. Figure 4-6 shows on the left three examples of the 50 acquired velocity 
time series. The data sampled with 20 kHz was filtered with a moving average over 1000 
Samples. In light grey an unfiltered time series is shown. All filtered time series match very well. 
Thus the wind dynamics on the scale of about 50cm, which is the typical size of a model wind 
turbine in a wind tunnel, can be designed and repeated accurately. To quantify this resemblance 
the normalized cross covariance was calculated for every pair of the time series. As the 
measurements were triggered to a specific event in the used excitation protocol the cross 
covariance function should be maximal for a lag of zero between both time series which could be 
validated. The maximal cross covariance coefficient was then determined for every pair and saved 
in a diagonal symmetric matrix.  
 

+,- =	. +�,� ⋯ +�,0�⋮ ⋱ ⋮+0�,� ⋯ +0�,0�3 
 
As the original wind speed time series are turbulent and strongly fluctuating this was done for 
several different moving average spans ∆5 to determine which time scales of the flow can be 
reproduced to what extent. To quantify the resemblance the mean covariance coefficient 〈+,-#∆5&〉	and the standard deviation of every matrix was calculated and plotted over the 

corresponding moving average span. The result is shown in figure 4-6 on the right.  
 

〈+,-#∆5&〉 	= 〈	8 +�,�#∆5&	 ⋯ +�,0�#∆5&	⋮ ⋱ ⋮+0�,�#∆5&	 ⋯ +0�,0�#∆5&	9〉 
 
The comparison of the time series with the covariance function shows that even the unfiltered 
data are reaching a similarity between 50 and 60 per cent. The mean value of the coefficient 
increases to over 90% when the small time scales get averaged out.    
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444----6666    Left: Three exemplary wind speed time series with an applied moving average filter. In light grey an Left: Three exemplary wind speed time series with an applied moving average filter. In light grey an Left: Three exemplary wind speed time series with an applied moving average filter. In light grey an Left: Three exemplary wind speed time series with an applied moving average filter. In light grey an 
unsmoothed wind speed time series is shown. Right: The maximum cross covariance coefficient between unsmoothed wind speed time series is shown. Right: The maximum cross covariance coefficient between unsmoothed wind speed time series is shown. Right: The maximum cross covariance coefficient between unsmoothed wind speed time series is shown. Right: The maximum cross covariance coefficient between 
every pair of the 50 measurements over different applievery pair of the 50 measurements over different applievery pair of the 50 measurements over different applievery pair of the 50 measurements over different applied moving average spans. In black the mean value ed moving average spans. In black the mean value ed moving average spans. In black the mean value ed moving average spans. In black the mean value 
over the moving average span are shown. Grey is showing the standard deviation of the correlation values.over the moving average span are shown. Grey is showing the standard deviation of the correlation values.over the moving average span are shown. Grey is showing the standard deviation of the correlation values.over the moving average span are shown. Grey is showing the standard deviation of the correlation values.    

 
This leads to the conclusion that the bigger scales of the generated active grid wake are 
reproduced quite well while the smaller scales are varying for every iteration of the excitation 
protocol. As turbulence is a chaotic process driven by an energy cascade described by Richardson 
(1922) this was expected and is now pursued by a deeper analysis of the data using statistical 
methods to verify the results and identify possible reoccurring statistic properties. As a first 
method the power spectrum was used to identify the energy distribution in the frequency domain. 
Figure 4-7 shows in blue colour the spectra of all 50 measurements which are filtered by binning. 
The applied binning process is non-linear in respect to the logarithmic scale of the axes. In light 
grey an unfiltered exemplary power spectra is shown. All 50 power spectra are very similar and 
appear nearly as a single line. The distribution of the energy in the wake seems to be very equal 
for every protocol iteration, not just for the large time scales but especially for the small time 
scales respectively the high frequencies. To get a better understanding of the origin of the driving 
forces in the power spectra additionally the spectrum of the active grid dynamics (movements of 
the flaps) and the spectra of a wind speed time series measured behind a fully opened static 
active grid is shown in green and red. An assumption can be made that the larger scales of the 
power spectra are mainly defined by the dynamics of the active grid excitation (green line in Figure 
4-7), referred to as production zone in the following. The smaller scales are primary defined by the 
natural decay of the turbulence as the straight dashed line following Kolmogorovs -5/3 law is 
suggesting. The natural decay on the lower scales is thereby driven by the decaying larger scales 
introduced by the active grid and the design of the grid in terms of the mesh width. The straight 
vertical line is referring to the time scale arising from the mesh width and the mean wind speed 
behind the active grid.  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444----7777    Power spectra of all 50 measurements in blue. In red the power spectra for a fully opened active Power spectra of all 50 measurements in blue. In red the power spectra for a fully opened active Power spectra of all 50 measurements in blue. In red the power spectra for a fully opened active Power spectra of all 50 measurements in blue. In red the power spectra for a fully opened active 
grid with no movement. In green the FFT of the movements performed by the active grid flaps. The vertical grid with no movement. In green the FFT of the movements performed by the active grid flaps. The vertical grid with no movement. In green the FFT of the movements performed by the active grid flaps. The vertical grid with no movement. In green the FFT of the movements performed by the active grid flaps. The vertical 
black line refers to the time scale resulting from tblack line refers to the time scale resulting from tblack line refers to the time scale resulting from tblack line refers to the time scale resulting from the mean wind speed and the mesh width of the active grid.he mean wind speed and the mesh width of the active grid.he mean wind speed and the mesh width of the active grid.he mean wind speed and the mesh width of the active grid.    

For further investigation the dynamics of the active grid wake are analysed by two point statistics. 
Therefore the velocity increments are calculated. Velocity increments are defined as the following :;#<& = ;#5 = <& > ;#5& 
Thus describing the fluctuations of the wind field. The distribution of the fluctuation on different 

time scales defined by the interval < are a specific property of the wind field generated and in 
respect to wind energy research of high importance as the fluctuations have a big impact on the 
loads a wind turbine has to face.  To estimate the intermittency of the generated flow the shape 

parameter ?² was used. ? #;& = 14 ln D〈#; > 〈;〉&E〉3GHE I 

A value of zero corresponds to a Gaussian distribution of the increments and for values above zero 
the distribution is showing intermittent behaviour.  

 

 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444----8888    Left: PDF of the velocity increments shiLeft: PDF of the velocity increments shiLeft: PDF of the velocity increments shiLeft: PDF of the velocity increments shifted for a better visualisation. Time scales beginning for the fted for a better visualisation. Time scales beginning for the fted for a better visualisation. Time scales beginning for the fted for a better visualisation. Time scales beginning for the 
lowest plot (1/20000 s, 1/10000 s, 1/2000 s, 1/1000 s, 1/200 s) Right: Mean of shape parameter λ² of all lowest plot (1/20000 s, 1/10000 s, 1/2000 s, 1/1000 s, 1/200 s) Right: Mean of shape parameter λ² of all lowest plot (1/20000 s, 1/10000 s, 1/2000 s, 1/1000 s, 1/200 s) Right: Mean of shape parameter λ² of all lowest plot (1/20000 s, 1/10000 s, 1/2000 s, 1/1000 s, 1/200 s) Right: Mean of shape parameter λ² of all 
50 measurements in black in light grey the standard deviation. 50 measurements in black in light grey the standard deviation. 50 measurements in black in light grey the standard deviation. 50 measurements in black in light grey the standard deviation.     
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In Figure 4-8 on the left the histograms of the increments for three of the 50 time series are 
shown. The probability density functions (PDFs) were calculated for increments of five different 
time scales (1/20000 s, 1/10000 s, 1/2000 s, 1/1000 s, 1/200 s). For a better visualisation the 
histograms are shifted upwards for the larger scales. For larger time scales the distribution seems 
to be Gaussian distributed whereas the flow is more intermittent on the smaller scales. The trend 
for the exemplary increments PDFs are very similar on all scales except for the events which are 
occurring less than a hundred time in a time series of 1.2 million samples. We can again speak of 
a good agreement in terms of reproducibility. To determine the degree of intermittency and the 
agreement of all 50 measurements the shape parameter is calculated for 120 different 
increments. The mean of the shape parameter (in black) with the related standard deviation (in 
grey) is shown in figure 4-8 on the right. The low values of the standard deviation is showing that 
also in terms of intermittency the wind speed time series can be reproduced very well. The 
decrease of intermittency for larger increments can also be identified in the trend of the shape 
parameter λ². For large increments the distribution is nearly Gaussian. 
 

ScalabilityScalabilityScalabilityScalability    

 
The second objective is to show the scalability of such generated flow fields. To quantify that the 
acquired hotwire measurement behind the different active grids were analyzed and compared with 
the same tools used as for the previous experiments.  
Figure 4-9 is showing the wind speed fluctuations of the first seconds of the time series at the 
centerline ten mesh sizes downstream of the two grids described in chapter 4.2. Because of the 
unsimilar minimal blockage of the two active grids the mean wind speed of the time series could 
not be matched ideally. Therefore the wind speed was disregarded from for the comparison. The 
moving average span over a thousand samples was chosen as in the previous experiment before. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444----9999    Fluctuations of time series measured behind the two grids at the centerline in 10M distance. Fluctuations of time series measured behind the two grids at the centerline in 10M distance. Fluctuations of time series measured behind the two grids at the centerline in 10M distance. Fluctuations of time series measured behind the two grids at the centerline in 10M distance.     

The trend of both measurements are matching pretty well, but on smaller scales differences can 
be seen. The extend of the variations is again determined by the use of the cross covariance 
function. The evaluation of the covariance was done separately for every grid. To evaluate the 
spatial differences of the flow field. 
Additionally as a comparison between the time series of the different grids. The comparison was 
done in respect to the spatial distribution of the measurements shown in figure 4-4. The centerline 
measurement of the bigger grid was compared to the centerline measurement of the small grid 
and so on, to show the differences in the flow field. The result is displayed in figure 4-10 on the 
left. The coefficients are showing an equal trend as in the previous experiments but are not 
reaching as high values which can be explained by the varying measurement points around the 
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centerline position. But both grids showing an equally good behavior reaching values between 80 
and 90 per cent and showing a good resemblance of the flow field despite the spatially variation 
of the measurement positions behind the active grids. 
The covariance coefficients of the two wakes generated by the different active grids is reaching 
values between 60 and 70%. Given the differences in the setup and the design this is a good 
result as the main features of the wind fields seem to be reconstructed. Further investigation of 
the time series is again accomplished using one and two point statistics. 

  

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444----10101010    Left: Mean cross covariance coefficient between the acquired wind speed time series in Left: Mean cross covariance coefficient between the acquired wind speed time series in Left: Mean cross covariance coefficient between the acquired wind speed time series in Left: Mean cross covariance coefficient between the acquired wind speed time series in 
dependence of the moving average span for the different active grids.  Right: Power spectra of the different dependence of the moving average span for the different active grids.  Right: Power spectra of the different dependence of the moving average span for the different active grids.  Right: Power spectra of the different dependence of the moving average span for the different active grids.  Right: Power spectra of the different 
measurement positions for both active grids. Power spectra measurement positions for both active grids. Power spectra measurement positions for both active grids. Power spectra measurement positions for both active grids. Power spectra for both fully opened active grid with no for both fully opened active grid with no for both fully opened active grid with no for both fully opened active grid with no 
excitationexcitationexcitationexcitation    

 
The power spectra of the wind speeds measured at the 25 measurement positions behind both 
active grid are shown in figure 4-10 on the right. For high frequencies, which were identified earlier 
to be dominated by the natural decay of the turbulence, the spectra of the time series for both 
active grid wakes show similar behaviour. For a frequency range from 100 Hz to 10 kHz the 
dynamics of the wakes for both grids are following the -5/3 law described by Kolmogorov. In this 
frequency region the different measurement positions do not have that big an influence on the 
spectra, as the base turbulence introduced by the mesh width is nearly isotropic at a distance of 
10 M.  
The biggest differences can be seen in the frequency region earlier described as the production 
region of the active grid wake defined by the motion of the axes. For both active grids the spectra 
of the wind speed time series are diverging as a result of the measurement position behind the 
active grids. This effect seems to be less for the smaller active grid, which can be caused by the 
higher background turbulence intensity of the smaller active grid as a result of the higher minimal 
blockage. Comparing the power spectra for the fully opened configurations the smaller active grid 
is also showing higher values for these frequencies. But as the structures are bigger than the 
mesh width of the small active grid they are probably induced by the wind tunnel itself. This could 
be induced by the nozzle which had to be installed to mount the small active grid resulting in a 
pumping of the fan. 
The increment statistics of the wind speed time series are shown in figure 4-11 on the left. Again 
we can identify the fluctuations on the small scales as the most intermittent and becoming more 
Gaussian distributed for larger increments. The shape parameter λ² is also showing the same 
trend for both grids.  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444----11111111    Left: Probability density functions of the velocity increments (1/20000 s, 1/10000 s, 1/2000 s, Left: Probability density functions of the velocity increments (1/20000 s, 1/10000 s, 1/2000 s, Left: Probability density functions of the velocity increments (1/20000 s, 1/10000 s, 1/2000 s, Left: Probability density functions of the velocity increments (1/20000 s, 1/10000 s, 1/2000 s, 
1/1000 s, 1/200 s) for both active grids.1/1000 s, 1/200 s) for both active grids.1/1000 s, 1/200 s) for both active grids.1/1000 s, 1/200 s) for both active grids.    Shifted for better visualization. Shifted for better visualization. Shifted for better visualization. Shifted for better visualization.     

4.44.44.44.4 ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    
The experiments have proven that it is possible to reproduce turbulent inflow in wind tunnel 
experiments to a certain extend. Especially the length scales in the range of model wind turbines 
are strongly dependent on the active grid excitation and therefore repeatable. The scalability of 
the generated wind fields by active grid of different dimensions could be shown with small 
restrictions.  The comparison is showing good results as the main features of the generated flow 
could be achieved using the same active grid excitation. If the goal is to generate a flow field with 
certain dynamics and the possibility to reproduce this wake for certain time scales, previous work 
in terms of excitation protocol development can be directly applied. If the flow should be repeated 
as accurate as possible every protocol has to be designed for the specific active grid. 
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5 WIND TUNNEL EXPERIMEWIND TUNNEL EXPERIMEWIND TUNNEL EXPERIMEWIND TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS [TUD+OLDNTS [TUD+OLDNTS [TUD+OLDNTS [TUD+OLDENBURG]ENBURG]ENBURG]ENBURG]    

 

5.15.15.15.1 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
 
In this chapter, the results of the wind tunnel tests done with an active grid developed by the 
Universität Oldenburg, as evaluated in Chapter 4, will be discussed. The two-bladed wind turbine 
discussed in Chapter 3 is placed in this wind tunnel, as shown in Figure 12. Different individual 
pitch control (IPC) algorithms are implemented on this turbine. The goal of these control 
algorithms is to reduce the (periodical) loads on the blades of the turbine.  
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 12121212, The two, The two, The two, The two----bladed TU Delft scaled wind turbine placed inside the open wind tunnel with active grid in bladed TU Delft scaled wind turbine placed inside the open wind tunnel with active grid in bladed TU Delft scaled wind turbine placed inside the open wind tunnel with active grid in bladed TU Delft scaled wind turbine placed inside the open wind tunnel with active grid in 
Oldenburg.Oldenburg.Oldenburg.Oldenburg.    

The operating conditions that have been studied, are with an inflow wind velocity of between 4 
and 5 m/s. As a result, the rotor speed usually lies between 180 and 250 rpm. At these speeds, 
the bandwidth of the pitch actuators only allows alleviation of the first two harmonics, 1P and 2P. 
In normal operating conditions, these harmonics also cause the largest loads on the blades, 
making IPC a useful strategy for load alleviation.  
 
Three different pitch control strategies will be studied: the well-known Conventional Individual 
Pitch control (CIPC) and Linear IPC (LIPC), as well as recently developed Subspace Predictive 
Repetitive Control (SPRC), Navalkar e.a., 2014. In this algorithm, subspace identification is used 
to get a model of the wind turbine in predictor form, which is used to determine the optimal 
repetitive control to reduce 1P and 2P loads. The performance of SPRC will be compared to CIPC 
and LIPC to evaluate the validity of this control strategy. We will also study the control authority of 
Individual Flap Control (IFC) in addition to LIPC. 
 
These control algorithms will be tested on the mid-sized scaled wind presented in Chapter 3, in the 
open wind tunnel with active grid in Oldenburg that has been presented in Chapter 4. By means of 
this active grid, higher Turbulence Intensities (TI’s) can be achieved. This makes the experiments 
done here unique: so far, SPRC has only been tested in low to zero TI conditions, but these 
experiments will show that it is also a viable control strategy in the more realistic case where 
turbulence is present in the wind. 
 
In Section 5.2, the inflow conditions in the wind tunnel in Oldenburg with the active grid are 
presented, followed by a brief overview of the control algorithms in Section 5.3. Subsequently, the 
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results that have been obtained in these experiments will be presented in Section 5.4. Finally, 
Section 5.6 will give the conclusions that can be drawn from the results that have been obtained. 

    

5.25.25.25.2 Inflow ConditionsInflow ConditionsInflow ConditionsInflow Conditions    
 
To validate the new control concepts of the model wind turbine with turbulent boundary conditions 
it is necessary to firstly to characterize the flow field acting on the wind turbine. This was realized 
using a 2D hotwire system by Dantec Dynamics. An x-wire of the type 55P51 was used and 
operated at a sampling rate of 20 kHz with a low pass filter at 10 kHz. For the data acquisition an 
18 bit National Instruments A/D converter was used. The hot wire was installed 3 m (20M) behind 
the active grid and at hub height of the model turbine which corresponds to the centreline. 
Additionally the hotwire was shifted 1m to the side to determine differences of the flow field in the 
range of the wind turbine radius. 
 
The active grid was used in four different modes: Two static and two active cases. For the static 
cases the angle of attack of the active grid flaps was set to 0° and 45° and hold steady. In the 
active cases two excitation protocols were used. The first one is based on measured atmospheric 
wind data and creates a wind field with intermittent behaviour. The second one is creating a wind 
field with single gusts. All these modes were investigated for three different wind speeds of 4m/s, 
4.5m/s and 5 m/s. In the following these inflow conditions are characterised in terms of 
reproducibility flow characteristics, turbulence intensity, dynamics and intermittency. 
 
The reproducibility was again determined using the cross covariance function as described in 
chapter 4. The results for all different modes and wind speeds at the centreline position is shown 
in Figure 13. For the active modes a good resemblance for every protocol iteration can be 
observed. For the static modes this is not the case as the vortices introduced to the flow by the 
grid are random distributed. To determine the resemblance of the flow field at the position of the 
nacelle and the tip of the rotor, also the cross covariance coefficients between the acquired time 
series at this positions were analysed. Exemplary the result for the Lidar protocol at 5 m/s is 
shown in Figure 13 on the right as a reference the coefficients between the time series on the 
centreline are given. The values are slightly lower probably caused by the interaction of the free 
stream in the boundary regions. 
 

 
 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 13131313, Left: Cross covariance coefficient for all modes and wind speed: 4 m/s (solid line), 4.5 m/s , Left: Cross covariance coefficient for all modes and wind speed: 4 m/s (solid line), 4.5 m/s , Left: Cross covariance coefficient for all modes and wind speed: 4 m/s (solid line), 4.5 m/s , Left: Cross covariance coefficient for all modes and wind speed: 4 m/s (solid line), 4.5 m/s 
(dashed line), 5 m/s (dashed(dashed line), 5 m/s (dashed(dashed line), 5 m/s (dashed(dashed line), 5 m/s (dashed----dotted line) Right: Cross covariance coefficient for centreline position as dotted line) Right: Cross covariance coefficient for centreline position as dotted line) Right: Cross covariance coefficient for centreline position as dotted line) Right: Cross covariance coefficient for centreline position as 
reference and for the comparison between centreline and shifted position.reference and for the comparison between centreline and shifted position.reference and for the comparison between centreline and shifted position.reference and for the comparison between centreline and shifted position.    

This influence can also be seen in the evaluation of the turbulence intensity. The values for the 
shifted position are always slightly higher than in the centre. The mean for the different wind 
speeds and the two different position is shown in Table 13. For the different wind speeds the 
turbulence intensity is changing less than 10 %. 
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Table Table Table Table 13131313: Mean turbulence Intensity for the different working modes of the active grid for both examined : Mean turbulence Intensity for the different working modes of the active grid for both examined : Mean turbulence Intensity for the different working modes of the active grid for both examined : Mean turbulence Intensity for the different working modes of the active grid for both examined 
positions behind the grid.positions behind the grid.positions behind the grid.positions behind the grid.    

Mode TI/% (centreline) TI / % (shifted) 

Static 0° 2.5 2.7 

Static 45° 3.7 5.1 

Lidar 8.8 10.1 

Gusts 4.2 7.2 

 
In Figure 14, the power spectra for all working modes of the active grids are shown. The power 
spectra are not showing major differences for the different wind speeds. The two static cases are 
containing less energy as expected as no additional energy in transferred to the flow.  The active 
grid excitation for the used protocols is driving the turbulence on larger scales thus introducing 
structures in the range of the model wind turbine rotor. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 14141414, Power spectra for all different active grid working modes 4 m/s (solid line), 4.5 m/s (dashed line), , Power spectra for all different active grid working modes 4 m/s (solid line), 4.5 m/s (dashed line), , Power spectra for all different active grid working modes 4 m/s (solid line), 4.5 m/s (dashed line), , Power spectra for all different active grid working modes 4 m/s (solid line), 4.5 m/s (dashed line), 
5 m/s (dashed5 m/s (dashed5 m/s (dashed5 m/s (dashed----dotted line)dotted line)dotted line)dotted line)    

The intermittency is also lowest for the static cases as expected, this can be seen in the increment 
statistics as well as in the shape parameter. For all modes except the Lidar protocol the 
distribution of the increment are nearly Gaussian.  
 

  
    
Figure Figure Figure Figure 15151515, The shape parameter (left) and intermittency (right) for the differen, The shape parameter (left) and intermittency (right) for the differen, The shape parameter (left) and intermittency (right) for the differen, The shape parameter (left) and intermittency (right) for the different active grid protocols.t active grid protocols.t active grid protocols.t active grid protocols.    
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5.35.35.35.3 1P and 2P Individual Pitch Control1P and 2P Individual Pitch Control1P and 2P Individual Pitch Control1P and 2P Individual Pitch Control    
 
Two different algorithms have been implemented to reduce the loads on the blades at the 
rotational frequency (1P) of the turbine: Conventional Individual Pitch Control (CIPC) and Linear 
IPC (LIPC). In this section, these control methods will be explained. 
    
Diagram of IPC on turbine 
 
As depicted in Figure 16, the blade bending moments and the azimuth are fed into the individual 
pitch controller. Based on this information, the controller determines the demanded individual 
pitch angles of both blades, which are fed back to the wind turbine baseline system. The pitch 
motors, which are controlled by standard PID controllers, will then follow this reference signal. 
Both controllers are implemented within the IPC block of Figure 16. 
 

    

Figure Figure Figure Figure 16161616, Control diagram of the IPC presented in this section., Control diagram of the IPC presented in this section., Control diagram of the IPC presented in this section., Control diagram of the IPC presented in this section.    

Conventional IPC 
    
In Conventional IPC, the Coleman Transformation is used to move from a rotating coordinate 
system to a static one. The Coleman Transformation determines the yaw and tilting moment of the 
blade forces by using the following equation: 
 J-KL =	J� sinO = J sin#O = P& 
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JQR�Q =	J� cos O = J cos#O = P& 
 
CIPC then simply applies a notch and an integrator to filter out the 1P loads on the blades. The 
transfer function of the notch filter is given by 
 "UVQWX = Y = 2[ \Y = \ Y = 2[�\Y = \  

 
where ω is the rotational speed of the blades and β1 and β2  are tuning variables, as well as gain 
k. Subsequently, the inverse Coleman Transformation is applied to obtain the demanded 
individual pitch angles that are fed back to the wind turbine system. 
 
Linear IPC 
 
In Linear IPC, a different coordinate transformation is used. Here, the difference of the blade 
moments is used to determine the 1P load: 
 J�] = J� >J 	 
 J ] = J� =J  
 
Subsequently, a notch filter is used to filter out these periodic load. For LIPC, this notch has the 
following transfer function: 
 "UVQWX = 2[\YY = 2[\Y = \  

 
Since pitch control is only used to alleviate the 1P loads, the notch on the 2P moment is not used. 
After applying the reverse coordinate transformation, the demanded individual pitch angles are 
obtained. These two simple control algorithms are used as a benchmark for the Subspace 
Predictive Repetitive Control (SPRC) algorithm that will be discussed in the next section. 
 
SPRC 
    
In this section, the SPRC control methodology for IPC will be explained. The wind turbine system 
will first be identified online using Markov parameters, and this identified system will then be used 
to establish a repetitive control law using basis functions. This method is similar to the one 
presented in Navalkar e.a., 2015, although modifications have been made to improve 
performance. 
 
The wind turbine system is assumed to be represented by a discrete linear time-invariant (LTI) 
system with unknown periodic disturbances, Houtzager e.a., 2013:   
 ^_`� = a^_ = b;_ = cd_ = ef_ g_ = �^_ = hd_ = f_ 
 
where ^_ ∈ ℝU is the state vector, ;_ ∈ ℝk the input vector; in this case the pitch angles of both 

blades. The output vector g_ ∈ ℝ� contains the blade loads as measured by the piezo’s mounted 
on the blades. Disturbance d_ ∈ ℝl represents the periodic component on the load of the blades, 

and f_ ∈ ℝ� the aperiodic component. If we rewrite these equations in innovation form, the 
following state-space equations are obtained: 
 ^_`� = am^_ = b;_ = cnd_ = eg_  g_ = �^_ = hd_ = f_ 
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with am = a > e�,			cn = c > eh. Furthermore, it is known that dk is a periodic disturbance. By 
defining the difference operator δ, we obtain: 
 :d_ = d_ > d_o] = 0 
 
since the disturbance d has a period P. Applying the δ-notation on the innovation system, will yield 
a representation where d disappears: 
 :^_`� = am:^_ = b:;_ = eq:g_ :g_ = �:^_ = :f_ 
 
Next, the stacked vectors δUk(s) are defined: 
 

:r_#�& = . ;_ > ;_o]⋮;_`�o� > ;_`�o�o]3 
 
and similarly δYk(s). As a result, the state δxk+p for a certain past window p can be written as: 
 

:^_`s = ams:^_ = tuH#s& u-#s&v .:r_#s&:w_#s&3 
 
with: 
 uH#s& = xamso�bn amso b ⋯ by u-#s& = xamso�eq amso eq ⋯ eqy 
 

It is important to select p sufficiently large, such that amz ≈ 0 for all $ ≥ }, Chiuso, 2007. For such 
p, the equation above can be simplified to: 
 

:^_`s ≈ tuH#s& u-#s&v .:r_#s&:w_#s&3 
 
 
 
 

Using the equation defining :g_`s, we obtain: 

 

:g_ = t�uH#s& �u-#s&v .:r_os#s&
:w_os#s& 3 = :f_ 

 

During the online identification, the values of the parameters �u and ~ are estimated based on 
the measurements of g and ;. These parameters define the behaviour of the wind turbine system, 

and are called the Markov parameters Ξ ∈ ℝ�×�#�`�&⋅��: 
 Ξ = 	 t�uH#s& �u-#s&v	
    
The Markov estimates  are computed recursively at every time instant k as the unique solution of 
the equation: 
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Ξ�_ = argmin��� � �:gR > Ξ�_ .:rRos#s&
:wRos#s& 3�

_
R�o�  

 

Given the definition of Ξ, it follows that this estimate Ξ�  at time instant � contains: 
 Ξ�_ = x�amso�b� �am#so &b� … �b� �amso�e� �amso e� … �e� y_ 
 
It is important that the input of the system is persistently exciting of a sufficiently high order, in 
order to guarantee a unique solution of this least-squares problem, Verhaegen and Verdult, 2007. 
This problem is then solved using a QR recursive least-squares algorithm as presented in Van der 

Veen e.a., 2013. In this algorithm, a forgetting factor ? between 0 and 1 is introduced, in order to 

adapt to changes in the system dynamics. For this application, a large value (? ≈ 0.99) is 
preferred to improve the robustness of the identification.  
 
Repetitive Control 
 
For repetitive control, the output needs to be predicted over one entire period P, with � ≥ }, i.e., 

the output equation needs to be lifted over P to obtain :w_`]#]&
. To do this, the Toeplitz matrix "q#]& ∈ ℝ#U⋅]&×#U⋅]& and the extended observability matrix Γn#]& ∈ ℝ#�⋅]&×] are defined: 

 

"q#]& =
���
���
�� 0 0 0 … 0�b 0 0 … 0�amb �b 0 … 0⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮�amso�b �amso b �amso�b … 00 �amso�b �amso b … 0⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 0 0 … 0��

���
��
�
 

Γn#]& =	
���
���
� ��am⋮�amso�0⋮0 ���

���
�
 

 

Similarly, "#]& and Γ#]& are defined similarly by replacing all am by a and bn  by b. �n#]& is defined by 

replacing bn  for eq in "q#]&. Using these matrices, the lifted output equation can be defined: 
 

:w_`]#]& = Γn#]&:^_`] = x"q#]& �n#]&y .:r_`]#]&
:w_`]#]& 3 

 
Substituting the approximation of :^_ as given above yields: 
 

:w_`]#]& = tΓn#]&uH#]& Γn#]&u-#]&v .:r_#]&:w_#]&3 = x"q#]& �n#]&y .:r_`]#]&
:w_`]#]& 3 

 

Note that, since az ≈ 0	∀$ ≥ }, the first � > } elements of uH#]& and u-#]& are also 0. Furthermore, Γn#]&uH#]&, Γn#]&u-#]&, "q#]& and �n#]& can be constructed from the Markov parameters Ξ� , since all its 

elements are also in Ξ. The predicted output w_`s#]&
 can then be written as a function of the previous 
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outputs w_#]&, increment outputs :w_#]&, the increment inputs :r_#]& and :r_`]#]&
, and the estimates 

obtained from the Markov parameters: 
 

w_`s#]& = ¡Γ#]&uH#]&� Γ#]&u-#]&� ¢ ]£ ¤:r_
#]&

:w_#]&w_#]& ¥ = "¦#]&:r_`]#]&
 

 
This result is obtained by using the following equalities: 
 �¢ > �n#]&�o�Γn#]& = Γ#]& �¢ > �n#]&�o�"q#]& = "#]& 
 
This system is transformed into a state space representation: 
 

���
� w_`s#]&
:r_`]#]&
:w_`]#]& ���

�
§̈ ©̈ ª«¬®

= ���
� ¢ ] Γ#]&uH#]&� Γ#]&u-#]&�0 ] 0 ] 0 ]0 ] Γ#]&uH#]&� Γ#]&u-#]&� ���

�
§¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨©¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨ª¯¬

¤ w_#]&:r_#]&:w_#]&¥§̈ ©̈ ª«¬
	= 8"¦#]&¢ ]"¦#]&9§©ªℬ¬

:r_`]#]&
 

 
In the next section, this state-space representation will be used to synthesize a state feedback 
controller using the discrete algebraic Riccati equation (DARE). 
 
Basis functions 
 
In order to reduce the dimensionality of the optimization problem, the input vector r_ can be 

projected into a lower dimensional subspace by using the transformation matrix ±: 
 r_ = ±²z 
 
where the subscript $ represents the iteration instance, which has a period �. This transformation 

matrix ± consists of basis functions that are constructed such that the largest signals in the load 
signal lie in the direction of these basis vectors. Since the dominant load peaks are located at the 
frequency 1P and its multiples, the basis functions should be sinusoidal signals of these 
frequencies. Considering that the bandwidth of the pitch motors limits the control authority to the 
1P and 2P frequencies, only these frequencies will be present. This yields the following basis 
function: 
 

± =
���
���sin	

2πP cos 2P� sin 4P� cos 4P�sin	4πP cos 4P� sin	8πP cos 8P�⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮sin 2P cos 2P sin 4P cos 4P��
���
�
	⊗ ¢  

 

where the symbol ⊗ represents the Kronecker matrix product. This multiplication is necessary 
since ; has size 2. As the pitch signal is now limited to be sinusoidal with frequencies 1P and 2P, 

and the system is assumed to be linear over one period �, the load signals w_ will also be limited 
to these frequencies. As a result, we can also transform this signal using the same transformation: 
 w_ = ±w·z 	 
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Similarly, the lower dimensional signals w·z and ²z can be obtained from the original signals by 

using the Penrose-Moore pseudoinverse of ±, represented by the superscript =: 
 w·z = ±`w_ ²z =	±`r_ 

 
Applying these transformations on the state-space system derived in the previous section, results 
in the following lower dimensional system: 
 

8 w·z:²z:w·z9§©ª«̧¹�
= ¤¢º ±`Γ#]&uH#]&± ±`Γ#]&u-#]&±0º 0º 0º0º ±`Γ#]&uH#]&± ±`Γ#]&u-#]&±¥§¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ©¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ª¯̅¹

8 w·zo�:²zo�:w·zo�9§̈ ©̈ ª«̧¹
= 8±`"#]&±¢º±`"#]&±9§¨̈ ©¨̈ ª¼·¹

:²z 
 

Note that the matrix ¯̅ ∈ ℝ E× E, while the original matrix ¯ ∈ ℝ½]×½]. As usually � ≫ 4, it is 
obvious that using basis functions significantly reduces the order of the optimization problem.  
 
Synthesizing a state feedback controller 
 
Similar to a LQR problem, the state feedback gain is now determined by finding the control input 
that minimizes a quadratic cost function: 
 

¿ =�À�«̧z`���Á«̧z`� = �:²z��):²zÀ  
�
z��  

 

where Á and ) are weighing matrices that can be tuned to influence the aggressiveness of the 
controller. As in LQR problems, the state feedback control gain can be found by solving the 

discrete algebraic Riccati equation (DARE) at iteration $ using an initial estimate of �Â: 
 �Â,z`� = Á =¯̅��Â,z Ã¢ E > ℬ̧�ℬ̧��Â,zℬ̧ = )�o�ℬ̧��Â,zÄ¯̅ 

 
Subsequently, the optimal state feedback gain is defined as: 
 e*,z = �) = ℬ̧��Â,zℬ̧�o�ℬ̧��Â,z¯̅ 
 

With the feedback gain determined, it is now possible to determine the control input vector :²z, 
which, after a backwards transformation, can be implemented on the wind turbine. Using the 
state-feedback law, we obtain: 
 :²z =	>e*,z«̧z 
 
However, for implementation, we are not interested in the incremented input, but in the actual 
input: 
 

²z = ²zo� > e*,z 8 w·zo�:²zo�:w·zo�9 
 

This equation shows that the input at iteration $ depend on the previous input and the state 
feedback. In order to give the possibility to manipulate the convergence characteristics of the 

algorithm, tuning parameters Å and [ are added: 
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²z = Å²zo� > [e*,z 8 w·zo�:²zo�:w·zo�9 
 

Here, both Å and [ should be between 0 and 1. If Å Æ [, the newer data will have a larger 
influence on the input and as a result, the algorithm will have a faster convergence. If [ Æ Å, the 
opposite is true, but the algorithm will also be less sensitive to disturbances or modelling errors. In 

general, Å ≪ [ is chosen to guarantee sufficiently fast convergence. The wind turbine input can 
now be determined by using the inverse basis function transformation: 
 r_ =	±`²z 
 
However, we are only interested in the first instance of this lifted vector, i.e., the input ;_ at a 

given time instant �: 
 ;_ = ÈÉsin 2P�� cos 2P�� sin 4P�� cos 4P�� Ê ⊗ ¢ Ë ²z 
 

Finally, the angle 
 Ì_]  is equal to the rotor azimuth Í, which is being measured. As a result, the 

azimuth at time instant � can be used to determine the input: 
 ;_ = #xsin Í_ cosÍ_ sin 2Í_ cos 2Í_y ⊗ ¢ &²z 
 
By implementing the azimuth, the algorithm is not susceptible to small variations in rotor speed. 

Using this equation, the control input can be updated at each time instant �. The value of ²z is 

updated once every period �. The control scheme for 1P loads is represented in the figure below, 

where � represents the wind turbine plant. The implementation of 2P load reduction is done in a 
similar way, but left out here for visibility reasons. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 17171717, Scheme for the receding horizon implementation of the SPRC update law, Scheme for the receding horizon implementation of the SPRC update law, Scheme for the receding horizon implementation of the SPRC update law, Scheme for the receding horizon implementation of the SPRC update law    

 

5.45.45.45.4 2P Individual Flap Control2P Individual Flap Control2P Individual Flap Control2P Individual Flap Control    
 
Besides Individual Pitch Control, it is also possible to actuate the Free Floating Flaps (FFF) that 
were mentioned in Chapter 3. Using piezo-actuators, the shape of these flaps can be influenced. 
The control authority of these flaps is significantly smaller than the control authority of the pitch 
angles, but the bandwidth is much higher. As a result, Individual Flap Control (IFC) can be used to 
alleviate the higher frequency harmonics of the blade loads. 
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In these experiments, IFC will be used to regulate the 2P loads of the blades. The method is 
essentially the same as for LIPC: first, the loads undergo a coordinate transformation to obtain the 
1P and 2P equivalent loads. Then, a similar notch filter is applied: 
 "UVQWX = 2[\YY = 2[\Y = \  

 
Where in LIPC this notch was applied on the 1P signal, it will be applied on the 2P load signal in 

LIFC. Subsequently, the parameter \ will not be, as it was with LIPC, the rotor speed, but rather 
twice the rotor speed.  
 
As discussed, the control authority of LIFC is limited compared to the IPC methods. As a result, flap 
control will only be applied combined with LIPC. The results of this combination of pitch and flap 
control, as well as other results, will be shown  

    

5.55.55.55.5 ResultsResultsResultsResults    
 
In this section, the results of the SPRC algorithm deliberated in Section 5.3 will be discussed. The 
SPRC algorithm, as well as the CIPC and LIPC algorithms, have been implemented on a model 
wind turbine (see Chapter 3) in the wind tunnel with active grid discussed in Chapter 4. Using the 
pitch actuators, SPRC will be used to reduce the periodic loads on the blades as measured by 
strain gauges.  
 
The control algorithms will be tested for varying wind conditions: the wind speed will be varied 
between 4 and 5 m/s, and different active grid protocols will be used to influence the turbulence 
intensity as discussed in Section 5.2. The turbine generator is connected in series to a dump load. 
As a result, both the dump load, acting as the generator torque, and the pitch angle can be used 
to influence the rotor speed. However, since the influence of the dump load on the rotor speed is 
found to be limited, it is only turned on (when braking torque is desired) or off (when it is not).  
 
First, the performance of the CIPC and LIPC algorithms will be shown. These controllers will then 
be used to evaluate the performance of the SPRC algorithm in the different wind conditions 
mentioned above. Finally, the performance of SPRC will be evaluated for changing conditions, 
showing that the algorithm is in fact able to adapt to these changes. 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 18181818, Blade loads and pi, Blade loads and pi, Blade loads and pi, Blade loads and pitch action for LIPC  and CIPC for a static 0 degrees grid with tch action for LIPC  and CIPC for a static 0 degrees grid with tch action for LIPC  and CIPC for a static 0 degrees grid with tch action for LIPC  and CIPC for a static 0 degrees grid with Î	 = 	ÏÐ/Ò....    
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LIPC and CIPC: baseline controllers 
 
The LIPC and CIPC algorithms are tested under different wind conditions. Note that these 
controllers are only used to mitigate the 1P loads. Figure 18 shows the blade loads and pitch 
action of the turbine in low turbulent conditions, i.e., with a static open grid. For this experiment, 
the wind inflow velocity was 5 m/s with a pitch angle of 15 degrees, resulting in a rotational 
velocity of 230 rpm. As we can see in Figure 18, both blade moments are slightly reduced, albeit 
blade 1 significantly more than blade 2. The blade load variance reductions are 71.5% and 79.8% 
for blade 1 and 22.2% and 39.9% for blade 2, for LIPC and CIPC respectively. We can see from 
Figure 18 that both controllers perform similarly, but CIPC seems to perform slightly better than 
LIPC. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 19191919, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC  and CIPC compared to no control., Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC  and CIPC compared to no control., Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC  and CIPC compared to no control., Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC  and CIPC compared to no control.    

Figure 19 shows the root Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the blade loads for the controllers 
compared to the baseline case of no control action. The three peaks in this figure represent the 
1P, 2P and 3P loads. As expected, the 2P and 3P loads remain similar, whereas the 1P loads are 
significantly reduced by both controllers. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 20202020, Blade loads and pitch action for the Lidar protocol, with an inflow velocity of , Blade loads and pitch action for the Lidar protocol, with an inflow velocity of , Blade loads and pitch action for the Lidar protocol, with an inflow velocity of , Blade loads and pitch action for the Lidar protocol, with an inflow velocity of Ï	Ð/Ò....    
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Similar results are obtained when the Lidar protocol is turned on. In general, this increases the 
turbulence intensity whilst slightly reducing the wind speed. As a result, the rotor speed drops to 
210 RPM for an inflow velocity of 5 m/s, and the blade loads increase. We can see from Figure 20 
that the LIPC and CIPC algorithms still reduce the loadings, although less than in the low TI case. 
The blade load variance reductions now are 68.1% and 75.8% for blade 1 and 17.7% and 34.5% 
for blade 2, for LIPC and CIPC respectively. 
 
If we look at Figure 21, we can see that the peaks associated with the rotor speed are now in 
general lower but wider than for the low-TI case. Due to the turbulence, the rotor speed varies 
more over time, resulting in a wider peak in the frequency domain.  
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 21212121, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC  and CIPC compared to no control with the Lidar , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC  and CIPC compared to no control with the Lidar , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC  and CIPC compared to no control with the Lidar , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC  and CIPC compared to no control with the Lidar 
grid protocol.grid protocol.grid protocol.grid protocol.    

Figure 21 shows that the LIPC and CIPC algorithms still manage to significantly reduce the 1P 
loads, with very little difference in performance between the two. Other wind conditions show a 
similar trend and are therefore omitted here. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 22222222, Blade loads and , Blade loads and , Blade loads and , Blade loads and pitch action for LIPC with and without LIFC for a static 0 degrees grid with pitch action for LIPC with and without LIFC for a static 0 degrees grid with pitch action for LIPC with and without LIFC for a static 0 degrees grid with pitch action for LIPC with and without LIFC for a static 0 degrees grid with Î = ÓÐ/Ò....    
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LIPC combined with flap control 
 
As mentioned is Section 5.3, it is also possible to combine IPC with Individual Flap Control (IFC). 
The results of LIPC combined with linear IFC will be shown here, and will be compared to the case 
where only LIPC is applied. 
 
In Figure 22, the blade loads and pitch actions are shown for LIPC with and without LIFC for an 
open grid (TI: 2.5%) and a wind speed of 4 m/s (200 RPM). This figure shows that the loads are 
slightly reduced by adding 2P LIFC control. Furthermore, the pitch action to achieve this is 
somewhat reduced due to the flap control action. With LIFC, the blade load variance is reduced 
with 22.0% for blade 1 and 1.0% for blade 2, whereas without LIFC, this controller increased the 
loads on blade 2 significantly. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 23232323, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC with and without LIFC for a static 0 degrees grid , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC with and without LIFC for a static 0 degrees grid , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC with and without LIFC for a static 0 degrees grid , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC with and without LIFC for a static 0 degrees grid 

and and and and Î = ÓÐ/Ò....    

Figure 23 shows the power spectral density plot of the same experiment. Here we see that the 1P 
loads increase slightly with LIFC. This can be explained by the smaller pitch action that is used. 
However, the 2P loads have a small reduction, and also the 3P loads seem to have been reduced, 
even though there is no specific control on these harmonics.  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 24242424, Blade loads and pitch action for LIPC with and without LIFC for  , Blade loads and pitch action for LIPC with and without LIFC for  , Blade loads and pitch action for LIPC with and without LIFC for  , Blade loads and pitch action for LIPC with and without LIFC for  Î = Ó. ÏÐ/Ò....    

These results become even more clear at higher wind speeds. For a wind speed of 4.5 m/s, which 
results in a rotor speed of 230 RPM, the solo LIPC algorithm struggles to reduce the load of both 
blades. In this experiment, the blade load variance is reduced by 60.2% for blade 1, but increases 
with 4.5% for blade 2. However, if we add flap control, the blade loads are reduced more 
uniformly. Combining LIPC with LIFC results in a load variance reduction of 42.1% (blade 1) and 
36.0% (blade 2). This is shown in Figure 24. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 25252525, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC with and without LIFC for a static 0 degrees grid , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC with and without LIFC for a static 0 degrees grid , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC with and without LIFC for a static 0 degrees grid , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC with and without LIFC for a static 0 degrees grid 

and and and and Î = Ó. ÏÐ/Ò....    

Figure 25 shows the frequency domain plot of the same experiment. Here we see, more clearly 
now than in the 4 m/s case, that the 2P loads are significantly reduced by the LIFC action. Again, 
we notice that also the 3P load is reduced somewhat. In this experiment, the 1P load is almost 
identical for LIPC with and without LIFC, which can be explained by the pitch action, which was 
also very similar for both cases. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 26262626, Blade loads and pitch action for LIPC with and without LIFC for th, Blade loads and pitch action for LIPC with and without LIFC for th, Blade loads and pitch action for LIPC with and without LIFC for th, Blade loads and pitch action for LIPC with and without LIFC for the Lidar grid with e Lidar grid with e Lidar grid with e Lidar grid with Î = ÏÐ/Ò....    

    

For higher turbulent cases, the effect of adding flap control becomes even bigger. Figure 26 shows 
the time domain response of LIPC with and without flap control for the Lidar protocol (TI: 8.8%) at 
a wind speed of 5 m/s. The blade load variance was reduced with 68.1% and 17.7% for blades 1 
and 2 respectively without LIFC. With flap control added, this is now 62.2% and 58.4% 
respectively. So overall, the LIPC+LIFC combination performs slightly better than without LIFC.  
  
Figure 27 shows the power spectral density of the root blade loads. Notice again that the 1P and 
2P peaks are much broader here than in the low-TI case. We see again that the 1P loads are 
slightly higher when LIFC is added, but the 2P loads, especially for blade 2, are reduced 
significantly. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 27272727, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC with and without LIFC for the Lidar grid and , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC with and without LIFC for the Lidar grid and , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC with and without LIFC for the Lidar grid and , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC with and without LIFC for the Lidar grid and Î = ÏÐ/Ò....    

In particular situations, the performance of flap control is more evident. One of these situations is 
when a wind turbine experiences a high level of shear, i.e., big differences in wind speed in the 
rotor plane. This situation can be created with the active grid, by varying the angle of the rods in 
the grid from left to right, from 90° (completely closed) on the far left to 0° (completely open) to 
the right of the middle.  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 28282828, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC with and without LIFC for the Shear grid and , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC with and without LIFC for the Shear grid and , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC with and without LIFC for the Shear grid and , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for LIPC with and without LIFC for the Shear grid and Î = ÓÐ/Ò....    

For this situation, the 1P and 2P loads are no longer the dominant harmonics, as can be seen in 
Figure 28, which shows the PSD of the root blade loads. Here we see that the 3P load is now the 
dominant factor in the loads. As mentioned earlier, the flap control reduces this 3P load slightly, 
thus reducing the overall loads. Notice also that the 2P loads have almost completely disappeared 
thanks to LIFC. 
 
From the time domain plots (Figure 29), we can indeed see that loads vary much faster than in 

earlier examples with a similar rotor speed (≈180 RPM). It is also evident that the LIPC+LIFC 
algorithm achieves a major load reduction. This is also apparent from the blade load variances: 
these are reduced with 45.6% and 65.9% for blades 1 and 2 respectively. For comparison: by only 
applying LIPC, this is 43.9% and 45.4% with respect to the baseline case of no control.   
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 29292929, Blade loads and pitch action for LIPC with and without LIFC for the Shear grid with , Blade loads and pitch action for LIPC with and without LIFC for the Shear grid with , Blade loads and pitch action for LIPC with and without LIFC for the Shear grid with , Blade loads and pitch action for LIPC with and without LIFC for the Shear grid with Î = ÓÐ/Ò....    

From these results, it becomes clear that as higher frequency harmonics (3P and up) start playing 
a larger role in the loads, flap control becomes a viable control option compared to pitch control. 
The control authority is still limited, but the higher bandwidth makes it possible to reduce loads 
that the limited bandwidth of the pitch motors cannot reach. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 30303030, Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P SPRC for a static 0 degrees grid with , Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P SPRC for a static 0 degrees grid with , Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P SPRC for a static 0 degrees grid with , Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P SPRC for a static 0 degrees grid with Î	 = 	ÏÐ/Ò....    

 
SPRC for constant wind conditions 
 
In this section, the performance of the SPRC algorithm will be compared to CIPC. Note that, unlike 
CIPC and LIPC, SPRC was used to mitigate both the 1P and 2P loads. Although this is generally 
undesirable, it is possible to only use the 1P load control. This is shown in Figure 30, where 1P 
SPRC is compared to CIPC for the same low-TI conditions as shown above. 
 
Figure 30 shows that the performance of SPRC is similar to that of CIPC. If we look at the blade 
load variance, we see that 1P SPRC performs slightly better. The load SD is reduced with 73.1% 
and 48.1% for blades 1 and 2 respectively, compared to 71.5% and 22.2% with CIPC. This can 
also be observed in Figure 31, where the root PSD is plotted once more. Here we see that the 1P 
load reductions of blade 1 are similar, whereas for blade 2, SPRC performs better than CIPC. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 31313131, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for CIPC  and SPRC compared to no control., Blade root loads in the frequency domain for CIPC  and SPRC compared to no control., Blade root loads in the frequency domain for CIPC  and SPRC compared to no control., Blade root loads in the frequency domain for CIPC  and SPRC compared to no control.    

The full potential of SPRC becomes visible when both 1P and 2P load control is enabled. Figure 32 
shows the blade loads and pitch action of this controller compared to 1P SPRC. With 1P2P SPRC, 
the blade load SD is reduced by 94.8% and 77.3% for blades 1 and 2 respectively, with more or 
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less the same pitch action. The pitch motors also seem to have sufficient bandwidth to regulate 
the 2P frequency.  
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 32323232, Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC for a static 0 degree, Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC for a static 0 degree, Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC for a static 0 degree, Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC for a static 0 degrees grid with s grid with s grid with s grid with Î	 = 	ÏÐ/Ò....    

Figure 33 shows the root PSD plot of the measurement shown above. We can see that both the 1P 
and 2P blade loads are significantly reduced by the controller, especially on the first blade: the 1P 
peak in the frequency domain plot has nearly disappeared here. Also the 2P loads are 
considerably lower than in the baseline case, as well as the 1P SPRC case. 
 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 33333333, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for 1P SPRC  and 1P2, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for 1P SPRC  and 1P2, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for 1P SPRC  and 1P2, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for 1P SPRC  and 1P2P SPRC compared to no control.P SPRC compared to no control.P SPRC compared to no control.P SPRC compared to no control.    

For the higher turbulence cases, the SPRC algorithm performs less superior compared to 
conventional IPC, as can be seen in Figure 34. SPRC still reduces the blade load variance more 
than CIPC, but the difference is now much smaller: 78.2% and 47.1% for 1P2P SPRC compared to 
75.9% and 31.1% for CIPC. This can be easily explained. The SPRC algorithm uses random pitch 
signals to identify the system. As the turbulence intensity increases, it becomes more and more 
difficult for the algorithm to distinguish between load effects caused by the pitch change and that 
caused by the – unknown – turbulence. Hence, the identified model on which the control is based 
will likely become less accurate as the TI increases. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 34343434, Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC for the Lidar grid protocol with , Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC for the Lidar grid protocol with , Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC for the Lidar grid protocol with , Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC for the Lidar grid protocol with Î	 = 	ÏÐ/Ò....    

If we look at the frequency domain, we notice that indeed the 1P load reduction, although still 
significant, is smaller for SPRC than for CIPC. It is due to the 2P load reduction that the SPRC 
algorithm still performs better than CIPC.  
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 35353535, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC compared to no control., Blade root loads in the frequency domain for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC compared to no control., Blade root loads in the frequency domain for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC compared to no control., Blade root loads in the frequency domain for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC compared to no control.    

Note that, with a centreline TI of 8.8%, the turbulence is substantial in this experiment. As 
expected, the SPRC algorithm performs better under lower TI conditions. Figure 36 shows the time 
domain response of  both 1P and 1P2P SPRC in the static 45 degrees grid protocol. This protocol 
has a centreline TI of 3.7%, while the inflow wind velocity is set to 5 m/s. For these wind 
conditions, the SPRC algorithm performs significantly better than CIPC. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 36363636, Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC for the static 45 degrees grid protocol with , Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC for the static 45 degrees grid protocol with , Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC for the static 45 degrees grid protocol with , Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC for the static 45 degrees grid protocol with Î	 = 	ÏÐ/Ò....    

When we look at the power spectral density plot of the root blade loads, Figure 37, the 
performance of 1P2P SPRC becomes even clearer: where CIPC already reduces the 1P peak 
significantly, both the 1P and 2P peaks disappear almost completely. The performance of SPRC 
can also be observed when the reduction in blade load variance is calculated: for CIPC, this 
reduction is 51.8% and 15.7% for blades 1 and 2 respectively, while for 1P SPRC it is 61.3% and 
26.5%. For the 1P2P SPRC algorithm, it goes up to no less than 94.0% and 91.6% for blades 1 
and 2 respectively. Evidently, a substantial reduction of the blade loads is achieved by SPRC. 
 
It must be noted that this reduction was not observed for all wind velocities using this grid 
protocol. With an inflow velocity of 4 m/s, the SPRC identification diverged, resulting in an 
increase of loads on the blades for the 1P2P SPRC algorithm. Although the loads are reduced for 
the Ô = 4.5Ö/Y case, SPRC still performed slightly worse than CIPC for these conditions. Clearly, if 
the algorithm fails to sufficiently identify the system, the SPRC algorithm will not always result in 
an optimal controller.  
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 37373737, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for CIPC  and 1P and 1P2P SPRC c, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for CIPC  and 1P and 1P2P SPRC c, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for CIPC  and 1P and 1P2P SPRC c, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for CIPC  and 1P and 1P2P SPRC compared to no ompared to no ompared to no ompared to no 
control.control.control.control.    
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Finally, the results of SPRC with the Gusts protocol, which had an average centreline TI of 4.2%, 
will be discussed. Although the centreline TI of this protocol is similar to the previously discussed 
45 degrees static protocol, the TI at the shifted position is considerably larger (7.2% instead of 
5.1%). As a result, the performance of the controllers is expected to be slightly less than in the 
previous experiment. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 38383838, Blade loads and pitch action fo, Blade loads and pitch action fo, Blade loads and pitch action fo, Blade loads and pitch action for CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC for the Gusts protocol with r CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC for the Gusts protocol with r CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC for the Gusts protocol with r CIPC  and 1P2P SPRC for the Gusts protocol with Î	 = 	Ó. ÏÐ/Ò....    

As can be seen in Figure 38, all controllers achieve a load reduction for this protocol. The 1P2P 
SPRC algorithm again has the largest load reduction, 86.0% and 74.6% for blades 1 and 2 
respectively. 1P SPRC achieves a reduction of 76.2% and 30.3%, still slightly better than CIPC 
(74.9% and 22.0%). Figure 39 shows the root PSD, which looks very similar to the low-TI 
experiment shown in Figure 33. It can therefore be concluded that a small rise of TI does not 
significantly influence the performance of the SPRC algorithm.  
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 39393939, Blade root loads in the frequency domain for CIPC  and 1P and 1P2P SPRC compared to no , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for CIPC  and 1P and 1P2P SPRC compared to no , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for CIPC  and 1P and 1P2P SPRC compared to no , Blade root loads in the frequency domain for CIPC  and 1P and 1P2P SPRC compared to no 
control.control.control.control.    

All the results of the different controllers are summarized in Table 14, which shows the load 
variance of the blades with the different controllers compared to the baseline case of no IPC. 
Notice that all controllers have had certain conditions in which the variance of the load was 
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actually increased. Overall, all controllers reduce the blade load variance nevertheless. In almost 
all cases, the 1P2P SPRC performs superior compared to the baseline LIPC and CIPC control 
algorithms.  
 
Table Table Table Table 14141414: Blade load variance compared to baseline for all controllers in different wind conditions. The best : Blade load variance compared to baseline for all controllers in different wind conditions. The best : Blade load variance compared to baseline for all controllers in different wind conditions. The best : Blade load variance compared to baseline for all controllers in different wind conditions. The best 
controller for each case and blade is put in italic, cases wherecontroller for each case and blade is put in italic, cases wherecontroller for each case and blade is put in italic, cases wherecontroller for each case and blade is put in italic, cases where    the loads are increased in red.the loads are increased in red.the loads are increased in red.the loads are increased in red.    

    LIPCLIPCLIPCLIPC    CIPCCIPCCIPCCIPC    LIPC + LIFCLIPC + LIFCLIPC + LIFCLIPC + LIFC    1P SPRC1P SPRC1P SPRC1P SPRC    1P2P SPRC1P2P SPRC1P2P SPRC1P2P SPRC    

Static  0°Static  0°Static  0°Static  0° Blade1 Blade2 Blade1 Blade2 Blade1 Blade2 Blade1 Blade2 Blade1 Blade2 4	Ö/Y -49.4% 44.7% -67.6% 27.1% -22.0% -1.0% -76.3% -14.0% -79.3% -59.1% 4.5	Ö/Y -60.2% 4.5% -79.6% -30.1% -42.1% -36.0% -71.3% -31.6% -84.7% -80.8% 5	Ö/Y -71.5% -22.2% -79.8% -39.9% -47.9% -41.5% -73.0% -48.1% -94.8% -77.3% 

Static  45°Static  45°Static  45°Static  45°           4	Ö/Y -60.0% -55.2% -61.4% -41.9% -55.7% -61.5% -17.1% 39.6% 2.4% 65.3% 4.5	Ö/Y -80.3% -29.6% -86.1% -57.7% -66.8 -55.7% -67.1% -11.5% -83.8% -32.4% 5	Ö/Y -29.2% -3.9% -51.8% -15.7% -27.7% -8.9% -61.3% -26.5% -94.0% -91.6% 

LidarLidarLidarLidar              4	Ö/Y -36.2% 12.8% -36.0% 6.7% -30.1% -18.5% -43.5% 16.7% -43.0% -8.0% 4.5	Ö/Y -67.4% -35.3% -68.3% -30.5% -53.4% -45.6% -59.0% -28.0% -64.3% -38.9% 5	Ö/Y -68.1% -17.7% -75.8% -34.5% -62.2% -58.4% -50.1% 8.3% -78.1% -49.7% 

GustsGustsGustsGusts              4	Ö/Y -54.3% 24.3% -68.7% 14.8% -33.2% -0.9% -47.0% 18.6% -69.2% -42.6% 4.5	Ö/Y -65.8% 1.2% -74.9% -22.0% -38.6% -14.7% -76.2% -30.3% -86.0% -74.6% 5	Ö/Y -63.0% -26.1% -63.4% -25.4% -58.1% -57.8% -72.1% -37.3% -75.5% -66.9% 

 
 
Adaptive control using SPRC 
 
In the previous section, the operating conditions were assumed to be constant over time. 
However, an operating wind turbine will be subject to changes in wind conditions. When the wind 
conditions change, the system parameters also change. To accommodate this effect, SPRC can 
update the Markov parameters during operation: this way, the system gets updated when the 
operating conditions change. 
 
As mentioned in Chapter 5.3, the rotor speed depends on both the pitch angles and the wind 
inflow velocity. The effect of varying the pitch angle set-points, as well as changing wind 
conditions, will be evaluated in this section. We will show that SPRC is able to adapt to small 
changes in operating conditions, and still provide a controller that reduces the 1P and 2P blade 
loadings. 
 
Figure 40 shows the blade loads and pitch action with a static 0° protocol and an inflow velocity 
of 4 m/s. At approximately 42 seconds, the pitch reference angle is set from 2 to 10 degrees, 
which approximately reduces the rotor speed from 230 to 210 rpm. It can be seen that initially the 
loads increase slightly, but after approximately 10 seconds, the SPRC algorithm has adapted and 
the loads are reduced again. Before the change, the loads are reduced with 74.6% and 59.7% for 
blades 1 and 2 respectively. Afterwards, this becomes 88.8% and 60.3% for blades 1 and 2 
respectively. So for this particular situation, SPRC is able to improve its performance when the 
operating conditions are changed. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 40404040, Blade loads and pitch action when the reference pitch angle is changed from 2 to 10 degrees, , Blade loads and pitch action when the reference pitch angle is changed from 2 to 10 degrees, , Blade loads and pitch action when the reference pitch angle is changed from 2 to 10 degrees, , Blade loads and pitch action when the reference pitch angle is changed from 2 to 10 degrees, 

with a static 0° protocol and with a static 0° protocol and with a static 0° protocol and with a static 0° protocol and Î = ÓÐ/Ò....    

Figure 41 shows the evolution of the parameters ², which are the inputs ; before the inverse 

basis function transformation is applied. Before the pitch angles are changed, the values of ² only 
undergo small changes, indicating that the identification has been successful and the system 
parameters have converged. Immediately after the pitch angle is changed (indicated by the 
vertical line), all parameters change significantly. Within a few seconds, the parameters converge 
to a new point, indicating that the identification algorithm has found a new optimum.  

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 41414141, Evolution of 4 of the , Evolution of 4 of the , Evolution of 4 of the , Evolution of 4 of the ×----variables over time. The vertical line represents the moment the referencevariables over time. The vertical line represents the moment the referencevariables over time. The vertical line represents the moment the referencevariables over time. The vertical line represents the moment the reference    
of the pitch angles changes.of the pitch angles changes.of the pitch angles changes.of the pitch angles changes.    

Similarly, the wind velocity can also be changed to vary the system parameters. In the following 
experiment, a small change of the wind speed will occur, to which the SPRC algorithm will need to 
adapt. If the wind speed is changed from 4 to 4.5 m/s for a reference pitch angle of 10°, the rotor 
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speeds varies approximately from 180 to 210 rpm, as can be seen in Figure 42. Please note that 
the wind speed is changed manually, and subsequently the change is not identical in different 
experiments. In Figure 42 and subsequent similar figures, the plots are aligned such that the 
behaviour of SPRC can be compared with the baseline case. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 42424242, The time domain response for wind speed varying from 4 to 4.5 m/s, with a static 0° grid., The time domain response for wind speed varying from 4 to 4.5 m/s, with a static 0° grid., The time domain response for wind speed varying from 4 to 4.5 m/s, with a static 0° grid., The time domain response for wind speed varying from 4 to 4.5 m/s, with a static 0° grid.    

In Figure 42, we can see the blade loads, the rotor speed and ² as the wind speed is increased. 
From the bottom right figure, we deduce that the identification process quickly converges again, 
but that the effect on the system is much smaller than when the pitch set-points were changed. At 
4 m/s, SPRC reduces the blade load variance with 57.0% and 59.0% for blades 1 and 2 
respectively. Due to the quick convergence, this is increased to 81.9% and 71.0% when the wind 
speed increases to 4.5 m/s.  
 
Also in higher turbulent cases, SPRC is able to handle variations in operating conditions. An 
example is given below: here, the pitch set-points are changed once again from 2 to 10 degrees, 
this time for a wind speed of 4.2 m/s. The active grid is running the Gusts protocol, with an 
average centreline TI of 4.2%. Figure 43 shows the time domain response of this experiment. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 43434343, The time domain response for the pitch set, The time domain response for the pitch set, The time domain response for the pitch set, The time domain response for the pitch set----points varying from 2 to 10°, with the Gusts protocol.points varying from 2 to 10°, with the Gusts protocol.points varying from 2 to 10°, with the Gusts protocol.points varying from 2 to 10°, with the Gusts protocol.    
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Like in the low-TI experiment, we notice that the loads initially peak after a change is applied. 
Afterwards, the algorithm is again able to adapt to the new conditions, and the loads are once 
again reduced. With the pitch set-points at 2°, the load variance is reduced by 87.8% and 82.4% 
for blades 1 and 2 respectively. After the modification of pitch set-points, the performance is 
slightly less. However, with a load variance reduction of 75.8% (blade 1) and 68.5% (blade 2), it is 
still a considerable load reduction. From Figure 44, we see that it takes slightly longer for the 
parameters to converge in this higher-TI case, but in the end, the parameters converge 
nonetheless. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 44444444, Evolution of 4 of the , Evolution of 4 of the , Evolution of 4 of the , Evolution of 4 of the ×----variables over time. The vertical line represents the momenvariables over time. The vertical line represents the momenvariables over time. The vertical line represents the momenvariables over time. The vertical line represents the moment the reference t the reference t the reference t the reference 
of the pitch angles changes.of the pitch angles changes.of the pitch angles changes.of the pitch angles changes.    

Similar results are obtained for changing wind conditions under higher-TI circumstances. This is 
demonstrated with the static 45° protocol (TI: 3.7%). The wind velocity is changed from 4.5 m/s to 
5 m/s, resulting in a change of rotor speed from approximately 210 rpm to 240 rpm. Like in the 
low-TI case, the system parameters change considerably less than when the pitch angle changes, 
as can be seen in the bottom right plot of Figure 45. Notice that as the loads increase due to the 
higher wind speed in the baseline case, this is barely the case with SPRC. As a result, the variance 
in blade loads is reduced even further after the wind speed increases: from 93.7% (blade 1) and 
75.2% (blade 2) at 4.5 m/s to 92.7% and 86.1% at 5 m/s. Consequently, we can conclude that 
SPRC is able to adapt very well to changing operating conditions. 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 45454545, The time doma, The time doma, The time doma, The time domain response for wind speed changing from in response for wind speed changing from in response for wind speed changing from in response for wind speed changing from Î = Ó. ÏÐ/Ò    to to to to Î = ÏÐ/Ò, with the , with the , with the , with the 
static 45° protocol.static 45° protocol.static 45° protocol.static 45° protocol.    
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5.65.65.65.6 ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    
 
In this chapter, Subspace Predictive Repetitive Control (SPRC) has been tested under different 
wind conditions, and has been compared to the more traditional CIPC and LIPC strategies. 
Different wind velocities – between 4 and 5 m/s – resulting in rotor speeds varying approximately 
between 180 and 250 rpm have been evaluated, as well as different Turbulence Intensities (TI’s). 
By means of the active grid in the open wind tunnel in Oldenburg, different reproducible scenario’s 
with TI’s ranging from 2.5% to 8.8% can be obtained. Both constant and varying operating 
conditions have been studied. 
 
First, the influence of applying Individual Flap Control (IFC) on the 2P blade loads was 
investigated. The results have shown that with 2P Linear IFC in addiction to 1P LIPC, it is possible 
to obtain slightly smaller blade load variances. An added advantage is that, in some cases, the 
pitch action can be reduced without affecting the performance of the controller. However, the 
control authority of the flaps is limited, and as a stand-alone controller has very little influence on 
the blade loads.  
 
The biggest advantage of flap control is the bandwidth of the piezo-actuators, which is much 
higher than the bandwidth of the pitch motors. Therefore, IFC could be applied on higher 
frequency harmonics (3P and up), where pitch actuation would be useless. This was also shown 
with the Shear protocol, where the 3P loads were dominant: here, LIFC added significant load 
reductions to the pitch control. 
 
For the low-TI case of a static 0° grid (centreline TI: 2.5%), SPRC exhibits superior behaviour 
compared to the traditional CIPC and LIPC algorithms. For all tested wind speeds, 1P SPRC 
performs similar to CIPC and better than LIPC, and guarantees significant load reductions 
compared to the baseline case of no control. SPRC for both the 1P and 2P loads performs even 
better, showing a reduction of load variance from 59% up to 95%. Root power spectral density 
plots also show that the 1P and 2P loads are substantially reduced by the SPRC algorithm, and in 
some cases completely removed. We can therefore conclude that SPRC is capable of reducing the 
blade loads in low-TI wind conditions. 
 
At higher TI’s, the performance of all the controllers declines slightly. In some cases, the load of 
one of the blades actually increases due to the control. This is a problem that occurs for both the 
traditional IPC methods and for the SPRC algorithm. However, in general, the variance of the loads 
is still reduced significantly by all the controllers, including SPRC. This shows especially at the 
highest wind speed that has been tested, 5 m/s, when the loads are the highest. Here, SPRC 
performs notably better than CIPC and LIPC, and is able to reduce the variance of loads with up 
94%. Like in the low-TI cases, frequency domain analysis again shows that the 1P and 2P peaks 
are considerably reduced, also in comparison with CIPC and LIPC. 
 
A difficulty that does arise at higher TI’s, is that the identification process sometimes takes longer 
to converge. Due to the turbulent wind conditions, it becomes harder to recognize whether load 
variations are caused by the inputs or by the wind. For the conditions tested here, the 
identification eventually converged and consequently, positive results were obtained for almost all 
cases. Hence, the conclusion can be drawn that for TI’s up to 8.8%, SPRC is a viable control option 
to significantly reduce blade loadings. 
 
Finally, the performance of SPRC in varying operating conditions has been evaluated. We have 
seen that for both a variation in pitch set-points and a change in wind velocity, the algorithm 
quickly converged to a new control input, whilst still reducing the blade loads. The effect of 
changing the pitch angles was observed to be larger than the change in wind speed, even though 
the differences in rotor speed were comparable in both cases. Also in higher TI cases, the 
performance of SPRC under varying conditions was retained. This is a very useful observation, 
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since this is a more realistic representation of the operating conditions of a full-scale wind turbine 
in the field. We consequently conclude that SPRC appears to be a viable option to be implemented 
on such turbines. 
 
To summarize, the experiments that have been executed here have shown that with Subspace 
Predictive Repetitive Control it is possible to significantly reduce the 1P and 2P blade loads of a 
turbine by using individual pitch control action. SPRC shows promising results in both low and high 
TI conditions at different wind speeds varying from 4 to 5 m/s. It is furthermore able to adapt to 
changing operating conditions and consistently outperforms traditional IPC methods.  
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6 DESIGN OF A MORPHINGDESIGN OF A MORPHINGDESIGN OF A MORPHINGDESIGN OF A MORPHING    WING [BRISTOL]WING [BRISTOL]WING [BRISTOL]WING [BRISTOL]    

6.16.16.16.1 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
The motivation of the research outlined in this chapter is to investigate the feasibility of using 
novel shape-adaptive structures on wind turbine blades for flow control purposes. Described in 
this chapter are the background, concept down-selection, design and testing activities carried out 
in the Bristol University. Subsequent tests are planned and to be conducted by the Denmark 
Technological University and summarised in the chapter 7. 
 

6.26.26.26.2 BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    
Shape-adaptive light-weight structures are promising candidates for the next-generation of high-lift 
devices for wind turbine blades [1-3]. These types of intelligently responsive structures, which 
remain conformal to the flow, are increasingly known as morphing structures. Containing a 
continuous structural surface and smooth geometric changes, morphing structures have 
significant potential to contribute to the drag reduction and noise decrease of wind turbine blades 
[4].  
 
It is of utter importance in the synthesis of a realistic morphing concept to simultaneously satisfy 
the conflicting stiffness requirements of the light-weight, shape-adaptivity and load-carrying 
capability (see Fig. 1). For instance, a reliable and practical morphing trailing edge design for a 
wind turbine blade should be stiff enough to carry and transfer the aerodynamic loads while 
maintaining its structural integrity; the essential functionality of the control surface requires a low 
stiffness to enable the target geometric changes and more viable actuation methods. Numerous 
research activities have been carried out that are concerned with topics including concept 
development, material selection and characterisation, actuation method development and 
mechanical testing [5-9]. 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Stiffness requirement triangle of a lightFigure 1. Stiffness requirement triangle of a lightFigure 1. Stiffness requirement triangle of a lightFigure 1. Stiffness requirement triangle of a light----weight morphing sweight morphing sweight morphing sweight morphing structure [10]tructure [10]tructure [10]tructure [10]    

Though promising progress has been made in the application of morphing structures, there are 
still significant challenges left to increase the associated technology readiness level. This study of 
design, building and testing of a morphing trailing edge device for a wind turbine blade in the 
INNWIND project is considered as a forward step towards the aim of using morphing structures in 
future wind turbine blades of improved performance. The morphing trailing edge concept selected 
has been under continuous research development in the past eight years [11-15] including 
material selection, demonstrator building and testing of prototypes in wind tunnel.  
 
Extending the previous morphing flap design, a novel concept based on a new turbine blade 
aerofoil, ECN-G7-18-60, was designed, built and mechanically tested at the University of Bristol. 
Section 6.3 describes the concept and detailed design of the morphing flap device. The 
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demonstrator manufacture and mechanical testing process are introduced in Section 6.4. The 
chapter finishes with conclusions and discussions of future work regarding the morphing flap 
design.  
 

6.36.36.36.3 Morphing flap designMorphing flap designMorphing flap designMorphing flap design    
The wind turbine blade profile used in the morphing flap design was an aerofoil, ECN-G30-18-60, 
provided by the Denmark Technological University after a series of optimization design studies. As 
shown in Fig. 2, the new aerofoil has a relatively large thickness at the first 50% chord length and 
is asymmetric. The design specifications for the morphing trailing edge are: the morphing flap 
should extend to a 2m long turbine blade and account for 20% of the chord length for the 1 m 
long aerofoil, namely 200 mm in chord. Considering the actuation requirements, eight uniform 
morphing trailing edges that have a span of 249mm are selected and are actuated separated 
using linear motion servo-motors. The morphing flaps are installed on the rotating test rig for wind 
turbine blades [16], as shown in Fig. 3.  
 

 
Figure 2. Aerofoil geometry of the ECNFigure 2. Aerofoil geometry of the ECNFigure 2. Aerofoil geometry of the ECNFigure 2. Aerofoil geometry of the ECN----G30G30G30G30----18181818----60 60 60 60     

 
Figure 3. View of the turbine blade section with a morphing flap (Skins are removed for clarity purpose, Figure 3. View of the turbine blade section with a morphing flap (Skins are removed for clarity purpose, Figure 3. View of the turbine blade section with a morphing flap (Skins are removed for clarity purpose, Figure 3. View of the turbine blade section with a morphing flap (Skins are removed for clarity purpose, 
Courtesy of DTUCourtesy of DTUCourtesy of DTUCourtesy of DTU.).).).)    

The morphing flap conceptThe morphing flap conceptThe morphing flap conceptThe morphing flap concept    

The morphing flap concept extends from previous research work by Daynes and Weaver [11,12], 
Lachenal and Weaver [13] and Ai and Weaver [14-15]. The morphing flap device consists of four 
components (See Fig. 4): 1) a carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) laminate upper skin on the 
suction side of the aerofoil; 2) a 3D printed honeycomb core of zero Poisson’s ratio along the 
aerofoil chord providing the through-thickness support to the structure; 3) a silicon lower skin on 
the pressure side to provide a smooth aerodynamic surface and 4) a carbon fibre rod with a 
diameter of 2 mm as an actuation rod. The upper laminate skin is 0.4 mm thick and has a layup of 
[90/0/90] with 0 º aligning with the aerofoil chord. The carbon fibre prepreg is Hexcel IM7/8550 
and its properties are provided by the supplier [17]. Honeycomb cores have been widely used in 
many morphing structures for their highly anisotropic mechanical properties [9,18,19]. However, 
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in many one-dimensional morphing behaviours, zero Poisson’s ratio honeycomb core receives 
growing interest due to its ability to provide large deformation in one direction without causing 
geometric changes in the perpendicular direction [20-22]. In the morphing trailing edge designed, 
built and discussed in this report, a zero Poisson’s ration honeycomb core was selected and 
manufactured using Lase-Sintering technology by i.Materialise using polyamide material [23].  
 
One carbon fibre reinforced plastic push/pull rod was selected as an actuation method for the 
morphing flap designed. The rod is attached to the honeycomb core through constraint holes on 
the core’s cell walls and glued to the trailing edge using epoxy at one end. These constraints allow 
the rod to move in/out along the bottom surface of the honeycomb core without any movement 
along the through-thickness direction. The rod is sufficiently stiff to carry and transfer the 
actuation load to the core and has the flexibility to bend along with the core’s bottom surface. 
After parametric studies, a diameter of 2 mm carbon rod with a longitudinal Young’s modulus of 
150 GPa and lateral Young’s modulus of 10 GPa was chosen.  
 

 
Figure 4. The morphing flap device using 3D printed honeycomb core [13,14]Figure 4. The morphing flap device using 3D printed honeycomb core [13,14]Figure 4. The morphing flap device using 3D printed honeycomb core [13,14]Figure 4. The morphing flap device using 3D printed honeycomb core [13,14]    

Finite element analysisFinite element analysisFinite element analysisFinite element analysis    

The finite element method (FEM) was used in the detail design phase to quantify the structural 
responses of the morphing flap designed under actuation forces and aerodynamic pressure loads. 
The main objective was to obtain the trailing edge displacement-actuation load curve for the 
actuator selection purposes. The FEM model was prepared using commercial software, ABAQUS.  
 

 

 
(a) Top view 

 

 
(b) Bottom view 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 5. FEM model of the morphing flap design (bottom skin removed for clarity purposes)5. FEM model of the morphing flap design (bottom skin removed for clarity purposes)5. FEM model of the morphing flap design (bottom skin removed for clarity purposes)5. FEM model of the morphing flap design (bottom skin removed for clarity purposes)    
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The morphing flap model shown in Fig. 5 has a chord of 200 mm and a span of 249 mm. Skins 
and honeycomb core are modelled using S4R shell elements and the CFRP actuation rod is 
modelled using B31 beam elements. The CFRP actuation rod is constrained to the bottom surface 
at the mid-span using coupling which prevents the rod from moving through the core thickness 
direction without affecting its freedom to move in/out of the core. Clamped boundary conditions 
are applied to the rear spar of the morphing flap. Displacement boundary conditions are applied at 
the free end of the CFRP actuation road while the other end of the rod is tied to the flap trailing 
edge. Reaction forces at the free end of the rod are measured as the required actuation forces for 
the given flap trailing edge deflection.  
 

 
Figure 6 The actuation force requirements of the morphing flapFigure 6 The actuation force requirements of the morphing flapFigure 6 The actuation force requirements of the morphing flapFigure 6 The actuation force requirements of the morphing flap    

In order to account for the testing environment of the rotating rig [16], the centrifugal forces and 
aerodynamic pressure loads on the flap are considered in the current FEM model. However, due to 
the morphing flap’s nature of being light-weight, the centrifugal forces were found to affect the 
actuation force requirements to an insignificant level. At the same time, it is worth noting in Fig. 6 
that the pressure loads on the morphing flap can significantly change the actuation force (up to 
15%) depending on whether the flap morphs towards the suction side or pressure side.  With the 
preliminary FEM analyses of the proposed flap design, it is found that for a flap with selected size 
and materials, an actuation force range of -250 N to 200 N is necessary, which is on a 
comparable level with the findings in Refs [11-15].  
 

6.46.46.46.4 Building Building Building Building and al testing of the demonstratorand al testing of the demonstratorand al testing of the demonstratorand al testing of the demonstrator    
 
Following the preliminary FEM analysis, a prototype was substantiated in the structural lab of 
ACCIS for mechanical testing purposes. Fig. 7 presents the production process of the 
demonstrator, which is then adopted for the manufacturing of all ten morphing flaps supplied to 
the DTU testing team. A 3D printed honeycomb core using laser sintering technique was supplied 
by I.materialise. Ltd. Joining methods/parts of the morphing flap to the turbine wing structure are 
as proposed by DTU and manufactured as an integrated rea spar on the 3D printed honeycomb 
core. Hexcel IM7/8552 carbon/epoxy prepreg was used in the suction side laminate skin with a 
layup of [90/0/90] with 0 deg aligning with the aerofoil chord-direction. The laminate skin 
thickness is 0.4 mm. The pressure side has a pre-tensioned silicone skin which has a thickness of 
1.5 mm. Pre-stressing technique was used here to mitigate the buckling phenomenon in the lower 
skin when the flap has a large deformation towards the pressure side. 
 
It is worth noting that in the design phases, two different ways of installing the CFRP actuation rod 
were proposed and tested. In the first method, the honeycomb core used in the morphing flap is 
split into two components: the rigid tip and the flexible core section. The tip and the core section 
can be joined mechanically for an easy and quick replacement. The actuation rod is connected to 
the flap tip (3D printed plastic part or CNC machined Aluminium part) using mechanical linkages 
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including a threaded rod head and an inserted coil in the tip. However, in the trial case carried out 
at the University of Bristol, a rigid tip section was produced using ABS plastic with a Stratasys rapid 
prototyping machine. A helical coil was then inserted into the tip and the CFRP actuation rod was 
then installed with a corresponding threaded head. Such a design allows for rapid interchange 
and replacement of broken components, which is economically advantageous. However, due to 
the brittle nature of the ABS plastics used for the tip section, the helical coil slipped out of the tip 
section during a fatigue test. It is envisaged that changing the ABS plastics to aluminium would 
improve the quality and reliability of the proposed design. The second method was then proposed 
and tested due to time and budgetary considerations. In the chosen design (see Fig. 7), an 
integrated honeycomb core was selected and the CFRP rod was then connected to the tip section 
using epoxy glue before skins were added. This joining method provided a robust and reliable 
performance for the demonstrators, but limits the possibility of replacement of broken 
components. However, at the early stage of the testing plan, it serves as a better option compared 
to the first method. 
 
 

 
FigurFigurFigurFigure 7 Manufacturing process of the morphing flape 7 Manufacturing process of the morphing flape 7 Manufacturing process of the morphing flape 7 Manufacturing process of the morphing flap    

 

 
Figure 8. Mechanical testing setFigure 8. Mechanical testing setFigure 8. Mechanical testing setFigure 8. Mechanical testing set----up of the morphing flap demonstratorup of the morphing flap demonstratorup of the morphing flap demonstratorup of the morphing flap demonstrator    

The morphing trailing edge demonstrator is subsequently tested for actuation requirements and 
particularly for the morphing shape. The static mechanical test set-up is shown in Fig. 8 and a test 
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rig was prepared to support the demonstrator and the morphing trailing edge was fixed to the top 
spars of the rig for the clamped boundary condition. The CFRP actuation rod was connected to the 
1 kN load cell of a Schimadzu universal/tensile testing machine. In the tests, stroke control is 
used which applies displacements to the actuation rod and the corresponding reaction load is 
monitored. An Imetrum video gauge system (see Fig. 8) is used to monitor the real-time deformed 
shape of the morphing trailing edge simultaneously with the load/stroke control system. Sixteen 
targets were selected along the edge of the top skin from the root to the trailing edge. The video 
was recorded together with the static mechanical tests and processed to calculate the transverse 
displacement of the selected monitoring targets. After a comprehensive parametric study with 
testing under different load types, i.e. single, cyclic and increasing test speeds, the morphing 
trailing edge deformation found to be linearly correlated to the stroke applied. This phenomenon 
was also observed in previous studies [11,12]. Different test speeds have been selected and 
converted into deformation angle speeds. Fig. 9 presents measured actuation force requirements 
of the morphing flap demonstrator at various stroke speeds. Results show that the FEM model 
provides accurate prediction of the actuation force relative to the experimental measurements. 
Testing speed was not found to significantly affect the actuation force at this static testing bench. 

 
Figure 9. The measured actuation force requirements of the dFigure 9. The measured actuation force requirements of the dFigure 9. The measured actuation force requirements of the dFigure 9. The measured actuation force requirements of the designed morphing flapesigned morphing flapesigned morphing flapesigned morphing flap    

6.56.56.56.5 ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    
 
A novel morphing flap device has been successfully designed, prototyped and tested at the initial 
phase of the efforts to install such control surfaces on a rotating test rig. By extending previous 
research work, the morphing flap designed can provide large trailing edge deflections to achieve 
flow control whilst requiring reasonably low actuation force requirements. Finite element models 
were conducted with commercial package, ABAQUS, to provide a robust, reliable and detailed 
design. A demonstrator was built and tested before manufacturing all ten flaps requested by the 
project partner. Static mechanical testing was carried out to measure the actuation forces and 
monitor the structural responses of the morphing flap. Good agreement was observed between 
the FEM predictions and the experimental measurements.  
 
Based on the promising results obtained in the design and analysis phases, all morphing flaps 
were manufactured and sent to the DTU team for further testing activities, which is described in 
Chapter 7 of this report. 
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7 ROTATING RIG EXPERIMROTATING RIG EXPERIMROTATING RIG EXPERIMROTATING RIG EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS [DENTS AND ANALYSIS [DENTS AND ANALYSIS [DENTS AND ANALYSIS [DTU+NTUA]TU+NTUA]TU+NTUA]TU+NTUA]    

 

7.17.17.17.1 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
 
Testing the performance and robustness of the smart blade technology has been an important 
part of the INNWIND project. Wind tunnel testing of present flap systems has been already 
performed in a variety of campaigns and has verified the actuation concepts and aerodynamic 
performance in a wind tunnel environment. However, there is big step from wind tunnel testing on 
a stationary blade section to full scale turbine application and therefore a so-called rotating test 
rig has been developed at DTU and has been already utilized in testing active flap 
systems[1][2][3][4][5]. 
The main objective is to conduct tests of the developed morphing trailing edge flap system under 
realistic inflow conditions in the rotating test rig and in addition benchmark the capability of 
ranging fidelity simulation tool in accurately simulating the testing setup. 
 

7.27.27.27.2 Description of the rotating rigDescription of the rotating rigDescription of the rotating rigDescription of the rotating rig    
 
In order to fill in the gap between full-scale MW experiments and wind tunnel tests the rotating rig 
situated at the test field at Risø campus of DTU, plays an important role as a test bed for 
aerodynamic and aeroservoelastic experiments. The rotor on the former 100 KW Tellus turbine is 
replaced by an elastic beam. On the outer part of the beam different elements to be tested can be 
mounted for characterization of aerofoil characteristics based on pressure measurements and 
testing of pitch and flap control systems. Besides the main boom, a counter weight is mounted to 
balance the beam and the aerofoil section. During the measurements the turbine is driven by a 
motor with a frequency converter in order to control the rotational speed. The idea behind the test 
rig is that the testing should be as close as possible to the rotating test environment on the real 
turbine and have the same unsteady inflow conditions and a size of the flap close to a full scale 
application. This has been obtained by manufacturing a blade section with a 1m chord and 2m 
span and mounting it on a 10m long boom on the rotating rig (Figure 46, Figure 47). A 
comprehensive instrumentation of the test rig has been carried out and includes sensors for the 
blade surface pressure distribution on the mid span position, which enable a continuous 
monitoring of the instantaneous sectional aerodynamic loading on blade, and thus also allow 
measuring the exact response of flap actuation. Another part of the instrumentation comprises 
two five-hole pitot tubes of the leading edge of the blade section for measuring the inflow to the 
blade. Finally, metrological data such as wind speed and wind direction is measured in three 
heights in a nearby met mast. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 46464646    The rotating rig with the mounted morphing wing.The rotating rig with the mounted morphing wing.The rotating rig with the mounted morphing wing.The rotating rig with the mounted morphing wing.    

 
Main advantages of the setup include: 

• easy access to the test rig for researchers and a size where installation of equipment does not 
require a large crane 

• very suitable to perform aeroelastic experiments and test prototypes of inflow sensors, flaps, 
aerodynamic devices 

• the measurement of aerodynamic characteristics in free wind could be an important 
supplement to wind tunnel measurements on aerofoil sections 

• proof of concept of the flap system in atmospheric conditions and in a realistic scale 

• scale of flap system and blade section close to real scale 
 

In this measurement campaign, signals from various sensors on the rotating rig and the met 
mast are recorded. Data channels involve sensor signals related to: 

• operation of rotating rig (rotor speed, rotor azimuth, yaw angle) 

• inflow (wind speed, wind direction) 

• flap operation (flap angle) 

• blade section aerodynamics (pressure distribution from 57 chordwise and 16 spanwise 
pressure taps, 2 Pitot tubes inflow angle and velocity) 

• boom and blade section structural response (flapwise and edgewise strains at the root and at 
the wing, flapwise and edgewise acceleration at the wing) 

 
In total, 130 data channels are recorded. The sensor signals in use have been converted from a 
raw (voltage) signal into a physical quantity already within the acquisition software processing. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 47474747    The morphing wing mounted on the rotating rig boThe morphing wing mounted on the rotating rig boThe morphing wing mounted on the rotating rig boThe morphing wing mounted on the rotating rig boom before installation.om before installation.om before installation.om before installation.    

 

7.37.37.37.3 Development of the blade sectionDevelopment of the blade sectionDevelopment of the blade sectionDevelopment of the blade section    
 
For testing of the Bristol University morphing flap design, described earlier, a wind turbine blade 
profile, ECN-G30-18-60 designed by ECN in the INNWIND project, was realized.   
Overall concept consists of a spanwise 2.0 meter long section, with a constant cross section, 
having a chord of 1.0 meter covered with composite side pods in each end giving a total length of 
3.25 meter. The section has an inner aluminum skeleton covered with shells of composite 
material and hatches for easy access to the instrumentation inside blade. The section was 
dimensioned for test up to 30rpm. 
The actuation of the morphing flap and the adapter for mounting of the flap was designed in 
cooperation with Bristol University. The cross section of the flap mounted by adapter to the blade 
section is shown in Figure 48. 
Composite parts were manufactured by vacuum infusion (Figure 49), trimmed and mounted on 
inner aluminum skeleton with glue. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 48484848    Cross section of morphing flap mounted on blade section and blade section with open hatches.Cross section of morphing flap mounted on blade section and blade section with open hatches.Cross section of morphing flap mounted on blade section and blade section with open hatches.Cross section of morphing flap mounted on blade section and blade section with open hatches.    
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 49494949    Vacuum infusion of composite shell and blade section with mounted morphing flap parts.Vacuum infusion of composite shell and blade section with mounted morphing flap parts.Vacuum infusion of composite shell and blade section with mounted morphing flap parts.Vacuum infusion of composite shell and blade section with mounted morphing flap parts.    

    

The aerofoil section of the morphing wing is the ECN-G7-30 designed by ECN in the INNWIND 
project. The blade section is instrumented with 57 pressure taps distributed in the chord-wise 
direction in the mid-section of the wing (Figure 50). Two of the taps are installed inside the trailing 
edge of the flap. Furthermore, 16 pressure taps are distributed in the span of the wing at the 27% 
of the chord length from the leading edge. Considering the actuation requirements, the eight 
uniform morphing trailing edges developed at the University of Bristol, which have a span of 
249mm each, are actuated in a connected motion using a linear motion servo-motor. 
 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 50505050    Mounting of pressure taps in morphing flap and pressure tap locations on the blade sectionMounting of pressure taps in morphing flap and pressure tap locations on the blade sectionMounting of pressure taps in morphing flap and pressure tap locations on the blade sectionMounting of pressure taps in morphing flap and pressure tap locations on the blade section    (chord(chord(chord(chord----    

wise).wise).wise).wise).    

7.47.47.47.4 Test casesTest casesTest casesTest cases    
 
It is important to observe the performance of the blade section and active flap at a range of angles 
of attack and Reynolds numbers representative of the scenarios in which the active flap could 
eventually operate on a MW-scale turbine. The angle of attack range is roughly +/-15 degrees 
under a normal production scenario. The angle of attack is determined by wind speed, rotor 
speed, and boom pitch. The Reynolds number is determined by wind speed and rotor speed and 
should be at least 1 million, and preferably 3 – 10 million. Due to vibration restrictions, the rig can 
only operate up to roughly 20rpm, while the boom pitch is limited to +15/-15 degrees about zero. 
Although the flap is capable of a maximum range of ±10deg, the flap angle range in all tests has 
been limited to ±5deg in order to limit any risk of placing extreme stress on the actuator. In all 
cases, unless specified otherwise, the rotor is placed at the mean wind direction. The test matrix is 
defined based on the capabilities of the rig, with resulting angles of attack and Reynolds numbers 
suitable enough to produce useful results, with the target to test the average aerodynamic 
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performance of the morphing wing, its transient response, and it’s load control capability. The 
following cases are tested in this campaign: 
 

• Flap steps 
Steps of the flap angle to its maximum angle range around the neutral position, in order to 
derive average aerodynamic polars in atmospheric conditions, and estimate the flap 
effectiveness. 

• Periodic feed-forward flap control 
Azimuth-based flap angle variation to counteract periodic loading due to yaw misalignment 
and downwind operation. 

• Inflow feed-forward flap control 
Proportional flap command based on filtered Pitot tube inflow angle. 
 
 

The full test matrix is shown in Table 15. 
 

Test cases 
case rotor speed [rpm] pitch angle [deg] flap runs duration [min] 

1 20 0 no 2 5 

2 20 0 steps 2 5 

3 20 5 no 2 5 

4 20 5 steps 2 5 

5 20 10 no 2 5 

6 20 10 steps 2 5 

7 20 15 no 2 5 

8 20 15 steps 2 5 

9 20 -1 no 2 5 

10 20 -15 steps 2 5 

11 20 -10 no 2 5 

12 20 -10 steps 2 5 

13 20 -5 no 2 5 

14 20 -5 steps 2 5 

15 20 -5 azimuth control 
- yaw 

8 5 

16 20 -5 azimuth control 
- downwind 

4 5 

17 20 -5 inflow control 2 5 
Table Table Table Table 15151515    Test cases in the rotating rig experiments.Test cases in the rotating rig experiments.Test cases in the rotating rig experiments.Test cases in the rotating rig experiments.    

In the first type of cases (1-14), 5min tests are conducted with the flap angle fixed at zero, as well 
as with step changes in flap angle every 10 seconds for a range of pitch settings. This is sufficient 
to measure both the transient and steady state response of the aerodynamics to the changing flap 
angles. For the case of square flap input signals, the derived aerodynamic data is averaged over 
smaller periods during the flap activation cycle. In all cases a square input of 0.025 Hz is used, so 
the flap activation cycle is divided into 4 sections of 10s each. The positive flap region is defined 
as the 1st section, the neutral flap region as the 2nd section, and the negative flap region is defined 
as the 3rd section. This is shown in Figure 51, where the positive, neutral and negative flap regions 
are shown in red, black and green, respectively. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 51515151    Flap step signal indicating time periods of flap states for data binning.Flap step signal indicating time periods of flap states for data binning.Flap step signal indicating time periods of flap states for data binning.Flap step signal indicating time periods of flap states for data binning.    

 
The second type of cases (15-16) concerns prescribed azimuth-based flap control, which comprise 
5min time series with the flap activated once per revolution towards its maximum positive or 
negative angles in order to counteract 1P periodic loading fluctuations. The flap signal is a 0.33Hz 
harmonic signal (1/rev) with a tuned phase, which comprises an approximate half-sinusoidal 
signal from zero flap angle to either maximum positive or negative flap deflection (Figure 53). All 
normal upwind configuration cases are conducted at a pitch setpoint of -5 deg., which 
corresponds, to an average angle of attack close to the design point. The flap is scheduled to be 
active for two revolutions, followed by two revolution of no flap activation. In order to test this 
periodic controller, cases where the rotor is placed at an average of 30deg yaw misalignment, and 
at a downwind configuration are measured. A photo of the flap activation seen from the 
connection of the wing to the boom during the tests is shown in Figure 122. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 122122122122    Photo of wing with deflected flap during operation.Photo of wing with deflected flap during operation.Photo of wing with deflected flap during operation.Photo of wing with deflected flap during operation.    
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 53535353    Flap signal as a function of the rotor azimuth (activation at blade top position in this case).Flap signal as a function of the rotor azimuth (activation at blade top position in this case).Flap signal as a function of the rotor azimuth (activation at blade top position in this case).Flap signal as a function of the rotor azimuth (activation at blade top position in this case).    

The third type of cases (17) concerns inflow-based feed-forward flap control, which comprise 5min 
with the flap activated with a proportional gain on the band-pass filtered inflow angle from the 
outboard Pitot tube. The inflow angle signal is filtered between 0.04Hz-1Hz, in order to remove the 
static gain and react to frequencies up to 3P. The proportional gain is tuned in order to achieve 
maximum flap angle range for the maximum variation of the inflow. 
 

7.57.57.57.5 Test resultsTest resultsTest resultsTest results    
 
The integrated aerodynamic forces at the wing section are calculated from the pressure tap 
measurements on the aerofoil, also utilizing the Pitot tube pressure measurements. In one part of 
the post-processing the local flow angle and local flow velocity are derived from the Pitot tube 
pressure differences. In the other part of the post-processing, the chordwise pressure tap data is 
utilized and corrected in order to derive the integrated aerodynamic forces and coefficients. 
 
For the first type of cases (flap steps), the pressure data is post-processed and CL values are 
sorted based on the angle of attack and flap angle average values. The binned data is shown and 
compared to Ellipsys 2D CFD data in Figure 124. It is seen that the overall aerodynamic impact of 
the flap is captured well, with an average estimated variations in the linear region of ∆CL = +0.2 
and ∆CL = -0.25 for the +5deg and -5deg flap angle respectively. The CFD data provide an 
estimated average variation of ∆CL = +0.25 and ∆CL = -0.3. It should be noted that the calculated 
angle of attack and dynamic pressure from the Pitot tube signals does not account for 3D effects, 
and includes some measurement uncertainty related to the Pitot tube signals, thus the absolute 
values of the polars are seen to have an angle of attack offset and reduced slope compared to 2D 
simulations. Further analysis is needed to establish an accurate translation of aerodynamic 
measurements on the rotating rig to 2D aerodynamic polars from wind tunnel tests and CFD 
simulations. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 124124124124    Binned measured CBinned measured CBinned measured CBinned measured CLLLL    data for samples without flap (neu), +5deg flap (pos) and data for samples without flap (neu), +5deg flap (pos) and data for samples without flap (neu), +5deg flap (pos) and data for samples without flap (neu), +5deg flap (pos) and ----5deg flap (neg) as 5deg flap (neg) as 5deg flap (neg) as 5deg flap (neg) as 

a function of inflow angle. Comparison with 2D CFD data.a function of inflow angle. Comparison with 2D CFD data.a function of inflow angle. Comparison with 2D CFD data.a function of inflow angle. Comparison with 2D CFD data.    

 
 

The pressure coefficient data (Cp) is also binned around the design angle of attack of 8deg for the 
baseline and flap angle range samples. The binned data is shown and compared to Ellipsys 2D 
CFD data in Figure 125.It is seen that the overall Cp curve shape is captured well, along with the 
effect of the flap deflections. Again, it should be noted that the uncertainty of the inflow angle and 
lack of 3D corrections is included in the results.  

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 125125125125    Binned measured CBinned measured CBinned measured CBinned measured Cpppp    data at 8deg inflow angle for samples without flap (neu), +5deg flap (pos) data at 8deg inflow angle for samples without flap (neu), +5deg flap (pos) data at 8deg inflow angle for samples without flap (neu), +5deg flap (pos) data at 8deg inflow angle for samples without flap (neu), +5deg flap (pos) 

and and and and ----5deg flap (neg) as a function of inflow angle. Comparison with 2D CFD data. 5deg flap (neg) as a function of inflow angle. Comparison with 2D CFD data. 5deg flap (neg) as a function of inflow angle. Comparison with 2D CFD data. 5deg flap (neg) as a function of inflow angle. Comparison with 2D CFD data.     
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For the second type of cases (azimuth flap control), the data from the flapwise strain sensor is 
post-processed and sorted for every sample consisting of two revolutions without control and two 
revolutions with the flap controller active. The statistics of every consecutive samples are then 
compared. Firstly, the rotor is placed at a yaw misalignment angle of 30deg and the pitch angle is 
set to -5deg, corresponding to an average inflow angle close to the design angle of attack. The 
time series of the flapwise moment at the connection of the wing to the boom is shown in Figure 
126, together with the flap angle which is activated for two revolutions followed by two revolutions 
without activation. The flap angle is driven to the maximum negative angle of -5deg when the 
blade is at its top position, targeting the alleviation of peak loading. The comparison of the 
standard deviation of the flapwise moment for every consecutive sample of no activation and 
azimuth-based flap activation is shown in Figure 127. Although, as expected, the prescribed 
azimuth-based flap activation is not robust, it results in an average reduction of the standard 
deviation of the flapwise moment of 12%. 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 126126126126    Time series of flapwise moment and azimuthTime series of flapwise moment and azimuthTime series of flapwise moment and azimuthTime series of flapwise moment and azimuth----based flap activation (yaw misalignment case).based flap activation (yaw misalignment case).based flap activation (yaw misalignment case).based flap activation (yaw misalignment case).    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 127127127127    Comparison of standard deviation of flapwise moment with azimuthComparison of standard deviation of flapwise moment with azimuthComparison of standard deviation of flapwise moment with azimuthComparison of standard deviation of flapwise moment with azimuth----based flap activation (yaw based flap activation (yaw based flap activation (yaw based flap activation (yaw 

misalignment misalignment misalignment misalignment case).case).case).case).    
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In the following case variation, the rotor is placed at a downwind configuration in order to 
introduce increased tower shadow effects and the pitch angle is set to +5deg, corresponding to an 
average inflow angle close to the design angle of attack. The time series of the flapwise moment 
at the connection of the wing to the boom is shown in Figure 128, together with the flap angle 
which is activated for two revolutions followed by two revolutions without activation. The flap angle 
is driven to the maximum positive angle of +5deg when the blade is at its lowest position during 
the tower passage, targeting the alleviation of negative peak loading. The comparison of the 
standard deviation of the flapwise moment for every consecutive sample of no activation and 
azimuth-based flap activation is shown in Figure 129. Although, as expected, the prescribed 
azimuth-based flap activation is not robust, it results in an average reduction of the standard 
deviation of the flapwise moment of 5%. 

 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 128128128128    Time series of flapwise moment and azimuthTime series of flapwise moment and azimuthTime series of flapwise moment and azimuthTime series of flapwise moment and azimuth----based flap acbased flap acbased flap acbased flap activation (downwind case).tivation (downwind case).tivation (downwind case).tivation (downwind case).    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 129129129129    Comparison of standard deviation of flapwise moment with azimuthComparison of standard deviation of flapwise moment with azimuthComparison of standard deviation of flapwise moment with azimuthComparison of standard deviation of flapwise moment with azimuth----based flap activation based flap activation based flap activation based flap activation 

(downwind case).(downwind case).(downwind case).(downwind case).    
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For the third type of cases (inflow flap control), the data from the flapwise strain sensor is post-
processed and sorted for every sample consisting of 10s without control and 10s with the feed-
forward inflow-based flap controller active. The statistics of every consecutive samples are then 
compared. The time series of the flapwise moment at the connection of the wing to the boom is 
shown in Figure 130, together with the flap angle which is activated for 10s followed by 10s 
without activation The flap angle in this case reacts to fluctuations of the inflow angle within the 
band-pass filtered range of frequencies up to 3P. The comparison of the standard deviation of the 
flapwise moment for every consecutive sample of no activation and azimuth-based flap activation 
is shown in Figure 131. The flap controller results in an average reduction of the standard 
deviation of the flapwise moment of 11%. 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 130130130130    Time series of flapwise moment and inflowTime series of flapwise moment and inflowTime series of flapwise moment and inflowTime series of flapwise moment and inflow----based flap activation.based flap activation.based flap activation.based flap activation.    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 131131131131    Comparison of standard deviation of flapwise moment with inflowComparison of standard deviation of flapwise moment with inflowComparison of standard deviation of flapwise moment with inflowComparison of standard deviation of flapwise moment with inflow----based flap activation.based flap activation.based flap activation.based flap activation.    
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7.67.67.67.6 Rotating rig simulations casesRotating rig simulations casesRotating rig simulations casesRotating rig simulations cases    
 
In order to benchmark the capability of ranging fidelity simulation tools in accurately simulating 
the rotating rig testing setup, the flap step cases have been simulated by DTU and NTUA. The 
simulations focus on a stiff structure configuration, in order to evaluate the detailed predictions of 
time-varying aerodynamic loading. The rotating rig with the morphing wing is modeled and 
simulated for constant uniform inflow of 5 m/s with the flap step cases which have been tested 
(Table 15). The BEM-based aeroelastic codes Hawc2 [6] and hGAST [7] are utilized, where the 
near wake induction model [8] is also enabled in Hawc2. Both tools use the same aerofoil static 
aerodynamic input data, which is generated using NTUA’s FOIL2W [9] (Figure 132). The flap steps 
have been prescribed as in the test cases (Figure 51), including a 1st order system response with a 
time constant of 100ms, simulating the actuator dynamics. 
 
 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 132132132132    Cl polar for the aerofoil with maximum flap deflections (+/Cl polar for the aerofoil with maximum flap deflections (+/Cl polar for the aerofoil with maximum flap deflections (+/Cl polar for the aerofoil with maximum flap deflections (+/----10deg).10deg).10deg).10deg).    

 
 

7.77.77.77.7 Simulation resultsSimulation resultsSimulation resultsSimulation results    
 
For all the flaps step cases at the different pitch settings, the time series of the normal and 
tangential forces at the mid-flap location are compared, along with radial distribution of the 
normal and tangential forces. For one operating case at 0 deg pitch, in Figure 133 and Figure 
134, the predictions of the normal and tangential force at the mid-flap location are compared 
between hGAST, Hawc2 and Hawc2 with the near wake induction model. In Figure 135, Figure 
136, and Figure 137, the radial distribution of the normal force is compared for the case of no flap 
deflection, +10deg flap deflection and -10deg flap deflection respectively. In Figure 138, Figure 
139, and Figure 140, the radial distribution of the tangential force is compared for the case of no 
flap deflection, +10deg flap deflection and -10deg flap deflection respectively. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 133133133133    Comparison of normal force time series at midComparison of normal force time series at midComparison of normal force time series at midComparison of normal force time series at mid----flap position (20rpm, 0deg pitch).flap position (20rpm, 0deg pitch).flap position (20rpm, 0deg pitch).flap position (20rpm, 0deg pitch).    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 134134134134    Comparison of tangential force time series at midComparison of tangential force time series at midComparison of tangential force time series at midComparison of tangential force time series at mid----flap position (20rpm, 0deg pitch).flap position (20rpm, 0deg pitch).flap position (20rpm, 0deg pitch).flap position (20rpm, 0deg pitch).    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 135135135135    Comparison of normal force radial distribution at 0 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).Comparison of normal force radial distribution at 0 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).Comparison of normal force radial distribution at 0 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).Comparison of normal force radial distribution at 0 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).    
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 136136136136    ComparComparComparComparison of normal force radial distribution at +10 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).ison of normal force radial distribution at +10 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).ison of normal force radial distribution at +10 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).ison of normal force radial distribution at +10 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 137137137137    Comparison of normal force radial distribution at Comparison of normal force radial distribution at Comparison of normal force radial distribution at Comparison of normal force radial distribution at ----10 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).10 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).10 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).10 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 138138138138    ComparComparComparComparison of tangential force radial distribution at 0 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).ison of tangential force radial distribution at 0 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).ison of tangential force radial distribution at 0 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).ison of tangential force radial distribution at 0 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).    
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 139139139139    Comparison of tangential force radial distribution at +10 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).Comparison of tangential force radial distribution at +10 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).Comparison of tangential force radial distribution at +10 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).Comparison of tangential force radial distribution at +10 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 140140140140    Comparison of tangential force radial distribution at Comparison of tangential force radial distribution at Comparison of tangential force radial distribution at Comparison of tangential force radial distribution at ----10 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).10 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).10 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).10 deg flap angle (20rpm, 0deg pitch).    

 
It is seen that the prediction of the unsteady force response with the flap steps between the two 
BEM-based codes is fairly good, capturing the peak values and dynamics of the response. The 
prediction of the tangential force shows more differences, especially at the point of stepping to 
and from the positive flap angle. The radial distribution of forces agrees very well at the mid-
aerofoil sections, and as expected, the near wake model shows a lower force amplitude with 
smooth distribution, accounting for the effect of the trailing vorticity at the edges of the morphing 
wing. 
 

7.87.87.87.8 ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    
 
In the testing campaign utilizing DTU’s rotating rig, the morphing flap technology developed in 
collaboration with the University of Bristol has been evaluated and successfully demonstrated. It is 
shown that the morphing wing achieves good performance in terms of aerodynamic load 
response, close to numerical estimations. Moreover, simple controller implementations show 
promising results in terms of dynamic load alleviation. In addition, the aerodynamic performance 
of ECN’s new aerofoil has been evaluated in atmospheric conditions. Furthermore, the BEM-based 
codes from DTU and NTUA show good performance in the prediction of the unsteady force 
response with the flap activation. 
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PART 3: PART 3: PART 3: PART 3: HighHighHighHigh----Fidelity Fidelity Fidelity Fidelity SimulationsSimulationsSimulationsSimulations    
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8 TRAILING EDGETRAILING EDGETRAILING EDGETRAILING EDGE    FLAPS ON THE 20MW TUFLAPS ON THE 20MW TUFLAPS ON THE 20MW TUFLAPS ON THE 20MW TURBINE [RBINE [RBINE [RBINE [NTUA]NTUA]NTUA]NTUA]    

 

8.18.18.18.1 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
The possibility of alleviating wind turbine blade loads by means of camber line morphing 
techniques is investigated in the present section. Loads alleviation is realized through active 
control of the camber line shape in the TE region. Analysis is performed on the up-scaled 
Innwind.EU 20MW Reference Wind Turbine while assessment and comparison of the obtained 
load reduction levels against those of the 10MW RWT is performed.  
 
The development of blade sections capable of undergoing significant geometry adaptations to 
optimally and timely respond to wind fluctuations is the key objective for successful control of 
loads. Ongoing research conducted by the University of Patras (UP) and the National Technical 
University of Athens (NTUA) is focused on designing Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) actuators as a 
mean for active load control. It has been shown in [1] and [2] that SMA actuators can constitute 
the basis for effectively controlling the shape of the blade camber line when implemented along 
with an appropriate morphing mechanism. The present study is mainly focusing on the definition 
of the appropriate morphing shape so that satisfactory fatigue load reduction is achieved with 
control actuation speeds attainable by SMA type actuators. 
 
Aeroelastic control of the blade fatigue loads is realized through the use of a standard individual 
flap controller (IFC). The controller is based on the decomposition of the blade root out-of-plane 
moments of the three blades (measured in the rotating reference frame) into yaw and tilt 
moments in the hub fixed system (expressed in the non-rotating frame) through application of 
Coleman’s transformation. The hub fixed moments represent the control input variables through 
which two output cyclic flap angles are defined. Re-modulation of the output cyclic flap angles by 
means of the inverse Coleman transformation provides the individual flap angles of the three 
blades [3]. Furthermore, flap control is combined with individual pitch control (IPC) based on the 
same working principle. In the combined IFC&IPC controller, individual flap control is supported by 
simultaneous individual control of the pitch angle of the three blades. 
 
The smooth output of IFC and IFC&IPC controllers that follows a 1p variation, seems to be well 
suited for the relatively slow SMA actuators (as compared to conventional ones), especially for 
slowly rotating large rotors. In this work, Shape Memory Alloy in 1D form (wires) are considered, in 
order to provide the actuation forces required to morph the flap to the desired configuration. Due 
to their intrinsic high actuation energy density they are adequate for lightweight morphing 
concepts and large movements. Preliminary studies presented in [1], [2] have proven that SMA’s 
can perform satisfactorily at 1p actuation frequencies. Therefore, they are adopted as actuators in 
this study, instead of conventional actuators, such as servomotors or pneumatic actuators, due to 
their simplicity, compactness and performance. An articulated finger like mechanism has been 
designed as baseline actuator. This morphing mechanism is activated by pairs of SMA wire 
actuators in an antagonistic configuration scheme. 
 
Higher load reduction requirements on larger rotor can be met by extending the length of the TE 
flap in the chordwise direction. As discussed next, the requirement for longer flaps that undergo 
large curvature variations can be satisfied through the use of multi-element sections in which 
multiple SMA wires can be easily accommodated, as shown in [1], [2]. In the present work the 
effect of different morphing shapes of the TE region on the lift characteristics of the blade section 
is assessed. Once the appropriate trailing edge shape is fixed, load reduction capabilities are 
assessed for different chordwise and spanwise lengths of the control surface. 
 

8.28.28.28.2 Camber line morphingCamber line morphingCamber line morphingCamber line morphing    
Camber line morphing is performed on the outer part of the blade of the Innwind.EU 10 MW and 
20 MW RWT. The blade of the reference turbine comprises FFA-w3 series airfoils. The relative 
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thickness of the outer 35% of the blade is constant and equal to t/c=0.24 while further inboards 
the relative thickness increases to t/c=0.30 at r/R=0.4. 
 
Different morphing shapes of the TE region have been tested. All deformation shapes extend to 
30% of the chord length. Longer flaps can be more easily realized by a modular section type. In 
this case, it is possible to extend the deformable part of the flap to a larger chordwise length and 
at the same time build the deformation of the camber line more gradually as shown in Figure 141. 
The articulated shape of the mechanism and the way that the moving parts are arranged, provides 
greater flexibility than other types of actuators. The morphing mechanism structure consists of 
pinned moving parts that are designed in a way that can be adjusted and arranged so as the 
target shape is best followed. Moreover, each part can be activated independently. Thus it is 
possible to achieve different complex target shapes. Details on the functional characteristics and 
operation of the actuator can be found in [4]. In the same report a FEM model for the actuator 
dynamics is presented. Simulation results of the response of the controller, in prescribed flap 
motion, determined through IFC feedback control are shown. It is proven that SMA actuators is 
capable of closely following the flap angle demand set by the feedback loop.  
 

Different morphing shapes (see Figure 142) based on spline curves are assessed in terms of the 
achieved change in CL (∆CL in Figure 143) for different flap deployment angles. As Aerodynamic 
polars have been computed with FOIL2W code. Among the various shapes those exhibiting a 
monotonic behavior (no change of curvature) are qualified and finally the one that provides the 
maximum ∆CL (slope 3o) is down selected as baseline configuration for the present analysis. 

 
 

  
A. B. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 141141141141. . . . Morphing capabilities by applying a modular flap controlled by SMAsMorphing capabilities by applying a modular flap controlled by SMAsMorphing capabilities by applying a modular flap controlled by SMAsMorphing capabilities by applying a modular flap controlled by SMAs. Morphing Cases for the . Morphing Cases for the . Morphing Cases for the . Morphing Cases for the 
20MW WT20MW WT20MW WT20MW WT    Section. A. Independent Movement of Section. A. Independent Movement of Section. A. Independent Movement of Section. A. Independent Movement of 30%30%30%30%    Flap and B. Combined Movement of 10Flap and B. Combined Movement of 10Flap and B. Combined Movement of 10Flap and B. Combined Movement of 10%%%%    and 30and 30and 30and 30%%%%    
Modular Modular Modular Modular Flaps Flaps Flaps Flaps [4][4][4][4]....    

Figure Figure Figure Figure 142142142142.    The various The various The various The various Trailing Edge camber line Trailing Edge camber line Trailing Edge camber line Trailing Edge camber line 
geometries studied.geometries studied.geometries studied.geometries studied.    

Figure Figure Figure Figure 143143143143.... ∆∆∆∆CCCCLLLL    vs. angle of attack for different vs. angle of attack for different vs. angle of attack for different vs. angle of attack for different 
camber line geometries. Flap angle +/camber line geometries. Flap angle +/camber line geometries. Flap angle +/camber line geometries. Flap angle +/----4444    degdegdegdeg....    
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8.38.38.38.3 Controller descriptionController descriptionController descriptionController description    
Individual trailing edge (TE) flap control has been superimposed on the standard power speed 
controller of the Innwind.EU 10MW and 20MW turbines. A standard individual flap controller (IFC) 
has been employed [5],[6]. The blade root out-of-plane bending moment signals are transformed 
into yaw and tilt moments Myaw and Mtilt by applying the Coleman transformation. 3p and 6p band-
stop filters are applied to Myaw and Mtilt. The filtered moments are then passed through and 
integral control element (I) and the cyclic βyaw and βtilt angles are obtained. These angles are then 
back transformed into flap angles βf of the individual blades via an inverse Coleman 

transformation. The block diagram of the IFC is illustrated in Block diagram of IFC controller.Figure 
144. In the present work IFC is combined with individual pitch control (IFC&IPC) which based on 
the same working principle [6]. In the IFC&IPC controller, flap control is supported by simultaneous 
individual control of the pitch angle of the three blades. 
 

 
 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 144144144144. Block diagram of IFC controller. 

 
Trailing edge (TE) camber line morphing is performed on the outer part of the blade of the RWT 
(10MW and 20MW). The blade of the reference turbine comprises FFA series airfoils. The relative 
thickness of the outer 35% of the blade is constant and equal to t/c=0.24. The camber line shape 
presented in section 8.2, extending to 30% of the section chord length was employed. The 
spanwise extent of the flap was 22.5% of the blade radius (see details in Table 16). 

 
Table Table Table Table 16161616: TE flap layout.: TE flap layout.: TE flap layout.: TE flap layout.    

Flap configuration  
 10MW RWT 20MW RWT 

Chordwise extent 30% 30% 

Deflection angle limits ±10o ±10o 

Deflection speed limit 20o/s 20o/s 

Spanwise length 20 m (~22.5% of blade length) 28.28 m (~22.5% of blade 
length) 

Spanwise location 60 m-80 m (from rotor centre) 84.85 m-113.14 m (from rotor 
centre) 

Airfoil FFA-W3-241 FFA-W3-241 
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In the present analysis constant controller gains have been used both for individual flap control 
They have been decided on the basis of a sensitivity analysis performed over the wind speeds 
range of 11-25 m/s. Controller gains used in the different control loops and turbine sizes are 

summarized in . Flap motion is bounded in the range 
0 0[ 10 , 10 ]− + . In addition, saturation limits 

have been imposed on the velocity of the flap motion to 200/s. In all configurations a delay of 
0.1 s has been imposed on the flap motion in order to account for the dynamics of the flap 
actuator (through a first order filter in flap response). 
 
Table Table Table Table 17171717: Controller gains for the different loops and turbine sizes.: Controller gains for the different loops and turbine sizes.: Controller gains for the different loops and turbine sizes.: Controller gains for the different loops and turbine sizes.    

    10MW10MW10MW10MW    20MW20MW20MW20MW    

IPC 
91 10 deg/ /pIK s Nm−= ×  

90.5 10 deg/ /pIK s Nm−= ×  

IPC+IFC 

90.6 10 deg/ /pIK s Nm−= ×  

97 10 deg/ /fIK s Nm−= ×  

90.2 10 deg/ /pIK s Nm−= ×  

92 10 deg/ /fIK s Nm−= ×  

 

8.48.48.48.4 Results and discussionResults and discussionResults and discussionResults and discussion    
Assessment of load reduction capabilities of the different control methods is performed both on 
fatigue and ultimate loads. Fatigue loads are assessed on the basis of IEC DLC 1.2 (normal 
operation with normal turbulence conditions NTM) while ultimate loads are estimated through DLC 
1.3 (normal operation with extreme turbulence conditions ETM). Simulated conditions and wind 
speeds are summarized in Table 18. For all turbulent wind simulations (i.e. NTM, ETM) three 
seeds are simulated. 
 
In Table 19 the list of 10MW and 20MW configurations compared in the present study is provided. 
For the IA 10MW RWT and the IC 20MW RWT, simulations are performed (a) for the baseline 
turbine without IPC or/and IFC (thereafter called “no control”), (b) for the turbine with IPC only and 
(c) for the turbine with combined IPC&IFC. The aim of the analysis is i) to assess load reduction 
capabilities of the combined pitch/flap control loop against pure IPC and ii) to assess pitch 
actuator duty cycle reduction for IPC as a result of the operation of the flaps. Lifetime fatigue loads 
are calculated assuming the following Weibull parameters: C=11 m/s and k=2 for both turbines. 
IPC and IFC is usually not recommended in the partial load region since the interaction of the 
pitch/flap controller with the basic power-speed controller could compromise power production. 
However, in order to assess load reduction capabilities at lower wind speeds in the present work 
IPC and IFC operation has been also extended to wind speeds below rated. 

Table Table Table Table 18181818: Definition of : Definition of : Definition of : Definition of simulated DLCssimulated DLCssimulated DLCssimulated DLCs    

DLCDLCDLCDLC    WindWindWindWind    BINS [m/s]BINS [m/s]BINS [m/s]BINS [m/s]    Yaw [deg]Yaw [deg]Yaw [deg]Yaw [deg]    s.f.s.f.s.f.s.f.    

1.2 NTM 5-25, step 2 0.0 - 

1.3 ETM 11-25, step 2 0.0 1.35 

Table Table Table Table 19191919: List of configurations tested.: List of configurations tested.: List of configurations tested.: List of configurations tested.    

10MW [class 10MW [class 10MW [class 10MW [class ----    IA]IA]IA]IA]    20MW [class 20MW [class 20MW [class 20MW [class ----IC]IC]IC]IC]    

10MW RWT - no control 20MW RWT - no control 

10MW RWT - IPC 20MW RWT - IPC 

10MW RWT - IPC&IFC 20MW RWT - IPC&IFC 
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10 MW 
 
Fatigue loads (Figure 145-Figure 146 and Table 20) 

– Flapwise bending moment DEL significantly decreases both with IPC and IPC&IFC. Slightly 
higher flapwise bending moment DEL reduction is achieved through IPC&IFC (27.6% 
against 25.5% for pure IPC). Higher load reduction is obtained in the full load region. DELs 
decrease by 25%-30% for wind speeds higher that 15m/s. In the partial load region 
flapwise moment reduction is of the order of 12-14%.  

– Edgewise bending moment DEL also slightly decreases. A DEL reduction of about 2.5% is 
achieved by both control methods. Edgewise moment reduction is higher in the vicinity of 
the rated speed.  

– Torsion moment decreases with pure IPC (11.6%) while considerably increases (by more 
than 50%) when combined IPC&IFC is performed. TE flap morphing locally increases the 
twisting moment of the blade sections equipped with flaps. Torsion moment increase is 
higher in the full load region. 

– Tower bending moments increase both with IPC and IPC&IFC. A slightly higher fatigue load 
increase is obtained by combined IPC&IFC. Both IPC and IFC have been designed to reduce 
blade loads. So, no control logic exists in the design of the control loop that could effectively 
be used for the mitigation of the tower loads. However, the increase in the DEL of the fore-
aft bending moment is rather marginal for IPC&IFC (equal to 2.4%). The increase in the 
lateral moment is somewhat higher (6.6% for IPC&IFC) however the fore-aft component is 
the one that dominates combined tower moment (fore-aft DEL is two times higher than 
side-side). 

– Tower yaw moment slightly decreases both with IPC and IPC&IFC. Higher yaw moment 
decrease is obtained in the vicinity of the rated wind speed. 

 
Ulitmate loads (Table 21) 

– Extreme flapwise bending moment load decreases both with IPC and IPC&IFC. Slightly 
higher flapwise bending moment reduction is achieved through combined IPC&IFC. A 7.4% 
maximum flapwise moment reduction is obtained with IPC&IFC while for IPC the maximum 
flapwise moment reduction is 4.5%.  

– Maximum edgewise moment decreases both with IPC (8.8%) and IPC&IFC (9.1%). On the 
other hand minimum edgewise moment increases with IPC (5.7%) while decreases with 
combined IPC&IFC (2.3%). 

– Torsion moment considerably increases with IPC&IFC,  
– Combined blade moment decreases by 4.3% with IPC and 5.5% with the combined IPC&IFC. 
– Maximum tower fore-aft moment considerably increases (by 8.2%) when combined IPC&IFC 

is applied. Pure IPC gives rise to a marginal reduction of 0.3% in the maximum fore-aft 
moment. Minimum (negative moment) increases (in absolute value) with both control 
methods however it is noted that minimum moment is three times smaller (again in 
absolute value) than maximum. Therefore, maximum moment is expected to be the one 
that drives the design. 

– A slight reduction is obtained, by both control methods, in the maximum side-side moment. 
Again maximum load is the design driving load. 

– A significant reduction is obtained in the minimum (negative) extreme yaw moment (~19%) 
by both control methods. It is noted that minimum yaw moment is higher in absolute value 
than the maximum. 

– Finally combined tower extreme moment slightly decreases with IPC while considerably 
increases (by 8.1%) with IPC&IFC. The increase in the combined load is almost equal to the 
increase in the fore-aft maximum moment. Thereby, it is concluded that maximum fore-aft 
bending moment drives ultimate design load of the tower.  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 145145145145. 10MW RWT. Blade fatigue . 10MW RWT. Blade fatigue . 10MW RWT. Blade fatigue . 10MW RWT. Blade fatigue load reduction (DEL, 1hz, m=10) ratio for IPC and combined IPC&IFC.load reduction (DEL, 1hz, m=10) ratio for IPC and combined IPC&IFC.load reduction (DEL, 1hz, m=10) ratio for IPC and combined IPC&IFC.load reduction (DEL, 1hz, m=10) ratio for IPC and combined IPC&IFC.    
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 146146146146. 10MW RWT.Tower fatigue . 10MW RWT.Tower fatigue . 10MW RWT.Tower fatigue . 10MW RWT.Tower fatigue load reduction load reduction load reduction load reduction (DEL, 1hz, m=10) ratio for IPC and combined IPC&IFC.(DEL, 1hz, m=10) ratio for IPC and combined IPC&IFC.(DEL, 1hz, m=10) ratio for IPC and combined IPC&IFC.(DEL, 1hz, m=10) ratio for IPC and combined IPC&IFC.    
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Table Table Table Table 20202020: 10MW RWT. Lifetime DELs calculated for : 10MW RWT. Lifetime DELs calculated for : 10MW RWT. Lifetime DELs calculated for : 10MW RWT. Lifetime DELs calculated for C=11C=11C=11C=11    m/s and k=2.m/s and k=2.m/s and k=2.m/s and k=2.    

 

 
 
 
 
Table Table Table Table 21212121: 10MW RWT. Ultimate loads calculated on the basis of IEC DLC 1.3.: 10MW RWT. Ultimate loads calculated on the basis of IEC DLC 1.3.: 10MW RWT. Ultimate loads calculated on the basis of IEC DLC 1.3.: 10MW RWT. Ultimate loads calculated on the basis of IEC DLC 1.3.    

 

 

  

edge flap torsion side fore yaw

10MW RWT - no control (kNm) 24219 31051 382 49299 84986 20218

10MW RWT - IPC -2.6% -25.5% -11.6% 5.4% 1.8% -1.5%

10MW RWT - IPC&IFC -2.5% -27.6% 52.7% 6.6% 2.4% -1.7%

design
ROOT BLADE TOWER BASE

combined combined

max min max min max min max max min max min max min max

10MW RWT - no control 29537 -24930 65708 -38592 616 -652 67919 130961 -79982 341248 -99608 44929 -66528 342157

10MW RWT - IPC -8.8% 5.7% -4.5% -29.2% -12.2% -0.6% -4.3% -0.6% 5.8% -0.3% 24.6% -1.1% -19.1% -0.4%

10MW RWT - IPC&IFC -9.1% -2.3% -7.4% -23.6% 25.4% 38.8% -5.5% -1.8% 9.7% 8.2% 15.7% -2.9% -18.8% 8.1%

D
LC

 1
-3

design

TOWER BASE

edge flap torsion side fore yaw

ROOT BLADE
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20 MW 
 
Fatigue loads (Figure 147-Figure 148 and Table 22) 

– Flapwise bending moment DEL significantly decreases both with IPC and IPC&IFC. Slightly 
higher flapwise bending moment DEL reduction is achieved through IPC (27% increase 
against to 25.3% for the combined IPC&IFC case). For the IC 20MW turbine, flapwise 
moment DEL reduction is almost constant over the whole range of operational wind 
velocities. The levels of flapwise moment reduction are comparable to those of the 10MW 
turbine.  

– Edgewise bending moment DEL also slightly decreases. A DEL reduction of 1.6% is 
achieved with IPC while 1.1% reduction is obtained with IPC&IFC. Edgewise moment 
reduction is higher in the vicinity of the rated speed as in the case of the 10MW turbine.  

– Torsion moment decreases with pure IPC (by 9.5%) while considerably increases (by 31.9%) 
when combined IPC&IFC is performed.  

– Tower bending moments increase both for IPC and IPC&IFC. A slightly higher DEL increase 
is obtained on the 20MW turbine as compared to the 10MW turbine. For IPC&IFC, the 
increase in the fore-aft moment is 4.7% while for the side-side moment is 12.2%. 

– Contrary to the 10MW case tower yaw moment slightly increases both for IPC and IPC&IFC. 
Yaw moment DELs increase at high wind speeds in the full load region. 

 
Ulitmate loads (Table 23) 

– Flapwise bending moment extreme load decreases both with IPC and IPC&IFC. Slightly 
higher flapwise bending moment reduction is achieved through combined IPC&IFC. A 6.2% 
maximum flapwise moment reduction is obtained with IPC&IFC while for IPC the maximum 
flapwise moment reduction is 4.9%.  

– Maximum edgewise moment decreases with IPC (by 1.7%) while increases with IPC&IFC 
(2.1%). On the other hand, minimum edgewise moment slightly decreases bot with IPC 
(0.7%) and IPC&IFC (0.8%). 

– Torsion moment considerably increases with IPC&IFC,  
– Combined blade moment decreases by 3.7% with IPC and 4.7% with the combined IPC&IFC. 
– As opposed to the 10MW turbine case, maximum tower fore-aft moment presents a 

marginal decrease of 0.3% when combined IPC&IFC is applied. Pure IPC gives rise to a 
marginal as well reduction of 1.6% in the maximum fore-aft moment. Minimum (negative 
moment) increases (in absolute value) with both control methods however it is seen that 
minimum moment is more than three times smaller (again in absolute value) than the 
maximum. Therefore, maximum moment is expected to be the one that drives the design. 

– Similar to the 10MW case, a slight reduction is obtained, by both control methods, in the 
maximum side-side moment. Again maximum load is the design driving load. 

– A reduction is obtained in the minimum (negative) extreme yaw moment by both control 
methods. It is noted that minimum yaw moment is higher in absolute value than the 
maximum. 

– Finally combined tower extreme moment slightly decreases with both control methods. The 
variation in the combined load is almost equal to the variation in the fore-aft maximum 
moment. Thereby, it is concluded that maximum fore-aft bending moment drives ultimate 
design load of the tower. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 147147147147. 20MW RWT. Blade fatigue . 20MW RWT. Blade fatigue . 20MW RWT. Blade fatigue . 20MW RWT. Blade fatigue load reduction (DEL, 1hz, m=10) ratio for IPC and combined IPC&IFC.load reduction (DEL, 1hz, m=10) ratio for IPC and combined IPC&IFC.load reduction (DEL, 1hz, m=10) ratio for IPC and combined IPC&IFC.load reduction (DEL, 1hz, m=10) ratio for IPC and combined IPC&IFC.    
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 148148148148. 20MW RWT.Tower fatigue . 20MW RWT.Tower fatigue . 20MW RWT.Tower fatigue . 20MW RWT.Tower fatigue load reduction (DEL, 1hz, m=10) ratio for IPC and combined IPC&IFC.load reduction (DEL, 1hz, m=10) ratio for IPC and combined IPC&IFC.load reduction (DEL, 1hz, m=10) ratio for IPC and combined IPC&IFC.load reduction (DEL, 1hz, m=10) ratio for IPC and combined IPC&IFC.    
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Table Table Table Table 22222222: 20MW RWT. Lifetime DELs calculated for : 20MW RWT. Lifetime DELs calculated for : 20MW RWT. Lifetime DELs calculated for : 20MW RWT. Lifetime DELs calculated for C=11C=11C=11C=11    m/s and k=2.m/s and k=2.m/s and k=2.m/s and k=2.    

 

 
 
 
 
Table Table Table Table 23232323: 20MW RWT. Ultimate : 20MW RWT. Ultimate : 20MW RWT. Ultimate : 20MW RWT. Ultimate loads calculated on the basis of IEC DLC 1.3.loads calculated on the basis of IEC DLC 1.3.loads calculated on the basis of IEC DLC 1.3.loads calculated on the basis of IEC DLC 1.3.    

 
 
 
  

edge flap torsion side fore yaw

20MW RWT - no control (kNm) 91019 72693 1160 76684 155124 42124

20MW RWT - IPC -1.6% -27.0% -9.5% 10.8% 4.6% 1.1%

20MW RWT - IPC&IFC -1.1% -25.3% 31.9% 12.2% 4.7% 3.6%

design
ROOT BLADE TOWER BASE

combined combined

max min max min max min max max min max min max min max

20MW RWT - no control 81497 -80315 174990 -103674 1395 -1840 184552 330312 -159556 894921 -242860 99895 -133331 896241

20MW RWT - IPC -1.7% -0.7% -4.9% -41.7% -7.4% -3.9% -3.7% -6.2% 42.8% -1.6% 23.6% -4.5% -8.6% -1.6%

20MW RWT - IPC&IFC 2.1% -0.8% -6.2% -39.7% 46.1% 33.8% -4.7% -5.5% 38.1% -0.3% 20.2% -0.1% -4.4% -0.3%
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In Figure 149-Figure 152 the flap and pitch motion characteristics of the two turbine sizes are 
presented both for NTM and ETM conditions. For the 10MW turbine it is seen that the flap angle 
reaches the saturation limits of +/-10deg at wind speeds higher than the rated speed (see Figure 
149). The difference in the sdv between the NTM and the ETM case is relatively small. This 
indicates that independent of the turbulence of the wind the flap angle continuously varies 
between the upper and lower bounds for wind speeds within the full load region. For the 20MW 
turbine, as a result of the lower design turbulence (IEC IC conditions) the bounds of the flap angle 
are reached with some delay (as seen in Figure 151) at the wind speed of 13m/s (for NTM 
conditions). Again the sdv of the flap angle for the ETM case appears to be slightly higher than that 
of the NTM case. 
 
In Figure 150 the sdv of the pitch motion is presented for the 10MW turbine. It is seen that the 
sdv of the pitch motion increases by up to 50% (and even more) with pure IPC. When IFC is applied 
simultaneously with IPC the sdv of the pitch motion only slightly increases as compared to the “no 
control” case. A maximum increase of the pitch sdv of 14% is recorded at very high wind speeds 
close to the cut out speed. The average increase in the sdv of the pitch motion over the whole 
range of wind speeds is 5-6% for the combined IPC&IFC. In Figure 152 the sdv of the pitch angle 
motion of the 20MW turbine is shown. On the 20MW turbine the sdv of the pitch motion in pure 
IPC increases by up to 120%. So, it is more than double than that of the 10MW turbine. When IFC 
is applied simultaneously, the increase in the pitch sdv does not exceed 25%, while the average 
increase over the whole range of wind speeds is of the order of 10%. So, a significant saving of the 
duty cycle of the pitch actuator is obtained which increases with the size of the turbine. 
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NTMNTMNTMNTM    
 

 
 

ETMETMETMETM    
 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 149149149149. 10MW RWT. Flap angle variation. 10MW RWT. Flap angle variation. 10MW RWT. Flap angle variation. 10MW RWT. Flap angle variation....    
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NTMNTMNTMNTM    
 

 
 

ETMETMETMETM    
 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 150150150150. 10MW RWT. Pitch angle variation. 10MW RWT. Pitch angle variation. 10MW RWT. Pitch angle variation. 10MW RWT. Pitch angle variation....    
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 151151151151. 20MW RWT. Flap angle . 20MW RWT. Flap angle . 20MW RWT. Flap angle . 20MW RWT. Flap angle variationvariationvariationvariation....    
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 152152152152. 20MW RWT. Pitch angle variation. 20MW RWT. Pitch angle variation. 20MW RWT. Pitch angle variation. 20MW RWT. Pitch angle variation....    
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8.58.58.58.5 ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    
Fatigue and extreme load reduction capabilities of IPC and IPC&IFC are assessed on the 10 MW 
and 20 MW Innwind.EU RWT. Blade flapwise fatigue load reduction of about 25% is attained with 
both control strategies tested in the present study (ie. IPC and combined IPC&IFC), independent of 
the turbine size. Overall, tower fatigue loads slightly increase for both turbine sizes and both 
control strategies. A slightly higher increase is noted on the fatigue loads of the up-scaled 20 MW 
turbine. This is because the proposed control loops have been only designed for the alleviation of 
the blade loads while they are not aiming at tower loads. Minor is the effect on ultimate loads by 
both control concepts. As a result of the combined application of IPC and IFC a 6% reduction of the 
blade extreme flapwise load is obtained on the 20MW turbine. The combined application of 
IPC&IFC while it results in the same blade load reduction as IPC it considerably reduces pitch 
mechanism duty cycle. For the 20MW turbine the increase in the sdv of the pitch motion exceeds 
100% while it is reduced to about 10% when IFC is activated. 
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9 ADAPTIVE TRAILING EDADAPTIVE TRAILING EDADAPTIVE TRAILING EDADAPTIVE TRAILING EDGE FLAPS (ATEF) ON AGE FLAPS (ATEF) ON AGE FLAPS (ATEF) ON AGE FLAPS (ATEF) ON A    2.1 MW2.1 MW2.1 MW2.1 MW    COMMERCIAL TURBINE COMMERCIAL TURBINE COMMERCIAL TURBINE COMMERCIAL TURBINE 

[[[[SSSSE BLADESE BLADESE BLADESE BLADES]]]]    

9.19.19.19.1 Executive SummaryExecutive SummaryExecutive SummaryExecutive Summary    
The contribution of Suzlon to the INNWind project Work Package on Smart Rotors consists in 
carrying out an aero-servo-elastic analysis of the application of Adaptive Trailing Edge Flaps (ATEF) 
on Suzlon’s 2.1 MW wind turbine model S111.  
The aim is to evaluate through aeroelastic simulations the impact of controlled ATEF on the wind 
turbine and obtain a preliminary quantification of the effects in terms of fatigue and ultimate load 
alleviation, as well as the potential for AEP increase. 
The aeroelastic analysis is performed with the code HAWC2 [8], the aerodynamic model accounts 
for the flaps unsteady aerodynamics [3, 5], and the turbine is controlled through a .dll adaptation 
of the standard Suzlon’s controller. The same flap control as developed at DTU by Barlas et al. 
[1,2,9] is considered in the analysis. The controller has three operational modes: 

1. Operational Load Alleviation. As described by Barlas et al. [1] and Pettas et al. [9] the flap 

angle is determined on each blade separately based on high-pass filtered measurements 

of the blade root flapwise bending moment. Each blade is an independent SISO system 

with a PD controller on the filtered blade root moment. The controller is tuned using a 

Ziegler-Nichols method based on an high-fidelity Linear Time Invariant (LTI) of the wind 

turbine aero-servo-elastic response [4]. The LTI model is obtained with the HAWCStab2 

code [6]. 

2. Reaction to Extreme Loads threshold [2]. The flaps react collectively by switching to a 

predetermined deflection angle that lowers the blade lift in case a specified flapwise 

bending moment threshold is exceeded, or a brake program signal is given based on the 

status returned by the main turbine controller. 

3. Power Output Increase [9]. Below rated power the flaps are set collectively to a deflection 

angle specified as function of a low-pass filtered wind speed with the aim of increasing 

the aerodynamic power output of the rotor.  

The flap reference signal from the controller is passed through a first order low-pass filter that 
simulates the delay of a flap servo mechanism. The time constant of the flap servo low pass filter 
is here set to 0.1 s as in [1]. 
Aeroelastic simulations of the turbine with and without Adaptive Trailing Edge Flaps (ATEF), and 
considering different flap control modes are performed reproducing the IEC operational Design 
Load Cases (DLC 1.1 to DLC 1.5) and the idling rotor case (DLC 1.6). The effects of the ATEF 
control are quantified in terms of fatigue and ultimate load variations, as well as increase in the 
AEP: 

• The increase of turbine power below rated wind speed obtained with the flaps yields to an 

AEP increase of 1.7 %  (Rayleigh distribution with 7.5 m/s average). 

• The increase in power output yields also to a significant increase of thrust loads, causing 

higher fatigue and ultimate loads. The collective flap deflection for power increase brings 

the rotor induction level closer to the optimal one, and thus also increases the thrust 

coefficient, counteracting the thrust peak shaving efforts from the turbine standard 

controller. 

• As a Class III A turbine is considered, the increase of fatigue loads below rated power 

caused by the power increase flap control mode has a relatively large impact on the 

overall lifetime fatigue DEL: the blade fatigue DEL are brought back to baseline level, and 

the fatigue loads on the tower fore-aft moment is significantly increased (+40 %). 

• Excluding the power control mode, the flap control allows for a reduction of the blade 

flapwise fatigue lifetime DEL of 9 %. The tower fore-aft DEL is also reduced by 4 %, 

whereas the fatigue loads on the shaft are increased by about 14 %. 
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• The increase of pitch activity indicates a negative interaction between the turbine 

standard controller and the flap controller. A more careful tuning of either flap or standard 

control parameters and filter frequencies could probably limit such interaction. 

• The ultimate loads observed among the simulated cases are generally increased by the 

flap control, especially so as the power increase flap control mode is active, imposing 

higher thrust levels on the rotor. The tower fore-aft and main-bearing tilt ultimate bending 

moments are slightly decreased by the flap load alleviation control mode. 

• No significant changes in either fatigue or ultimate loads are observed by enabling or 

disabling the control mode with the flaps reacting to an extreme load threshold. Maybe a 

more careful tuning and selection of the parameters for this control mode might allow for 

further reduction on the simulated ultimate loads.  

• In-spite of the slight increase of ultimate blade flapwise moment, the flap load control 

leads to an increase of the minimum tower-blade tip clearance of about 25 % for the 

simulated DLB. The clearance increase is significant, but should be verified in a full 

design load bases, considering also cases of faults on the controlled flaps. 

Overall the flap control achieves its main objective of alleviating the blade root flapwise fatigue 
loads, whereas the power increase control mode yields to an increase of both fatigue and ultimate 
loads, which the observed increase in AEP is probably not sufficient to justify. 
A more carefully tuned control system, or maybe a more sophisticated control algorithm would 
probably allow to achieve higher load reduction with the ATEF, especially considering the ultimate 
loads.  
Whether the load alleviations achieved with the flaps in the simulated cases would ultimately be 
sufficient to justify the increase in complexity for a class III A turbine remains an open question. 
The answer would require a redesign of the rotor considering the modification to the loads 
constraints given by the active flaps, and an estimation of the costs of rotor, other turbine 
components, and also of the flap system. 
 

9.29.29.29.2 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
The chapter reports the results of the aero-servo-elastic analysis of the application of Adaptive 
Trailing Edge Flaps on a Suzlon’s commercial wind turbine model: the Suzlon S111.  
The aim is to evaluate through aeroelastic simulations the impact of controlled ATEF on an existing 
wind turbine model and thus obtain a preliminary quantification of the effects in terms of fatigue 
and ultimate load alleviation, and AEP increase. 
The Suzlon S111 has a rated power of 2.1 MW [10], a rotor diameter of 111.8 m, and is placed on 
a 90 m tubular steel tower. The turbine is certified as a class IIIA turbine, and corresponding wind 
and turbulence definitions [7] are used in the analysis. 
The aeroelastic analysis is performed with the code HAWC2 [8], the aerodynamic model accounts 
for the flaps unsteady aerodynamics [3, 5], and the turbine is controlled through a .dll adaptation 
of the standard Suzlon’s controller that regulates power output and rotor speed by acting on the 
generator torque an collective blade pitch angle. The original controller is maintained unchanged 
both in the references case without flaps, as well as when the flaps are active. 
The same flap control as developed by Barlas et al. [1,2,9] is considered in the analysis, Figure 
153 . When active, the controller works according to one of the following operational modes: 

4. Operational Load Alleviation. As described by Barlas et al. [1] and Pettas et al. [9] the flap 

angle is determined on each blade separately based on high-pass filtered measurements 

of the blade root flapwise bending moment. Each blade is an independent SISO system 

with a PD controller on the filtered blade root moment. 

5. Reaction to Extreme Loads threshold [2]. The flaps react collectively by switching to a 

predetermined deflection angle that lowers the blade lift in case a specified flapwise 

bending moment threshold is exceeded, or a brake program signal is given based on the 

status returned by the main turbine controller. 
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6. Power Output Increase [9]. Below rated power the flaps are set collectively to a deflection 

angle specified as function of a low-pass filtered wind speed with the aim of increasing 

the aerodynamic power output of the rotor.  

The flap reference signal from the controller is passed through a first order low-pass filter that 
simulates the delay of a flap servo mechanism. The time constant of the flap servo low pass filter 
is here set to 0.1 s as in [1]. 
The proportional and derivative gains of the flap controller in operational conditions are tuned 
based on a high-fidelity Linear Time Invariant model of the turbine aeroelastic response. The aero-
servo-elastic LTI model of the turbine with flaps is obtained with the HAWCStab2 code [6,4] for the 
operational conditions above rated power. The control on the flaps is introduced by closing the 
loop between the collective blade root flapwise bending moment and the collective flap deflection 
angle with a Proportional-Differential controller. The controller gains are determined at each 
operational wind speed above rated power simply with a Zielger-Nichols tuning method [4]. A 
linear gain scheduling as function of low-pass filtered wind speed is then apply to account for the 
gain variation with the mean wind speed.    

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 153153153153    Sketch on Flap Control Setup in relation with the standard aeroSketch on Flap Control Setup in relation with the standard aeroSketch on Flap Control Setup in relation with the standard aeroSketch on Flap Control Setup in relation with the standard aero----servoservoservoservo----elastic simulation setupelastic simulation setupelastic simulation setupelastic simulation setup    

The effects of the flap control are evaluated by performing aeroelastic simulations of the following 
Design Load Cases, as defined in the IEC standard [7]: 

• DLC 1.1 and DLC 1.2. Wind turbine in normal operation. Mean wind speed from 4 to 20, 

and yaw misalignments of 0, +7 and -7. Turbulence intensity according to the standards 

for class A. 6 turbulence seeds per wind speed and wind direction are considered. 

• DLC 1.3. Extreme turbulence model. Same set-up in terms of yaw misalignment (3x), wind 

speeds (9x) and turbulence seeds (6x). For a total of 162 simulations of 10 minutes 

series. 

• DLC 1.4. Extreme coherent gust with direction change at 3 wind speeds around rated. 

• DLC 1.5. Extreme wind shear. 9x wind speed for 4x gust phases. 

• DLC 6.1. Turbine parked in idling conditions. 6x seeds at 2x yaw positions at Vref wind 

speed. 

A total of 375 series are simulated, corresponding to approximately 54 hours of simulated 
response time. The simulation sets are repeated for four configurations of the flap control system: 

• Flaps not active (baseline case) 

• Flaps active on all operational modes: load alleviation, power output increase, deflection 

for extreme load threshold. 

• Flaps not reacting to extreme load threshold (still controlled for load alleviation and power 

output increase). 

• Flaps mainly targeting operational load alleviation, power output increase not active, nor 

reaction to loads threshold. 
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The effects of the flap control are then quantified in terms of: 

• Fatigue load alleviation (from DLC 1.1) 

• Extreme load variation (from the maximum loads among the cases including safety 

factors as specified in IEC standards) 

• Variation of power output below rated conditions. 

In the following sections the setup of the wind turbine with flaps is specified, as well as the 
method used to tune the flap controller. The results from the aeroelastic simulations are then 
presented comparing the set of simulations with flap against the baseline aeroelastic simulation 
set. 

9.39.39.39.3 Flap SetupFlap SetupFlap SetupFlap Setup    

9.3.19.3.19.3.19.3.1 Flap characteristicsFlap characteristicsFlap characteristicsFlap characteristics    
A similar setup as previously considered in DTU [1,2,3,9] is used: 

• Adaptive Trailing Edge Flap (ATEF) extend 10 % chord length with a deflection range of +- 

15 degrees. 

• Flap spanwise extension: 30 % of blade length (16.44 m) 

The flap aerodynamic characteristics are assumed the same as defined by DTU by means of RANS 
simulations of the steady response of a 10% chord flap [3]. They are represented in terms of 
variation of steady lift, drag and moment coefficients as functions of flap deflection, ad angle of 
attack. 
Specifically, the flap can generate:  

• Maximum lift coefficient variations: +0.636 for +15 degrees deflection (positive flap 

points downwards), -0.664 for -15 degrees. 

• Maximum aerodynamic moment coefficient variations: -0.131 @+15 deg and +0.137 @-

15deg 

• The drag coefficient variation is relatively small for angles of attack below 10 degrees. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 154154154154    Flap steady aerodynamic variationFlap steady aerodynamic variationFlap steady aerodynamic variationFlap steady aerodynamic variation    

9.3.29.3.29.3.29.3.2 Flap location along the blade spanFlap location along the blade spanFlap location along the blade spanFlap location along the blade span    
The 16.44 m spanwise section with flaps is located along the blade span so to maximize the 
steady root flapwise bending moment variation achieved by the flaps. The variation of the bending 
moment from aerodynamic forces (on a stiff blade) is proportional to the cube of the radius time 
the section chord [3]. Following this approximation, in order to obtain the maximum flapwise root 
bending moment variation the flap are located from 67 % to 97 % of the blade span. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 155155155155    Analytical equation for the variation of the blade root bending moment for flap located at different Analytical equation for the variation of the blade root bending moment for flap located at different Analytical equation for the variation of the blade root bending moment for flap located at different Analytical equation for the variation of the blade root bending moment for flap located at different 
positions along the blade span.positions along the blade span.positions along the blade span.positions along the blade span.    

The continuous flap section is separated in three blocks and aerodynamic calculation points are 
added just before and after each flap section, to be sure to correctly model the variation of 
aerodynamic forces. 
 
The steady aerodynamic input for the flap model is made by adding the steady coefficient 
variations caused by the flap to the steady aerodynamic coefficients of the corresponding airfoils. 

9.3.39.3.39.3.39.3.3 Response to Flap StepResponse to Flap StepResponse to Flap StepResponse to Flap Step    
As a simple check, a simulation is performed to get the response of the collective blade root 
flapwise bending moment to a collective flap deflection of +10 degrees.  
The normalized time series of the flapwise bending moment of blade number 1 shows a non-
minimum phase response at the beginning of the time series, and then a decrease of the flapwise 
bending moment, corresponding to the blade bending forward toward the pressure side (negative 
bending moment in the chosen reference system). 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 156156156156    Blade Root Flapwise Bending Moment response to a flap deflection of +10 degreesBlade Root Flapwise Bending Moment response to a flap deflection of +10 degreesBlade Root Flapwise Bending Moment response to a flap deflection of +10 degreesBlade Root Flapwise Bending Moment response to a flap deflection of +10 degrees    

9.49.49.49.4 Flap Control TuningFlap Control TuningFlap Control TuningFlap Control Tuning    
As mentioned in the introduction, the flap control consists of three independent, and mutually 
exclusive, control modes: 
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• Power output increase: aims at improving the turbine power output below rated 

conditions by setting the flaps to a collective deflection angle. 

• Operational Load Alleviation: reduction of loads during normal operation of the wind 

turbine. The controller considers each blade as an independent SISO system, and 

prescribes a flap deflection for each blade with a PD control of high-pass filtered blade 

root flapwise bending moment measurements. 

• Reaction to extreme loads: whenever the root flapwise bending moment on any of the 

blade exceeds a given threshold all the flaps deflect to a prescribed deflection angle (-15 

degrees), so to rapidly decrease the lift force on the blade. The same behavior is 

prescribed whenever the main turbine controller returns a status signal corresponding to 

a parked turbine, or to a brake program.  

9.4.19.4.19.4.19.4.1 Settings for Power Output increaseSettings for Power Output increaseSettings for Power Output increaseSettings for Power Output increase    
The angles at which to set the flaps to track the maximum power output below rated are 
determined by simulating the response of the wind turbine to a steady wind field for different wind 
speed below rated power, and for different flap deflection angles. 
The flap angles are determined simply by choosing the angles that return the maximum power 
output, thus neglecting any consideration on increase of the loading to the rotors below rated 
conditions. 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 157157157157    Power output increase as function of the collective flap deflection angle. Each line Power output increase as function of the collective flap deflection angle. Each line Power output increase as function of the collective flap deflection angle. Each line Power output increase as function of the collective flap deflection angle. Each line represent a represent a represent a represent a 
different steady wind speed, and the red circles indicates the flap position corresponding to the maximum different steady wind speed, and the red circles indicates the flap position corresponding to the maximum different steady wind speed, and the red circles indicates the flap position corresponding to the maximum different steady wind speed, and the red circles indicates the flap position corresponding to the maximum 
power output increase.power output increase.power output increase.power output increase.    

The tendency is to set the flap to low deflection angles at low wind speeds, slightly larger angles in 
the variable speed range to increase the loading on the rotor, and even higher deflection angle are 
set at higher velocities. Note that this behavior, aiming at increasing the rotor power coefficient 
(Cp), will also increase the rotor thrust coefficient (Ct), thus partly counter-acting the thrust peak 
shaving settings of the original controller.  
 

9.4.29.4.29.4.29.4.2 Operational Load Alleviation ControlOperational Load Alleviation ControlOperational Load Alleviation ControlOperational Load Alleviation Control    
The flap control for the turbine in normal operation consists of three independent SISO systems, 
one per blade. Measurements of the blade root flapwise bending moment are first high pass 
filtered, to limit the interaction between the flap control and the collective pitch power control 
[1,9]. The high pass filtered signal is then fed to a PD controller that returns the reference flap 
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signal that will be passed to the flap servo model (a first order low pass filter with time constant of 
0.1 s [1]). The first order high pass high filter is here set to a corner frequency of approximately 
0.06 Hz. 
The proportional and derivative gains of the flap controller in operational conditions are tuned 
based on a high-fidelity Linear Time Invariant model of the turbine aeroelastic response [6,4]. The 
aero-servo-elastic LTI model of the turbine with flaps is obtained with the HAWCStab2 code for the 
operational conditions above rated power. The control on the flaps is introduced by closing the 
loop between the collective blade root flapwise bending moment and the collective flap deflection 
angle with a Proportional-Differential controller. The controller gains are determined at each 
operational wind speed above rated power simply with a Zielger-Nichols tuning method [4]. The 
poles of the closed loop LTI system are tracked for increasing proportional gains of the collective 
flap control. The gain at which a pole first become unstable (negative damping ratio in the figure) 
is the critical gain, and, following Ziegler-Nichols formulation [4], the derivative gain is proportional 
to the frequency of the mode becoming unstable. 
The tuning method is rather primitive and does not account for the deflection limitations of the 
flaps, nevertheless it provides a systematic and automated algorithm for the control tuning. As the 
tuning method does not account for the flap deflection limits, it is found that the proportional gain 
found with the Ziegler-Nichols tuning should be further reduced to avoid the flap reference signal 
to saturate too often above the deflection limits. The proportional gain is reduced by a factor of 
0.6, whereas the derivative gain is still retrieved as one eight of the ratio between the scaled down 
proportional gain and the critical pole frequency. 
The gain tuning is repeated for LTI system descriptions obtained at wind speeds above rated 
between 10 and 20 m/s. The gain scheduling for the flap gains as function of the low pass filtered 
wind speed is then retrieved from linear fitting of the resulting proportional and differential gains. 
Both the proportional and the differential gain decrease for increasing wind speeds.  

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 158158158158    Normalized pole plot for the LTI system representing the wind turbine with flaps. Both frequency Normalized pole plot for the LTI system representing the wind turbine with flaps. Both frequency Normalized pole plot for the LTI system representing the wind turbine with flaps. Both frequency Normalized pole plot for the LTI system representing the wind turbine with flaps. Both frequency 
and damping are normalized by frequency and damping values of a pole of choice. and damping are normalized by frequency and damping values of a pole of choice. and damping are normalized by frequency and damping values of a pole of choice. and damping are normalized by frequency and damping values of a pole of choice.     

 

9.4.39.4.39.4.39.4.3 Reaction to Extreme LoadsReaction to Extreme LoadsReaction to Extreme LoadsReaction to Extreme Loads    
The threshold for the flap to react to an extreme loads is set so that the flap will collectively deflect 
to -12 degrees whenever: 

• Blade root bending moments 20 percent higher than what expected in normal operation 

are encountered on any of the blades. For blade root loads between 15 and 20 percent 

higher than what expected in normal operation, the flaps are set to 0.0. 
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• Or the low pass filtered wind speed exceeds a threshold of 35 m/s. 

The flaps are instead set at -8 degrees when the turbine is in parked condition, to maintain the 
rotor idling. 
 

9.59.59.59.5 Aeroelastic SimulationsAeroelastic SimulationsAeroelastic SimulationsAeroelastic Simulations    
Aeroelastic simulations for the wind turbine equipped with Adaptive Trailing Edge Flaps are 
compared against the baseline case of the turbine without flaps. 
Similar to other tasks in the INNWind projects, an indicative reduced set of Design Load Cases is 
considered in the simulations. The following Design Load Cases (DLC), as defined in the IEC 
standard [7] are simulated: 

• DLC 1.1 and DLC 1.2. Wind turbine in normal operation. Mean wind speed from 4 to 20, 

and yaw misalignments of 0, +7 and -7. Turbulence intensity according to the standards 

for class A. 6 turbulence seeds per wind speed and wind direction are considered. 

• DLC 1.3. Extreme turbulence model. Same set-up in terms of yaw misalignment (3x), wind 

speeds (9x) and turbulence seeds (6x). For a total of 162 simulations of 10 minutes 

series. 

• DLC 1.4. Extreme coherent gust with direction change at 3 wind speeds around rated. 

• DLC 1.5. Extreme wind shear. 9x wind speed for 4x gust phases. 

• DLC 6.1. Turbine parked in idling conditions. 6x seeds at 2x yaw positions at Vref wind 

speed. 

In addition, an additional non-standard design load case is simulated to better evaluate the 
effects of the flap on the power output. The case consider the turbine in normal operation in 
sheared and turbulent wind flow (as in DLC 1.1), with no yaw misalignment and normal operation 
control. Average wind speeds with 1 m/s resolution are considered between 4 and 10 m/s, 4 
turbulence seeds for each wind speed. 
Each DLC set is repeated with the following flap controller settings (the standard turbine controller 
is left un-modified in all cases): 

• BaselineBaselineBaselineBaseline. The flap is kept at 0.0 degrees. The case represent the actual Suzlon S111 

turbine in its standard configuration, without Adaptive Trailing Edge Flaps. 

• Flap AllFlap AllFlap AllFlap All. The ATEF are active in all their operational modes: power output increase, 

operational load alleviation, collective deflection reaction to extreme loads. 

• Flaps no Extreme Loads (Fl.No ExtLFl.No ExtLFl.No ExtLFl.No ExtL). The ATEF are not reacting to the Extreme Loads 

exceeding the given threshold. The operational load alleviation (or power tracking) flap 

control modes are maintained until a turbine break program is triggered (the flaps are 

then collectively deflected to -12 degrees). 

• Flap no Power Increase (Fl. No PowIFl. No PowIFl. No PowIFl. No PowI). Only the operational load alleviation control mode of 

the flaps is active. Below rated power the flaps are only active whenever the low pass 

filtered electric power output is above 80 % of the rated power.  

9.5.19.5.19.5.19.5.1 Fatigue LoadsFatigue LoadsFatigue LoadsFatigue Loads    
The effects of the ATEF control on the fatigue loads is quantified in terms of variations of Damage 
Equivalent Loads, which are determined through rain flow counting of the simulated time series. 
Only DLC 1.2 is here considered for the fatigue loads. 
The active control of the ATEF would reduce the lifetime fatigue load on the blade root flapwise 
bending moment by nearly 9 % (Fl.No PowI), Figure 159 Damage Equivalent Loads (DEL) at the 
blade root: Flapwise (MxBR), Edgewise (MyBR), and Torsion (MzBR). Variation of the DEL 
compared to the Baseline case without flaps.Figure 159. On the other end, enabling the power 
output increase control mode of the flap causes an increase of the flapwise DEL below rated, 
which brings back the lifetime DEL to the baseline level, in spite of the load alleviation achieved at 
wind speeds above rated power. The edgewise fatigue DEL, and especially the blade torsion DEL 
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are increased by the flap control. No significant variations of the lifetime DEL are caused by the 
control mode reacting to extreme loads. 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 159159159159    Damage Equivalent Loads (DEL) at the blade root: Flapwise (MxBR)Damage Equivalent Loads (DEL) at the blade root: Flapwise (MxBR)Damage Equivalent Loads (DEL) at the blade root: Flapwise (MxBR)Damage Equivalent Loads (DEL) at the blade root: Flapwise (MxBR), Edgewise (MyBR), and , Edgewise (MyBR), and , Edgewise (MyBR), and , Edgewise (MyBR), and 
Torsion (MzBR). Variation of the DEL compared to the Baseline case without flaps.Torsion (MzBR). Variation of the DEL compared to the Baseline case without flaps.Torsion (MzBR). Variation of the DEL compared to the Baseline case without flaps.Torsion (MzBR). Variation of the DEL compared to the Baseline case without flaps.    

A similar trend is observed on the tower bottom flange fatigue DEL, Figure 160. The operational 
load alleviation flap control mode brings a 4 % decrease of the tower Fore-Aft fatigue load, even 
though they are not directly targeted by the controller. On the other hand, the increased power 
output control of the flap produces a significant increase of the tower fore-aft lifetime DEL (up to 
40 %). The variations on the tower Side-to-Side DEL are smaller, whereas the tower torsion DEL, of 
a much smaller order of magnitude, is increased in all cases with ATEF. 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 160160160160    Tower bottom fatigue DEL: ForeTower bottom fatigue DEL: ForeTower bottom fatigue DEL: ForeTower bottom fatigue DEL: Fore----Aft (MxTB), SideAft (MxTB), SideAft (MxTB), SideAft (MxTB), Side----totototo----Side (MyTB), tower torsion (MzTB). DEL Side (MyTB), tower torsion (MzTB). DEL Side (MyTB), tower torsion (MzTB). DEL Side (MyTB), tower torsion (MzTB). DEL 
variation compared to the baseline casevariation compared to the baseline casevariation compared to the baseline casevariation compared to the baseline case    

The fatigue loads at the main bearing and on the shaft show an increase of DEL for all cases when 
the ATEF control is on, Figure 161 . 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 161161161161    Main Bearing and Shaft Damage Equivalent Loads: Tilting Moment (MxMB), yawing moment Main Bearing and Shaft Damage Equivalent Loads: Tilting Moment (MxMB), yawing moment Main Bearing and Shaft Damage Equivalent Loads: Tilting Moment (MxMB), yawing moment Main Bearing and Shaft Damage Equivalent Loads: Tilting Moment (MxMB), yawing moment 
(MyMB), and shaft torsion (MzSh).(MyMB), and shaft torsion (MzSh).(MyMB), and shaft torsion (MzSh).(MyMB), and shaft torsion (MzSh).    

By monitoring the pitch activity,  Figure 162, an increase of activity (between 8 to 16 %) is 
observed, thus indicating an interaction between the flap controller and the standard turbine 
controller. The lifetime pitch bearing damage is evaluated here as the integral over lifetime of the 
pitch angle variation times the flapwise bending moment at the same instant. When excluding the 
Power Output increase control mode, in spite of an increase of lifetime pitch activity close to 8 %, 
the increase of the lifetime pitch bearing damage is smaller (app. 3 %). A significant increase of 
both activity and bearing damage is observed as the power increase mode is activated. 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 162162162162    Variation of the pitch activity and pitch bearing damage over the turbine lifetime.Variation of the pitch activity and pitch bearing damage over the turbine lifetime.Variation of the pitch activity and pitch bearing damage over the turbine lifetime.Variation of the pitch activity and pitch bearing damage over the turbine lifetime.    

9.5.29.5.29.5.29.5.2 Ultimate LoadsUltimate LoadsUltimate LoadsUltimate Loads    
The impact on the ultimate loads is assessed by considering as ultimate loads for each simulation 
set the maximum, in absolute term, observed among all the time series of the simulated cases, 
including partial safety factors as specified by the IEC standard. Since no averaging in between 
turbulence seeds is applied, the numerical value of the maximum loads might be dependent on 
the seed choice. Nevertheless as the same turbulence boxes are applied for the four simulation 
sets, the seed dependence is expected to be lower for the ultimate loads normalized by the 
baseline loads. 
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Although a reduced number of design load cases is considered, compared to a full IEC standard 
design load bases, the ultimate loads encountered are considered indicative of the variations of 
the overall design giving loads. 
The ultimate loads at the blade root in the flapwise direction among the simulated cases are 
increased by approximately 4 % by the flap operational controller, and up to 13 % whenever the 
power increase mode is activated, thus confirming that the increase in power output below rated 
also implies an increase of the thrust over the rotor. Nearly no changes are observed by enabling 
the flap reaction to the extreme load threshold.  In all cases the DLC returning the ultimate loads 
is DLC 1.3 (operation in extreme turbulence). For the flap controlled case the highest flapwise 
bending moment is given by the time series with positive yaw misalignment and average wind 
speed of 8 m/s, where the flaps control switches continuously between being active and not (due 
to the rated power threshold).  A more accurate tuning of wither the power threshold settings, or 
the extreme loads threshold might allow to decrease the loads on the blade by controlling the flap 
deflection [2]. 

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 163163163163    ultimate loads at the blades root. Flapwise (Mx), Edgewise (My), and Torsion (Mz)ultimate loads at the blades root. Flapwise (Mx), Edgewise (My), and Torsion (Mz)ultimate loads at the blades root. Flapwise (Mx), Edgewise (My), and Torsion (Mz)ultimate loads at the blades root. Flapwise (Mx), Edgewise (My), and Torsion (Mz)    

In spite of the increase of the flapwise bending moment, the flap operational control allows to 
increase the minimum tower.blade tip clearance, by nearly 30 %, Figure 164 . On the contrary, as 
the thrust force is increased by the power increase flap control mode, the minimum tower 
clearance is reduced. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 164164164164    TowerTowerTowerTower----Blade Tip minimum clearance. The clearance is normalized by the minimum clearance Blade Tip minimum clearance. The clearance is normalized by the minimum clearance Blade Tip minimum clearance. The clearance is normalized by the minimum clearance Blade Tip minimum clearance. The clearance is normalized by the minimum clearance 
from the baseline case, thus an increase of the clearance indicates a smaller deflection of the blade towards from the baseline case, thus an increase of the clearance indicates a smaller deflection of the blade towards from the baseline case, thus an increase of the clearance indicates a smaller deflection of the blade towards from the baseline case, thus an increase of the clearance indicates a smaller deflection of the blade towards 
the tower.the tower.the tower.the tower.    

The ultimate loads at the tower bottom fore-aft bending moment is slightly decreased by the flap 
load alleviation mode, and significantly increased by power increase control mode, Figure 165. For 
all simulation sets, the ultimate loads on the tower side-to-side moment (MyTB) are registered in 
the idling rotor case (DLC 6.1), where the chosen flap deflection angle decreases the idling 
rotational speed giving rise to larger oscillatory loads. The loads from DLC 6.1 should hence be 
taken as indicative, as on the limits of the modelling possibility of a standard aeroelastic code.   

 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 165165165165    ultimate loads at the tower base flange. Foreultimate loads at the tower base flange. Foreultimate loads at the tower base flange. Foreultimate loads at the tower base flange. Fore----Aft moment (Mx), SideAft moment (Mx), SideAft moment (Mx), SideAft moment (Mx), Side----ToToToTo----Side (MySide (MySide (MySide (My), and Torsion ), and Torsion ), and Torsion ), and Torsion 
(Mz)(Mz)(Mz)(Mz)    

The loads on the main bearing are decreased in the tilt direction and slightly increased in the yaw. 
The maximum torsion loads on the shaft among the simulated series is increased, Figure 166, but 
that is also reported in the idling case DLC 6.1. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 166166166166    Ultimate loads on main bearing Tilt (Mx) and Yaw (My) moment, and Shaft Torsion (Mz)Ultimate loads on main bearing Tilt (Mx) and Yaw (My) moment, and Shaft Torsion (Mz)Ultimate loads on main bearing Tilt (Mx) and Yaw (My) moment, and Shaft Torsion (Mz)Ultimate loads on main bearing Tilt (Mx) and Yaw (My) moment, and Shaft Torsion (Mz)    

 

9.5.39.5.39.5.39.5.3 AEP improvementAEP improvementAEP improvementAEP improvement    
Setting the collective flap angles as function of the low pass filtered wind speed below rated power 
to increase the rotor power coefficient effectively increase the power output of the wind turbine 
below rated power. Increasing the power output below rated power also increases the thrust 
forces on the rotor, and its variation, thus increasing fatigue and ultimate loads, as observed in 
the previous sections. 
The power increase is quantified by simulating the wind turbine power output in turbulent wind 
conditions, similar to what is prescribed by the IEC standard for the DLC 1.2 (or 1.1) for a class A 
wind turbine. The only differences being that no yaw misalignment in the wind field is considered 
here, 4 turbulence seeds per wind speed are considered, and to increase the resolution of the 
power curve, simulation for each 1 m/s variation of the average wind speed (instead of 2 m/s) are 
considered between 4 and 10 m/s. 
The average power output among the 4 seeds of each wind speed bins is used to compare the 
turbulent power curves of the baseline case with no flap, and the case with the flaps Power Output 
increase mode activated below rated power, Figure 167. The power decrease at 4 m/s although 
appearing as relatively large is in fact rather small, and it is probably a consequence of a non-
accurate flap deflection angles for wind speeds below 4 m/s, which were not considered in the 
flap deflection angle tuning, but do occur due to the turbulence in the wind. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 167167167167    Power increase obtained by setting the collective flap deflection angle according to the low Power increase obtained by setting the collective flap deflection angle according to the low Power increase obtained by setting the collective flap deflection angle according to the low Power increase obtained by setting the collective flap deflection angle according to the low 
passed filter wind speedpassed filter wind speedpassed filter wind speedpassed filter wind speed    

The difference between the two power curves shows that with the flap a power increase close to 3 
% can be on average achieved around 8 m/s. The overall AEP increase, considering a site with a 
Rayleigh wind distribution with average wind speed 7.5 m/s, is close to 1.3 %. 
 

9.69.69.69.6 ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    
The individual flap controller developed at DTU [1,2,9] has been included in the aero-servo-elastic 
model of the Suzlon’s wind turbine S111, and tuned to the turbine characteristics. Aeroelastic 
simulations of the turbine with and without Adaptive Trailing Edge Flaps, and considering different 
flap control modes are performed reproducing the IEC operational load cases (1.1 to 1.5) and the 
idling rotor case (1.6). The effects of the ATEF control are quantified in terms of fatigue and 
ultimate load variations, as well as increase in the AEP: 

• The increase of turbine power below rated wind speed obtained with the flaps yields to an 

AEP increase of 1.7 %  (Rayleigh distribution with 7.5 m/s average). 

• The increase in power output yields also to a significant increase of thrust loads, causing 

higher fatigue and ultimate loads. The collective flap deflection for power increase brings 

the rotor induction level closer to the optimal one, and thus also increases the thrust 

coefficient, counteracting the thrust peak shaving efforts from the turbine standard 

controller. 

• As a Class III A turbine is considered, the increase of fatigue loads below rated power 

caused by the power increase flap control mode has a relatively large impact on the 

overall lifetime fatigue DEL: the blade fatigue DEL are brought back to baseline level, and 

the fatigue loads on the tower fore-aft moment is significantly increased (+40 %). 

• Excluding the power control mode, the flap control allows for a reduction of the blade 

flapwise fatigue lifetime DEL of 9 %. The tower fore-aft DEL is also reduced by 4 %, 

whereas the fatigue loads on the shaft are increased by about 14 %. 

• The increase of pitch activity indicates a negative interaction between the turbine 

standard controller and the flap controller. A more careful tuning of either flap or standard 

control parameters and filter frequencies could probably limit such interaction. 

• The ultimate loads observed among the simulated cases are generally increased by the 

flap control, especially so as the power increase flap control mode is active, imposing 
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higher thrust levels on the rotor. The tower fore-aft and main-bearing tilt ultimate bending 

moments are slightly decreased by the flap load alleviation control mode. 

• No significant changes in either fatigue or ultimate loads are observed by enabling or 

disabling the control mode with the flaps reacting to an extreme load threshold. Maybe a 

more careful tuning and selection of the parameters for this control mode might allow for 

further reduction on the simulated ultimate loads.  

• In-spite of the slight increase of ultimate blade flapwise moment, the flap load control 

leads to an increase of the minimum tower-blade tip clearance of about 25 % for the 

simulated DLB. The clearance increase is significant, but should be verified in a full 

design load bases, considering also cases of faults on the controlled flaps. 

Overall the flap control achieves its main objective of alleviating the blade root flapwise fatigue 
loads, whereas the power increase control mode yields to an increase of both fatigue and ultimate 
loads, which the observed increase in AEP is probably not sufficient to justify. 
A more carefully tuned control system, or maybe a more sophisticated control algorithm would 
probably allow to achieve higher load reduction with the ATEF, especially considering the ultimate 
loads.  
Whether the load alleviations achieved with the flaps in the simulated cases would ultimately be 
sufficient to justify the increase in complexity for a class III A turbine remains an open question. 
The answer would require a redesign of the rotor considering the modification to the loads 
constraints given by the active flaps, and an estimation of the costs of rotor, other turbine 
components, and also of the flap system.  
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10 CONCONCONCONCLUSIONSCLUSIONSCLUSIONSCLUSIONS    

 

Since the proof of the pudding is in the eating the objective of this deliverable was on the 
experimental proof-of-concept of the trailing-edge control concept. The main conclusion 
of this deliverable is that trailing edge flaps provide another degree of freedom to the 
wind turbine designers which make it possible to distribute the evitable structural loading 
over all the wind turbine components. Field experiments on a MW rotor is the next big 
step towards large scale implementation. 
 
Each individual chapter contains valuable conclusions. Below you can find a summary of 
the main conclusions of the individual chapters.  

• Through the experimental investigation of novel load sensorsnovel load sensorsnovel load sensorsnovel load sensors on a laboratory 
scale blade, the feasibility of using those types of sensors as load sensor has 
been proven. Especially the low frequency range down to 0.1Hz has not been 
investigated in a systematic manner before. By appropriate selection of sensor 
dimension and effect type (d31, d33) along with careful design of sensor signal 
conditioning, quasi-static load measurements down to 0.1 Hz could be achieved0.1 Hz could be achieved0.1 Hz could be achieved0.1 Hz could be achieved 
in a laboratorial setting.  

• FreeFreeFreeFree----floating flapsfloating flapsfloating flapsfloating flaps were designed for the first timedesigned for the first timedesigned for the first timedesigned for the first time for the application of wind 
turbine load control. Numerical aeroelastic analysis concluded that such flaps 
show significant control authority in the desired frequency band (2P and beyond). 
However, the additional degree of freedom couples aerodynamically with the 
flapwise flexible mode of the blade and causes flutter at low wind speeds, just 
outside the design envelope. Using a data-driven feedback controller, the blade 
can be stabilized in the post-flutter region. Both of these results were validated were validated were validated were validated 
experimentally experimentally experimentally experimentally in the wind tunnel. 

• During the wind tunnel tests, the concept of Subspace PredictivSubspace PredictivSubspace PredictivSubspace Predictive Repetitive e Repetitive e Repetitive e Repetitive 
ControlControlControlControl (SPRC), a dedicated data-driven control technique, was introduced to 
achieve blade load reductions. The pitch control action was composed of a 
superposition of 1P and 2P sinusoidal basis functions where the gains are 
automatically adapted to the time-varying wind conditions. It was shown that shown that shown that shown that 
significant rejection of 1P and 2P loadssignificant rejection of 1P and 2P loadssignificant rejection of 1P and 2P loadssignificant rejection of 1P and 2P loads in the blade load spectrum could be 
achieved with combined pitch and flap control. 

• A morphing trailing edge (MTE) flapmorphing trailing edge (MTE) flapmorphing trailing edge (MTE) flapmorphing trailing edge (MTE) flap has been developed for the alleviation of 
unsteady loads within Task 2.3. It consists of an inner, printed cell structure 
which allows a deflection of the flap. On the suction side, the flap is covered with 
a Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polyester (CFRP) skin and on the pressure side with a 
pre-stressed silicone skin. The flap is actuated with a carbon rod attached to the 
trailing edge of the flap. 

• In the testing campaign utilizing a rotating rigrotating rigrotating rigrotating rig, the morphing trailing edgemorphing trailing edgemorphing trailing edgemorphing trailing edge 
technology developed has been evaluated and successfully demonstrated. It is 
shown that the morphing wing achieves good performance in terms of 
aerodynamic load response, close to numerical estimations. Moreover, simple 
controller implementations show promising results in terms of dynamic load 
alleviation. In addition, the aerodynamic performance of ECN’s new aerofoil has 
been evaluated in atmospheric conditions 

• The individual flap controller developed in the INNWIND project has been 
included in the aero-servo-elastic model of the    Suzlon’s wind turbine S111Suzlon’s wind turbine S111Suzlon’s wind turbine S111Suzlon’s wind turbine S111, and 
tuned to the turbine characteristics. Overall the flap control achieves its main 
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objective of alleviating the blade root flapwise fatigue loads with 9%,alleviating the blade root flapwise fatigue loads with 9%,alleviating the blade root flapwise fatigue loads with 9%,alleviating the blade root flapwise fatigue loads with 9%, whereas the 
power increase control mode yields a 1.7% increase in AEPa 1.7% increase in AEPa 1.7% increase in AEPa 1.7% increase in AEP. 

• Fatigue and extreme load reduction capabilities of IPC and IPC&IFC are assessed 
on the 10101010    MW and 20MW and 20MW and 20MW and 20    MW Innwind.EUMW Innwind.EUMW Innwind.EUMW Innwind.EU RWT. Blade flapwise fatigue load 
reductions of about 25% are attained with both control strategies25% are attained with both control strategies25% are attained with both control strategies25% are attained with both control strategies tested in the 
present study (i.e. IPC and combined IPC&IFC), independent of the turbine size.  


